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Editorial 

Build a Better 
Internship 
Academics and practitioners 
must collaborate in new ways 
to improve the training of 
future architects. 

Prompted by the Carnegie Foundation's 
recent study of architecture education 
(ARCHITECTURE, June 1996, page 15), 

this issue of ARCHITECTURE scales the ivory 
tower to offer constructive criticism for 
strengthening the bonds between the profes
sion and the schools. We agree with the 
Carnegie study on the need to bridge acade
mia and practice through the architectural 
internship. But, as the report points out, the 
present system of internship is broken, and 
no one seems prepared to fix it. 

Internship is intended to teach the practi
cal side of the profession to architecture 
school graduates through a three-year stint 
in a firm (or firms) that prepares them to 
pass the licensing exam. Unfortunately, the 
high failure rate of first-time examinees sug
gests the educational objectives of internship 
aren' t being met. For example, more than 60 
percent of would-be architects who were 
tested in June 1995 failed the exam's design 
problem, even after three years of office ex
perience. If medical interns failed at the 
same rate, it would cause an uproar. 

Further, internship is far too often an ex
ercise in professional exploitation. Many in
terns are grossly underpaid-and sometimes 
not paid at all. Indignant and frustrated, in
terns and students are fighting back through 
the American Institute of Architecture Stu
dents and the Association of Collegiate 
Schools of Architecture (ACSA). These orga
nizations recently adopted policies to curb 
rhe abuses by nor inviting principals who do 
not pay their interns to speak at national and 
regional conferences, attend juries, receive 
awards, or hold an ACSA office. 

The AIA purpom to adhere to the same 
policy, bur it could take stronger action by 
revoking the membership of architects 
found guilry of such exploitation and en
couraging stares to revoke their licenses. 

Policing the profession won ' t solve the 
internship problem alone. While some firms 
pay low wages-or no wages-to boost 
principals' paychecks, many well-meaning 

practi tioners simply can't afford to train 
recent graduates given today's diminished 
fees. Architects clearly need help in defray
ing the costs of internship to improve the 
mentonng process. 

University-based teaching offices spon
sored jointly by the schools and the profes
sion would be one way to share the burden. 
Such work-study arrangements could be 
funded by tuition and project fees, and 
staffed by professionals who would secure 
real projects with real clients for the program. 

Alternatively, the National Council of 
Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB), 

AlA, and ACSA could certify specific firms 
as internship offices with accreditation 
processes similar to those that rhe National 
Architectural Accrediting Board administers 
for the schools. Such accredited offices 
would receive a stipend from professional 
organizations such as the AlA, NCARB, and 
others to help compensate for their in
creased operational expenses. 

Last year, an AJA-appointed task force is
sued a report on the Intern Development 
Program (!DP), established by the AlA and 
NCARB to guide interns and their employers 
on training. The study recognizes that the 
current !DP system is too bureaucratic, in
fl exible, and costly. The rask force urges the 
AlA and NCARB to create a simpler program 
that would place less emphasis on clocking 
interns' hours and focus instead on their per
formance within a three-year minimum of 
office training. If the best and brightest stu
dents are to become architects, internship 
should be examined as closely as the 
Carnegie Foundation studied the schools. 
The profession must find new ways to nur
ture irs young. 
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Wi1th Terra=Pavers 

Tum those ho-hum roof and plaza decks into 

more usable contemporary spaces. 

Precast concrete 

pavers from 

Wausau Tile can 

transform those 

outdoor areas 

and provide pro

tection for roof and 

deck structures, too. 

Use Terra-Pavers for new construction or easy 

renovation of failing roof decks. Pavers install on

grade or with the patented Terra-Sy tern One® ele

vated system for sloped and level surface . 

Choose pavers from a variety of styles, color , 

and surfaces. Then add the finishing touches with 

matching precast accessories: treads, risers, 

planters, benches, or your own custom design. 

Find out more about the industry's finest com

plete paving and roofing systems. Contact cus

tomer service for samples, specifications, literature, 

and technical assistance. We'll help you make 

those open spaces come alive. T erra Paving Division 

PO Box 1520 Wausau, WI 54402-1520 

(800) 388-8728 (715) 359-3121 (715) 359-7456 FAX 

Circle 61 on information card 



T o HELP RETIR E M E NT CoMM U NITY R ES IDENTS F EE L R1 G H T A T H OME , R1 G HT A wA Y, THI S ARC HITECT L ooK ED T o A NDE RSEN. 

0N A GENT LE RJSE ON T H E OUTSKIRTS OF M ANCHESTER, SURROUNDED BY HARDWOOD FORESTS, LI ES HI LLCREST T ERRACE. "TH E CONCEPT OF A RETIREMENT 

COMMUN ITY WAS NEW HERE. So TO GET PEOPLE FROM TH E LOVELY V ICTORIAN NE IGHBORHOODS IN T HE AREA, WE HAD TO MAKE HI LLCREST SPEC IAL," SAID 

PROJECT ARCHITECT R OGER 0 1GN ARD. TH E FEATURES OF ANDERSEN" W INDOWS PROVED TO BE ESPEC IALLY INV IT ING. "THE NARROLIN DOUBLE- HUNG 

WINDOWS AND ANGLE BAYS WERE VERY FAMILIAR TO OUR RESIDENTS," SAID 0 IGNARI . " T HEY FELT RIGHT AT HOME, RIGHT AWAY. EACH INDEPENDENT-LIVING 

UN IT HA T HE FEEL OF A PRIVATE HOME. OF COURSE, WITH AN AG ING POPULATION, T HE EA Y OPERATION OF ANDERSEN W INDOWS WAS ALSO IMPORTANT." 

T HE CONSTRUCTION SCH EDULE OF HI LLCREST T ERRACE, JUST TEN MONTHS FROM SITE PREPARATION TO COM PLETION, BROUGHT YET ANOTHER FEATURE 

TO LIG HT. " B EING ABLE TO ORDER ALMOST 2,000 WINDOWS FROM STANDARD AND CUSTOM SIZES WAS CRITICAL:' 0 1GNARD ADDED, 1AND ANDERSEN DELIVERED:' 

Zx woo1 FRAMING 

ANDERSEN" DOUBLE- H UNG"' W INDOW WITH OPTIONAL SCREEN 

WooD TOOL 

I NTERIOR WOOD TRIM 

ANDERSEN ' HIGH - P ERFORMANCE'" I NSULATING GLASS 

I X WOOD TRI M 

CEDAR SHI NGLES 

BATT INSULATION 

ANDERSEN CbMMERCIAL GROUP-

FOR AN ANDERSEN REPRE ENTAT IVE, ALL I -800-426 -7691, EXT. 1625. 
Circle I on information card 
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urn the dark into day with 
authentic reproduction lighting, 
handcrafted in the same manner, 
and of th e same mate ria ls , as 
the originals. Choose from over 
250 chandeliers, sconces, porch
lights and lamps in Arts & Crafts, 
Victorian and Neoclassic styles. 

Request our FREE 
68 page catalogue . 
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RmlJVENATION lAMP & FIXTIJRE CO. 
1100 S.E. Grand Avenue, 
Ponland, Oregon 97214 

(503) 231-1900 
Toll-free fax: 1-800-LAMPFAX (526-7329) 
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Letters 

New Urbanist exposure 
Real ly enjoyed your profile o n rhe 
"new" urbanises (ARCHITECfURE, 
April 1996, pages 68-77) . Ir's abour 
rime someone exposed rhose dudes 
for whar they are. T hanks. 
Steve Badanes 
Adjunct Professor, School of Architec
ture, University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 

SOM's example 
T he selecrion of Skidmo re, Owings 
& Merrill ( OM) as the recipienr of 
this year's AlA "firm of rhe year" 
award was, ro pur ir diplomarically, 
ironic. While I would be among the 
fi rsr w praise SOM's exceUenr work, 
how is ir that rhe AlA chooses ro 
hono r a firm rhar, over the pasr 
seven years, has seen irs revenue re
duced by 26 percenr, irs sraff cut by 
more rhan rwo- rhirds, its office in 
America's largesr city closed , and 
fo rmer partners suing ir ro rhe rune 
of $44 million? Is this the best ex
ample of professional pracrice rhar 
we have ro o ffer our co lleagues, 
much less our clienrs? 
Scott Simpson, AJA 
The Stubbim Associates 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Academic rot 
"Reporring on Education-Again" 
(ARCHITECTURE, June 1996, page 
15) broughr ro mind a lesson I 
lea rned afrer archirecrure school
the firsr rule of the bureaucracy is w 
mainrain rhar bureaucracy! 

The real world has taughr me rhar 
rhe mosr impo rranr issues affecring 
rhe profession are nor and will nor 
be raughr in schools, whose "busi
ness miss io n" conrinues robe only a 
superficial o rienrarion and sensitiv
ity roward cusromized buildings. 

As long as academics remain iso
lared from the real issues of eco
no mic reali ty, rhe same old limited 
chinking will result in the same old 
criricisms of young graduares and 
valueless designers. Perhaps archi
tectu re schools should "merge" with 

bu iness and engi neering schools, so 
rhose with an abundance of quanri
rar ive thin ki ng can expand their 
ho ri zons with those who have an 
abundance of qualira ri ve chinki ng, 
and vice versa. 
Carl Sherrill, AJA 
Lakewood, Colorado 

The frustration expressed in your 
June edi rorial on rhe Carnegie 
Foundario n srudy is shared by 
many. The ro r is deep. Recem ar
remprs ar restructuring are hopeless 
in rhe hands of bureaucrats unable 
ro undersrand rhe process of trans
fo rmation rhat underpi ns archi rec
rural thinking. 

C hange does nor happen by asser
rio n, no r does ir occur when faculty 
search co mm inees are charged with 
fi nding "famo us" people ro come in 
and add lusrer. As with building ir
self, the p rocess is arduous and re
quires consranr monirori ng. Nor so 
easy fo r rhose academics who have 
lo ng since given up o n p racrice and 
have beco me qu ire comfortable do
ing as linle as possible-ar rhe ex
pense of na'ive srudenrs. 
Richard Tremaglio 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

EIFS' shortcomings 
Your gentle lap on the wrisr di
recred ar EIF (ARCHITEC fURE, 
M ay 1996, pages 25 1-253) in the 
wake of rhe lawsui ts in North Car
olina falls short of rhe mark. You 
seem as concerned wirh the sysrems' 
market penetrario n sra tisri cs as wirh 
their warer penerrar ion fiascos. 

EIFS has had a hisrory of fa ilures 
rhar architects and owners would 
nor ro lerare in any other building 
marerial. Bu r rhe construction com
mu nity conrinues ro ignore EIFS' 
alarming shortcomings, largely be
cause of its low ini rial cosr. Any ex
terio r marerial which musr rely on 
nea r perfect dera iling and field in
stallatio n is bound ro have serious 
perfo rmance problems, as EIFS has 
repearedly exhibired. 



Faced with budget constraints and 
a need for design flexibility, archi
tects would better serve their clients 
by examining the advantages of 
cladding materials such as architec
tural precast concrete and glass
fiber-reinforced concrete panels, 
which are every bit as flexible as 
EIFS and a great deal more reliable. 
Thomas B. Battles, AlA 
President, Precast/Prestressed 
Concrete Imtitute 
Chicago, Illinois 

Egocentric design 
The house by Angel ii/Graham (AR
CHITECTURE, June 1996, pages 
143-147) might be conceprually in
teresting, bur ir relates to Topanga 
Canyon with the sensitivity of a 
manufactured home plopped in a 
beautiful sening by the truck driver. 
The elevations reveal a structure 
which is strictly egocentric and re
sponds only to the occupants within 
raking advantage of the glorious set
ting-it ignores everything else in 
the canyon trying to enjoy the same. 
Thomas R. Mistretta, AlA 
San Diego, California 

Change of heart 
When I began receiving ARCHITEC
TURE in lieu of Progressive Architec
ture, I wrote to complain of what I 
perceived as an overemphasis on star 
male architects and projects. How
ever, I muse thank you for the June 
issue. I loved your coverage of hus
band-and-wife reams-nor onJy for 
the architects themselves but for your 
sensitive, personable interviews. 
Please accept my change of heart. 
Wendy Lochner 
Senior Editor, Architecture and 
Design Professional Book Group 
McGraw-Hill 
New York City 

Hetero exclusivity 
Your June issue is so off base as to 
be at once laughable and frighten
ing. Was your intention to do a 
cover story char was gender- and re-

lacionsrup-based and purposefully 
exclusive? And was "Male Space" 
(ARCHITECTURE, June 1996) in
tended as some kind of a sop to your 
gay readership-slathering the cover 
with heceros and burying a vaguely 
queer article on page 77? Is chis 
your idea of editorial balance? 
If this were 1966, your June issue 

might be considered regrettable. 
Today, ic is outrageous. 
Daniel Gundrum, ALA 
New York City 

Male laughter 
A.fcer I stopped laughing ac "Male 
Space" (ARCHITECTURE, June 
1996, pages 77-81) , ic sudden ly 
dawned on my non-political ly
correcc mind char Joel Sanders is ac
tually serious. I have seen architects 
assume the accolades for any num
ber of things for which they had lit
tle or no responsibility, bur to claim 
that archiceccure "parcicipaces in che 
manufacruring of male as well as fe
male identities" is positively ethe
real , the final seep from che sublime 
to the asinine. 

One example: that Le Corbusier's 
"Law of Ripolon," which refers co 
whitewash over Modern bui ldings' 
exteriors, indicates masculine traits 
of"logic, hygiene, and truth. " So if 
you don't do this, you aucomacical ly 
become a promulgator of"illogic, 
sloth, and overt sneakiness"? The ar
rogance, nor co mention d1e patron
izing accicude, of chis writer readily 
explains why archiceccs are assumed 
to be on ly a legal requirement in
stead of an integral pare of design. 
GaryK Moore 
Hayes Large Architects 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

Correction 
Photographs of former CRSS princi
pals Thomas Robson and James R. 
Whicley were mistaken ly identified 
as Cecil Denny Highron partners 
John Denny and Michael Highron 
and vice versa (ARCH ITECTURE, 
June 1996, page 152). 
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is interesting, 
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Work Smart. 

Read Designlntelligence. 
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30% off the cover price of $199. 
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Painted molding with the look 

of a c R I s p w H I T E s H I R T 

enhances the unique translation. 

And lands First Place in one 

of the T O P design competitions 

in the nation. 

MONSANTO PRESENTS ITS COVETED 

DOC AWARD TO BARBARA BARRY 

INCORPORATED, LOS ANGELES, CA , IN 

ASSOCIATION WITH GENSLER , 

SANTA MONICA, FOR THE TAILORED 

RESIDENTIAL TONE THE TEAM 

CREATED FOR LOS ANGELES HEAD

QUARTERS OF HOMEBUILDERS 

KAUFMAN & BROAD . 

..... ------------····· ......... . 
The w I N N I N G designers used wood floo 

ing inset with Bentley Mills, Inc~s C U s TO 

carpet with Monsanto Ultron"VIP nylon to 

suggest tl1e w A R M T H of A R E A R u G s in 

an archetypal California home. 

Choose Ultron• VIP nylon for your next project. And 

you could take H o M E the Doc, too. 

For details about the J 9 9 6 Doc AW ARDS, caJI Monsanto, 1-800-543-5377 

Monsanto 
Contract 
Fibers or 1-770-951-7600. Circ le 121 on information card 

Winning design team shown above (L to R) : Armando Iarussi, Debbi Baron and Barbara Barry (seated ). 
Photography© Erhard Pfeiffer 1995 (installation) and © Don Rank (product). 



Events 

Exhibitions 

CHICAGO. "Bui lding for Air Travel: 
Architecture and Design for Com
mercial Aviation," October 19-Jan
uary 5, 1997, at the Art Institute of 
Chicago. Contact: (312) 443-3600. 

DENVER. "Borek Sipek: Auratic Archi
tecture and Design" and "The In
dustrial Revolution," through 
Jan uary 1997 ar the D enver Art 
Museum. Contact: (303) 640-2295. 

MONTREAL. "Frank Lloyd Wright: 
Designs for an American Landscape," 
through September 22 at the Cana
dian Center for Architecture. 
Contact: (514) 939-7000. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. "F rank Lloyd 
Wright: American Spirit Alive in 
Japan," through January 19, 1997, 
at the National Building Museum. 
Contact (202) 272-2448. 

Conferences 

AUSTIN. Construction Project Im
provement, September 29-0ctober 1, 
sponsored by the Construction In-
d us try I nsti tu re. 
Co ntact: (5 12) 471-6494. 

BUDAPEST. International Union of 
Women Architects conference, 
September 2-8. 
Concacc: 36-1-2 12-2239. 

CHICAGO.Autodesk University confer
ence and exh ibition, September 15-
19. Contact: (4 15) 771-5775. 

Mecalcon conference, October 1-3. 
Contact: (6 17) 965-0055. 

ESTES PARK, COLORADO. "Partnering fo r 
a Sustainable Future," September 
26-29 . Contact: (970) 49 1-2721. 

PHILADELPHIA. Organization of Black 
Designers meeting, October 3 1-No
vember 2. Contact: (202) 659-3918. 

SALT LAKE CITY. World Workplace 
conference, October 6-8. 
Contact: (713) 623-4362. 

SEATTLE. Frank Lloyd Wright Build
ing Conservancy conference, Seprem
ber 25-29. Contact: (312) 663-1786. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. Professional design/ 
build conference, October 10- 11 , 
sponsored by the Design-Build 
Institute of America. 
Contact: (202) 682-0110. 

Competitions 

Stadium design co mpetition for 
Sapporo, Japan . Registration due 
August 20; designs due January 14, 
1997. Contact: 81-ll-222-3076. 

"Furthermore . .. " publication 
grants, sponsored by the J.M. Kap
lan Fund. Deadline September 1. 
Contact: (5 18) 828-8900. 

Progressive ARCHITECTURE 
Awards for unbuilt architecture and 
urban design. Deadline for submis
sions September 6. See entry form 
on pages 59-60 for guidelines. 
Contact: (202) 828-0993. 

NOVA Award for construction in
novation, sponsored by rhe Con
struction Innovation Forum. 
Deadline September 15. 
Concact: (3 13) 995-1855. 

The Canadian Center fo r Architec
ture's Visiting Scholars Program 
fellowships. Applications due Octo
ber 1. Contact: (5 14) 939-7000. 

Greenport, New York, waterfront 
park design competition. Registra
tion due October 19. 
Contact: (5 16) 477-3000. 

National Lighting Awards Program, 
sponsored by the National Lighting 
Bureau. Entries due October 13. 
Contact: (301 ) 587-9572. 

Your focus on 
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of the box is 

needed in the 

design commun ity. 
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Skidmore Owings and Merrill 

Work Smart. 

Read Designlntelligence. 

Ca ll 703/ 904-806 5 to order Design
Intelligence now, and receive a full year 
(24 issues) for just $i49-thar's nearly 

30% off the cover price of $199. 

Design Intell igence 
Busine s Solution for Design Profes ionals 



Sensational Look. Sensible Choice. 

e 1996 GAF Materials Corporation 

The "Direct from the Quarry" finish of Supra-Slate shingles gives your 
roof a stunningly authentic slate look at a significantly lower cost. 

Choose from a wide range of natural solid colors or our prepackaged 

ColorBlends~ Every Supra-Slate shingle is 

non-combustible, freeze/thaw proof, and 

backed by 50 years of experience. 

For information on any GAF MC fiber

cement roofing or siding product, call 
1-800-223-1948 or fax 1-201-628-3865. 

GAF MATERIALS 
CORPORATION 

1361 Alps Road, Wayne, NJ 07470 

Circle 67 on informa!ion card 
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LIBESKIND ADDITION: Squeezed into boilerhouse. V&A ELEVATION : Addition wi ll be clad with structural rile and glass. 

SECTION: Structural skin ofLibeskind's building allows flexible, free-span floors for contemporary collections. 

Libeskind Wins London 
Museum Expansion 

London's Vicroria and Albert Mu
seum (V&A) is berter known for irs 
Arrs and Crafts collecrions rhan irs 
archirecrure. Thar may soon change 
if Daniel Libeskind has his way. In 
May, Libeskind besred Zal1a Had id, 
Norman Foster, and Nicholas Grim
shaw in the competition ro add 
I 0,000 square merers ro the V&A. 

Libeskind's proposal radically de
parts from the V&A's clunky C lass i
cism: tumbling, blocky forms 
inserted into a courtyard that was 
forme rly the boilerhouse. There is 
no attempt ro acknowledge prece
dent or context, and the British 
press is in an uproar. The $64 mil
lion, high-tech information center 
and exhibition space will be com
pleted in 200 1-if protests don ' t 
thwart rhe projecr.-Reed Krolojf 

Ellerbe Sued Over ADA 

Architects may now breathe a sigh 
of relief about their liabili ty under 
the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA). In July, a federal judge in 
Washington, D.C., released Ellerbe 
Becker from a lawsuit broughr by 
the Paralyzed Veterans of America 
(PVA) against the M inneapolis firm . 
PVA alleged that Ellerbe's design of 
the new M l Center arena in Wash
ingron violates the ADA's public
accommodations provisions. T he 
veteran 's group filed suit in June 
against Ellerbe and the arena's devel
oper, contending that the MCI Cen
ter's seating plan relegates 70 ro 80 
percent of wheelchairs ro areas 
where sight lines would be blocked 
by standing crowds. PVA sought an 
injunction ro hair arena construction 
until rhe seating plan was changed. 
While Ellerbe was freed from the 

suit, rhe case against the developer is 
pending a trial date later this year. 

"This is a decision of major im
pact," maintains AJA Vice President 
Stuart Binsrock. "It is the first court 
decision that speaks directly ro an 
architect's liabil ity under the ADA. " 
The AJA filed a friend-of-court brief 
on behalf of Ellerbe, arguing that the 
starute holds owners, operators, and 
lessors responsible for ADA compli
ance but expressly exempts architects 
from direct liability. The Civil Rights 
Division of the U.S. Deparrmenr of 
Justice filed its own brief supporting 
PVA's position, asserting thar failure 
to "design and construct" accessible 
public faciliries amounts ro discrimi
nation under the law, and rhat archi
tecrs are liable because they design. 
While the July decision shields archi
tects from direct liabili ty, Binsrock 
adds, they may still be contractually 
liable ro clients.-Bradford McKee 
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News 

WRIGHT: Wirh Japanese assistants. 

42 

YAMAMURA HOUSE: Tatami mat interior of 1924 building. 

Wright 's Japan Projects 
On View in Washington 

Except for che fab led Imperial Hotel 
in Tokyo, Frank Lloyd Wright's 12 
Japanese commissions are liccle 
known in the master's oeuvre. Now 
an exhibition at che National Build
ing Museum in Washington , D.C. , 
"Three Buildings by Frank Lloyd 
Wright: American Spirit Alive in 
Japan," elucidates the history of rhe 
rhree (more or less) remaining proj
ects-the Imperial Hotel (1923), 
the Yamamura House (1924) , and 
theJiyu Gakuen School (1926). 

The exhibition of photographs, 
models, building fragments , and 
objects is organized spatial ly and 
thematically into four pares. An in
troduction thar cursori ly explains 
Wright's social and cultural connec
tions with Japan is followed by pre
sentations on the three projects. 

Tracking these three survivors of the 
wrecker's ball from their commis
sioning to the present, the exhibition 
acquaints Americans with rwo here
tofore unknown projects bur under
empha izes the estheric ries berween 
Wright and Japan. 

The Imperial Hotel 's survival of 
rhe Great Kanto earthquake, which 
leveled most of Tokyo on the day of 
the hotel's opening in 1923, is a fa
miliar part of Wrighrian lore. Typi
cally immodest, the architect rook 
full cred it for the hotel 's seismic re
si lience, devoting an entire chapter 
of his autobiography to the event. 
While natural forces did nor de
molish the horel , the skyrocketing 
Tokyo real estate market fo rced the 
increasingly inefficient low-density 
building into obsolescence. In !are 
1967, the hotel was demolished ex
cept for the entrance pavilion, which 
was salvaged and moved to a park. 

JIYU GAKUEN: Threatened wirh demolition. 

The magnitude of the Imperial 
Hotel 's almost total loss is unten
able, given that its design is among 
the most masterful of Wright's ca
reer. By contrast, rhe architect's de
signs for rhe Yamamura House and 
Jiyu Gakuen School are not nearly 
significant enough to merir equal 
billing with che horel. Nor does the 
mere face of rheir phys ical survival 
elevate rhem. 

The lack of attention to Wrighr's 
additional six unbuilt and three de
molished Japanese projects obviates 
the show's value as a survey of his 
Asian commissions. The influence 
of Japanese estherics on Wright's 
projects and his influence on his Jap
anese followers are also underem
phasized. However, by highlighting 
preservationists ' efforts, "American 
Spirit Alive in Japan" may help 
prevent further losses of Wright's 
work.-Ned Cramer 



TAHOE COLONY: Protocypical cabin. 

~ 
~ 
~ 

I 
MOUNTAIN SPIRAL: Guggenheim forerunner. SAN MARCOS: Arizona desert resort unifies landscape with architecture. 

Wright's Car Landscapes 
Exhibited in Montreal 

When Frank Lloyd Wrighr rerurned 
in 1922 from Tokyo, where he lived 
during con rrucrion of the Imperial 
Hotel, he hoped for large corporate 
commissions but found only a hand
ful of private clienrs. Over the next 
de ade he embarked upon a series 
of specularive projecrs designed to 
interest wealthy landowners. None 
of these were ever built, bur draw
ings of five such projecrs, collecred 
in the provocative exhibition "Frank 
Lloyd Wright: Designs for an Ameri
can Landscape, 1922-1932," at rhe 
Canadian enter for Architecture in 
Monrreal through September 22, 
reveal Wright's explorations for a 
new American terrirory: suburbia. 

Through 150 drawings, curator 
David De Long examines Wright's 
experimentation with new tech-

nologies, new geometries, and the 
relationship of structures ro road
ways in schemes expressing Ameri
cans' newfound mobility. In some 
case , Wright made no sire plans; De 
Long actually walked the sites ro de
termine where Wright posic:ioned the 
buildings in his skerches. De Long 
then directed Yale Professor George 
Ranalli to produce five three-dimen
sional balsawood models; animated 
computer models prepared by the 
University of Toronto's Center for 
Landscape Research create a digital 
"drive-through" of three sires. 

For rhe Doheny Ranch Develop
ment in Beverly Hills, California, 
Wright conceived a hilly suburb as 
one structure, with a ramped road
way and bridges formed by retain
ing walls that serve also as walls of 
houses. Roof terraces, roads, and 
houses are clustered to accentuate 
and complement the rolling terrain. 

While hoping for a response from 
Doheny (ir never came) , Wright de
signed houseboats for the proposed 
Lake Tahoe Summer Colony. An 
inn ar the edge of an island was to 
be connected ro shore by a bridge on 
floating pontoons; cabins and house
boat -nor all seaworthy according 
ro com purer analyses-were ro ac
commodate guests. Wright's aquatic 
scheme sunk when it failed ro attract 
investors, and in 1924 the architect 
turned his arrenrion ro the desert. 

A Death Valley compound for 
Chicago life insurance magnate 
A.M. Johnson comprised a 1,000-
foor-long wall enclosing a roadway, 
existing buildings, fountain , main 
hou e, and chapel. In his San Mar
cos resort in Arizona, cars would 
approach under the building, fol
lowing the edge of a ravine. 

T n rhe summer of 1924, Gordon 
Strong commissioned Wright rode-

sign an "auromobile objective" atop 
SugarloafMounrain near Wash
ingron, D .C. However, Strong 
found Wright's helical spiral mo au
dacious, and Ranalli 's model shows 
why: the scale was enormous. In 
1929, Wright requested his o riginal 
drawings back-he wanred ro apply 
the piral form ro a museum. 

Wright's schemes for a sociery just 
beginning ro embrace rhe auro mo
bile should be particularly inrere t
ing ro architects who deem cars 
damaging to American co mmuni
ties. Ever rhe visionary, Frank Lloyd 
Wright knew that rhe auromobile 
was here ro stay. What a pi ty that 
few presenr-day designers have seen 
fit ro celebrate the car as Wright did . 

The Wrig ht exhibition will travel 
ro W ashingron, D.C., where it will 
open at the Madison Building of 
rhe Library of Congress on ovem
ber 14.-Heidi Landecker 
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News Record Editor Resigns 

After tying the knot wi th rhe AlA 
last fall, Architectural Record is now 
looking for a new ediror. Stephen A. 
Kliment, Record's editor since 1990, 
resigned July 1. Kliment, 66, ex
plains rhar he left his post ro focus 
on "exciting new opportunities" in 
writing and reaching. 

Meanwhile, Elaine Shusterman, 
Record's new publisher, ha installed 
an inrerim ediror, Malcolm Abrams, 
bur would nor specify his credentials 
in architecture or publishing other 
than ro say he is "a consulranr who 
has worked with rhe magazine for 
several monrhs in a number of 
ways," adding that "he is nor a can
didate for editor. " McGraw-Hill 
spokeswoman Eileen Gabriele con
firms rhar while Record staff were in
vited to apply for rhe job of ediror, 
an "active search" is under way out
side the organization for a perma
nenr replacement. "They are 
looking ro fill the post quickly," 
Gabriele mainrai ns. Abrams and 
staff editors refused comment. 

Speculation about rhe future direc
tio n of Record and its sraff began last 
September, when McGraw-Hill and 
the AlA announced that the 105-
year-old magazine would beco me 
the Insriture's official publication in 
January 1997, edgi ng our bids by 
BPI Communications, publisher of 
ARCHITECTURE; Penron Publish
ing, which at rhe rime owned Pro
gressive Architecture; and rhe New 
York Times Company.-B.A.M. 

PIA Staff Goes On-Line 

Former staff members of Progressive 
Architecture are collaborating on 
ArchirecrREACH, a new on-line in
formation service for architects. The 
service is being developed by PIA 
Executive Committee vete rans 
Gloria Adams, John Morris D ixon, 
Thomas Fisher, and Philip H . Hub
bard, Jr. ; operations are based in 
the former PIA editorial offi ce in 
Stamford, Connecticut. Princeron 
Architectural Press chief Kevin Lip
perr's graphics studio, Design Sys-

rems, is designing rhe service. The 
majority owner of ArchirecrREACH 
is Reach Networks, a privately held, 
New York City-based on-line infor
mation provider. 

ArchirecrREACH is a proprietary 
service requiring special operating 
software, and wi ll be available for a 
$15 to $20 monthly subscription 
fee. The service is expected ro debut 
November 1 with news articles, a 
products database, and on-line dis
cussion forums. While Fisher main
tains rhar ArchirectREACH wi ll keep 
rhe editorial spirit of PIA alive, he 
insists the on-line service " is nor in
tended as a direct competitor to the 
prinr publications. ArchirecrREACH 
wi ll be a very differenr animal." 

Si nce only half the counrry's firms 
have access to the lnrerner, Archi
rectREACH may be hard pressed ro 
generate an audience. Bur rhe staff 
members have already held focus 
groups to address arch itects' unfa
miliari ty with the Inrerner. Adams 
remains optimistic: "If we make 
rhe in formation compelling enough, 
people wi ll seek us our. " -NC. 



Architecture Schools 
Appoint New Deans 

During rhe past rwo years, more 
than 40 architecture schools have 
hired new deans or directors, and 
orhers are in rhe process of search
ing. Earlier this summer, rhe Col
lege of Archirecture and Landscape 
Architecture at the University of 
Minnesota named former PIA edito
rial director Thomas Fisher as dean. 
Fisher was chosen over Daphne 
Spain, former associate dean at the 
University of Virginia School of Ar
chitecture; Minnesota landscape ar
chitect Peter Olin; and Steven Fong, 
a professor at rhe University of 
Toronto School of Architecture and 
Landscape Architecure. 

This July, at rhe University of 
Pennsylvania, Gary Hack, former 
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnol
ogy professor of urban design, be
gan his tenure as dean of rhe 
Graduate School of Fine Arts, re
placing Malcolm Campbell. At Tu
lane, Donna Robertson has vacated 
her position as dean of rhe School 

of Architecture ro take rhe helm as 
dean of rhe Illinois Institute of Tech
nology College of Architecture. Ar 
the Catholic Universiry of America, 
former Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
professor Gregory Hunt takes rhe 
reins from Stanley Hallet as dean of 
the School of Architecture and Plan
ning. On October 1, Karhleen Co n
lin, former head of rhe theater 
department at Ohio State University, 
takes charge of the College of Fine 
and Applied Arts at the University 
of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. 

Several schools are still searching 
for deans: the College of Environ
mental Design at California State 
Polytechnic University, Pomona; 
rhe College of Architecrure ar rhe 
University of Arizona; and the Col
lege of Design at Louisiana Stare 
University. The Deparrmenr of Ar
chirecrure and Building Consrruc
rion Technology ar Hampton 
University is looking for a new de
partment chair. And Georgia Insti
tute of Technology is conducting a 
search for a director of its architec
ture programs.-N C. 

Conference Examines 
New Urbanism 

Architects held sway over developers 
at "Designing Master-Planned Com
munities: In Search of New Visions," 
a conference held June 24-25 in Res
ron, Virginia. The conference, spon
sored by rhe Urban Land Institute, 
a Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit 
organization, pitted New Urbanisrs 
against planners of conventional sub
urbs in sessions on design guidelines, 
financing, retail, and transportation. 

A full day of presentations on New 
Urbanism, including provocative 
rhetoric by architect Andres Duany, 
Congress for the New Urbanism 
Executive Director Peter Katz, and 
architect Philip Erickson of Cal
rhorpe Associates, was countered by 
Denver land planner David Jensen. 
Jensen, who backs curved streets, 
challenged New Urban grids, call
ing rhem militaristic and unrespon
sive ro terrain. Afrerwards, Duany 
led rhe 255 attendees, about 80 per
cent of them developers, on a tour 
ofKenrlands, Maryland, one of rhe 

KENTLANDS: Duany shows off model. 

oldest New Urban subdivisions. 
While "New Visions" proved de

velopers are intrigued by the con
cept, no presenter offered convincing 
evidence of a marker for New Ur
banism. Sanra Margarita, a very suc
cessful 5,000-acre California project, 
was introduced at rhe conference as 
a conventional suburb/New Urban 
hybrid. Bur the New Urbanists are 
nor interested in any visions for 
America, no matter how successful , 
rhar differ from their own.-H.L. 
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SIPEK: Czech-born designer. BUILDING: Proposed arr museum fo r 's Herrogenbosch, Netherlands. 

Borek Sipek Debuts 
In Denver 

Forty-seven-year-old Borek Sipek, a 
Czech-born, Amsterdam-based ar
ch itect and designer, receives his 
stateside introduction in "Borek 
Sipek: Auratic Archi tecture and De
sign," a single-gallery exhibition of 
tableware, furniture, architectural 
models, and graphics on view at the 
Denver An Museum through Jan u-

ary 1997. H ighly regarded in Eu
rope, Sipek is wel l versed in many 
design forms, 'primarily furniture, 
glassware, si lver, and porcelain . 

C urator Craig Miller cal ls Sipek 
the successor of Ettore Sonsass, 
proof of rhe continued vi tality of 
European Postmodernism. T he cu
rator also lauds Sipek as "the first 
major European designer ro emerge 
from the fall of the Eastern Bloc. " 
The architect's irreverent, excessive, 

and sensual strain of Postmodern ism, 
which expands conventional defini
tions of taste, is a far cry from the 
poli te American style. 

Sipek's work is fraught with cul
tural references, albeit in unex
pected, mannered juxtaposition. For 
example, tableware designed for lux
ury manufacturers Sevres, Driade, 
Ajeto, and Swarovski juxtaposes 
Ch inese lacquerware with Bo
hemian crystal and Delft porcelain 

Important Information 
About Schuller Phenolic Foam Roof Insulation 

and Possible Steel Deck Corrosion 

F rom January 1989 to February 1992, we pro
duced UltraGarda1 Premier, a glass mat faced 

phenolic foam roof insulation, which is no longer 
manufactured by us. 

Recent observations suggest that phenolic foam 
roof insulation contributes to the corrosion of 
steel roof decks. In extreme conditions, where 
insulation is wet or damaged, the corrosion re
action could progress to a point which could 
weaken or penetrate an area in the metal deck. 

Therefore, where evidence of wet or damaged 
phenolic insulation exists, or severe deck 
corrosion is observed , care should be taken in 
operating equipment, moving heavy loads and 
walking across the roof. 

If you have Schuller* Phenolic Foam 
Insulation on your roof, please call us at 

1-800-345-9602 

S1C1H1U1L1L1E1R 
Roofing Systems Division 
Schuller International, Inc. 
P.O. Box 5108, Denver, CO 80217 

1-800-345-9602 
Monday through Friday 
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. (Mountain Time) 

*Schuller phenolic foam insulation was formerly manufactured and marketed by Manville'" Roofing Systems. 
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FURNITURE: Wood, metal , and wicker designs. EXHIBIT: Srudies for objects, buildings. DECORATIVE ARTS: Viewed through openings in pavilion. 

wirh sterling silver. The designer's 
work clearly comprises objects de 
luxe: a single place setting of Sipek
designed china costs rhousands of 
dollars. Bur it's precisely this ex
pense that enables him to employ 
rhe h ighesr standards of craft. 

Sipek also employs witty forms: a 
rumbler is supported on an unscable 
base; a glass flower vase incorporates 
smaller, lily-shaped glass flutes. Forry 
such exan1ples of rhe designer's craft 

are visible only through rhe narrow, 
gilded slits of a pumpkin-colored 
pavi lion designed by Sipek. 

Furniture is displayed on a stepped 
platform to one side of rhe exhibi
tion gal lery; here too, Sipek's irrever
ent sensibility shines rhrough. A 
recarnier is an assemblage of discor
dant parts; its sensuously uphol
stered back meets a homely, carved 
wood front. C hrome feet emerge 
from flared "pants" legs char support 

a side table. A folding chair lacks 
hinges, rendering it inoperable. 

Only recently has Sipek begun to 
build in earnest. Bur rather than 
show photographs of completed ar
chitecture, rhe exhibition includes 
models and drawings of a new 
building being designed by Sipek 
for the Museum of Contemporary 
Arr in the Netherlands. Regarded as 
objects, the archirecrural models 
and drawings sustain rhe exh ibi-

rion 's rhoughtfuJ curatorial consis
tency, exuding the same luxurious 
sensibili ty as Sipek's tableware and 
furniture. Gilding abounds; walls 
are derailed in patterned prints; trees 
are wrought from spun glass. 

What rhe exhibit ion fai ls ro con
vey is the architect's abi li ty to con
st ruct buildings. Ir remains to be 
seen wherher Sipek can successfully 
translate his sensual esrheric in scale 
from object to archirecrure.-N C. 

Designing with Light Polygal Polycarbonate Structured Sheet 

LaGuardia Airport 
New York City NY 

Polygal Solar Grade 
PCSS offers aesthetic 
beauty, energy conserva
tion, light transmission , 
solar gain or reflection . 
and doesn't contribute 
to flame spread or toxic 
fumes. It's a superior 
alternative to glass 
for roof windows. 
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Another development is taking the 
stage in the revival of New York's 
Times Square. A 47-story office 
tower designed by Fox & Fowle 
Architects for the Durst Corpora
tion breaks ground this month at 
the northeast corner of Broadway 
and 42nd Street. The 1.6 million
sq uare-foor tower is the first office 
building to be shepherded through 
rhe 42nd Srreer Development 
Corporation. Conde Nast Publica
tions has agreed to lease one-third 
of the building, which is designed 
wirh many "green" features: en
ergy-efficient climate control, recy
cling systems, sustainable building 
products, and possible alternative 
energy systems. 

The rower's facades are split be
rween an eclectic metal-and-glass 
curtain wall on the north and west, 
and a more sober masonry finish on 
the south and easr. T his Janus-like 
composition reconciles the build
ing's context-Times Square on the 

Every Dock 
Needs A Lift 

THIS - OR - THIS 

Avoid back injuries 
and increase 
productivity 
If you don't have a loading 
dock or your dock is too 
high or too low, you need a 
versatile Advance Superdok. 
Ca/11-800-THE DOCK for 
FREE information. 

.MJVN«;E UFTS 
Advance Lifts, Inc., 701 Kirk Road, St. Charles. IL 60174 (708) 584-9881 
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BRYANT PARK FACADE: Masonry cladding. 

western side and Bryant Park and 
Midtown office blocks on rhe east. 

The tower's base accords with ar
chitect Robert Stern's hyperactive 
streetscape criteria for the district. 
A collage of video monitors and illu
minated signs, which may be pow
ered by photovoltaics and wind, will 

TIMES so. FACADE: P.V.-powered signage. 

enliven the Times Square facade. 
This variety of facade treatments 
implies the layering of building over 
rime. The address, Four Times 
Square, will be heralded by four 60-
foor signs ar the peak of the rower, 
which is capped by a 120-foor-rall 
communications masr.-NC 

FLASHING/WEEP HOLE SYSTEMS ARE AN 
INDUSTRY STANDARD ... 

SO HOW COME THEY OFTEN DON'T WORK? 
EVER HEAR OF A 

MORTAR-CLOGGED WEEP HOLE? 

The Mortar Net w holding mortar droppings from 5' high test wall 

The Mortar Net™ 
~ _ r • Catches and suspends mortar 

droppings above weep holes 
so weeps slay open 

• Unique shape and 90% open 
plastic mesh prevenl mortar 
damming so moisture easily 

Patent #5230189 asses to wee s 

Introducing New 2" thick Mortar Net™ Green 
made from 100% recycled plastic 

For Technical Data, A Free Sample Kit or to order The Mortar Net"' 

CALL 1-800-664-6638 
FAX l -800-673-3494 
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Future of Cities 
Debated in Barcelona 

T he words "murarion," "habi tation," 
"Aow," "container," and "terrain 
vague," mighr seem more relared ro 
biology rhan archirecrure, bur ar rhe 
Congress of rhe lnternarional U nion 
of Archirecrs (UIA) held in Barcelona 
fro m July 3 ro 6, rhese ideas fo rmed 
rhe fi ve di fferem platforms fo r dis
cussion. W irh al mosr 10,000 pro
fess ionals and srudems fro m all over 
the world in arrendance, rhe confer
ence, entided "Present and Futures: 
Archi tecture in C iries," quesrioned 
the logic of presem-day urban plan
ning and archirecrure in preparing 
fo r rhe furure of the ciry. 

Despire irs ambirions, rhe event 
was disappointing. Poorly organized 
and overcrowded acriviries, canceled 
presenrations, and illegible slide pro
jecrions gave rise ro proresrs by ar
chirecrs who blocked rraffi c and 
blasted- megaphones raised- rhe 
negligence of rhe organ izing com
mittee. T he pro tesrors demanded 

thar the main debates be moved ro 
rhe Palau Sant Jordi Olympic Sta
dium (capacity 14,000). Unfo rtu
nately, rhe Palau Sanr Jordi is 
flooded wid1 natural lighr, so even 
d1ough proresrors won, slide viewing 
was almosr impossible. 

The many orher events offered 
rhroughour rhe week ranged from 
discussions of" containers" berween 
nored archirecrs such as Rafael Mo
neo and Ken Yeang ro regional pre
semarions such as "Archirecrure for 
a Larirude" by Costa Rican archirecr 
Bruno Stagno. However, the Con
gress never seemed ro focus on a 
single message. 

T he archirecr's responsibili ty ro 
confront urban issues and remedy 
problems was highly debared, wirh 
examples such as Berlin archirecr 
Hans Kolhoff s conservative preser
varionism versus more progressive 
intervenrions by Spanish archirecrs 
liiaki Abalos and Juan H erreras and 
New Yo rker Sreven H oll . The larrer 
were less concerned with preserving 
a ciry's look, focusing insread on rhe 

abili ty of the new ro change rhe old. 
The sessions on "murarions" and 

"flow" presented changes in rhe 
world 's larges t ciries. T hrough new 
buildings, communication nerworks, 
and rransporrarion rerminals-such 
as those in C uritiba, Brazil ; Bilbao, 
Spain; and London- rhe conference 
showed how new urban objects are 
crearing a web of global intercon
nection never before possible. 

Presentarions devoted ro rhe rheme 
of habitation d iscussed live/work 
spaces and houses in relation ro rhe 
highways of communication. Swiss 
archirecr Roger Diener suggested 
rhar we wi ll begin ro see a new rype 
o f modern cottage industry based 
o n increasing employee mobility. 

T he mosr expansive rheme of rhe 
confe rence addressed rhe French ex
pression terrain vague, rhe residual 
zones rhar rapid urban growth has 
lefr empry-d1e reverse side of the 
metropolis. T hese leftover spaces of
fer rhe possibi lity of reinvenrion and 
rejuvenation, as pointed our by pre
senrarions on new public beach-

fronts in Barcelona, inrernario nal 
museums and opera houses in Bil
bao, and public parks and shopp ing 
areas in Val paraiso, C hile. 

Many of the UlA discussions 
showed how even rhe visions of jusr 
I 0 years ago are obsolete fo r the ciry 
of roday. T he desire ro rehumanize 
our urban environmem remai ns, yer 
the gap berween the pedesrrian and 
rhe developing urban infrasrrucrure 
widens with each rap of the mouse 
and each high-speed train . "Presenr 
and Furures: Archirecrure in Ciries," 
through all of irs muddled and 
stymied activiry, al luded ro rhe navi
gation of this renuous line, yer never 
elucidared any porential solutions. 

Los Angeles archirecr Eric Owen 
Moss summarized ir besr when he 
said, "[We musr] sense thar d1e ciry 
is; ratify rhar the ciry is as ir is; and 
demand thar me ciry be orher rhan 
ir is."-Matthew D . Berman 

Matthew Berman attends Columbia 
University's Graduate School of Archi
tecture, Planning, and Preservation. 

Architects and specifiers prefer Sloan Optima Plus"' Flushometers. 
And so do their clients. These Flushometers provide the latest inno
vation in battery-power to turn a manua] Flushometer into an auto
matic, high-tech, sensor-operated flushing system. 

Sloan Valve Company 
10500 Seymour Avenue 
Franklin Park, IL 60131 
Phone: 847~71-4300 
Fax : 847~71~944 

• infrared sensors detect user and guarantee 
fixture evacuation 

• "courtesy flush" button for manual user 
operation on water closets 

• moisture-sealed, self-diagnostic circuitry 

• long-life, cost-effective performance in a variety 
of styles for retrofit AND new construction 

Plus, they comply with all ADA specifications. Sloan Valve Company 
is YOUR restroom expert. For more information on our Op tima 
Plus Flushometers, including a free copy of our brochure on al] of 
our restroom concepts, calJ 800-745-0800. 
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Dutch Design at MoMA 

"Thresholds: Conremporary Design 
from the Netherlands," on view ar 
the Museum of Modern Arr (MoMA) 

through November 5, is such a 
modest show thar three museum 
guards weren'r sure where to find ir. 
Bur once fo und (at rhe rail end of 
the permanenr design and furniture 
insrallarion), this 36-objecr exhibi
tion offers several pieces well worth 
the search. Associate C urator Paola 
Antonelli presenrs a vase made from 
a household sponge, a chandelier 
wirh 85 clustered lighrbulbs and 
sockets suspended fro m a "ponytail" 
of wi res, and objects as diverse as 
faucecs, a walking stick, a mailbox, 
and a shoehorn-all under the rubric 
of conremporary Durch minimalism. 

MARCEL WANDER: "Knoned Chair," builr of epoxies, carbon, and aramid fibers. 

Antonelli's exhibition essay asserts 
thar such design-"less indulgenr 
and Aashy rhan that of rhe 1980s, 
more experimenral in its use of ma
re rials"-has cropped up in many 
counrries in rhe 1990s, bur these 
Durch designers "represenr the ex
pressionis tic and extremist wave of a 
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more general global rrend." Their 
modesry, she suggesrs, is "emblem
ar ic of whar polirical correcrness in 
design should be." Juxraposed with 
the museum's own 20rh-cemury 
collecrion (mosr pre-l 980s), how
ever, rhe uniqueness of rhis Dutch 
"wave" seems arguable. Certain ly, as 
Amonelli poinrs our, rhe Northern 
European inclinar ion roward under
sratement has historically permeated 
Netherlandish design. 

Minimalism in the Netherlands is 
roored in rhe interdisciplinary move
ments of De Srij l in rhe 1920s and 
Nieuwe Abstractie in the 1960s and 
1970s. A more recent strain of in
ventive simpliciry in Durch product 
design led ro the formarion of Am
sterdam-based Droog (Dry) Design, 
a loose collaboration of independent 
industrial and furniture designers. 
Originaring in an exh ibition at the 
1993 Milan Furniture Fair, Droog 
Design now offers an imernarion
ally marketed collection that figures 
predominantly in the MoMA show. 

Finely crafted with clean, elegant 
lines and an emphasis on usefulness, 

all the objects displayed here (Droog 
and non-Droog) share a like sensi
biliry rather than the esthecic code 
of a unified movement. Within such 
vague minimalist parameters, varia
tion and quirkiness abound. For 
example, Richard Hutten 's De Stij l
inAuenced "Crossing Italy I" sofa 
conceals its in ner works within 
polyurethane-coated foam cushions, 
while Rody Graumans's "85 Lamps" 
chandelier brazenly (and gracefully) 
exposes its bare industrial parts. 

The stripped-down, analytical ap
proach ro function and materials 
characterizes the show's most elo
quent objects: in particular, Dick 
van Hoff's "Srop" faucet and 
Amour Visser's "Aschimedes" letter 
scale. In van H off's faucet, two arch
ing copper pipes, hoc and cold water 
conduits, are logically-and wit
rlly-joined like Siamese twins at 
the tip. And the ingenious scale, a 
visually exquisite physics lesson, ar
ticu lates Archimedes's principle of 
liquid displacement (with telescop
ing laborarory cylinders containing 
colored Auid) ro measure weight. 

40 years ago we invented 
translucent building panels. 
Our technology is still ... 

light-years 
State of the art composite engineering has created 
a true structural sandwich panel that stands up to 
the harshest environments and fiercest climates. 
Kalwall is the most highly insulating, diffuse light 
transmitting material in existence. 

Architects agree ... the design flexibility, 
energy performance, daylight quality, 
overall value and company integrity of 
Kalwall and its products is unsurpassed. 
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PO Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105 800-258-9777 

Though recycled and industrial 
marerials are not the rule, many 
whimsical as wel l as straight-faced 
applications of these subsrances 
figure in the show-most notably in 
Tejo Remy's "Milkboctle Lamp" of 
sreel plates and recycled milk jugs. 
Materials throughout the exhibition 
playfully defy expectation: Classi
cally shaped polyurethane vases are 
surprisingly Aexible, while foam 
cushions with the hard conrours of 
cast materials are unexpectedly soft. 

The exhibition's most srylized se
lections may impart a sense of deja 
vu-as in the oversized, cushioned 
coat hooks, reminiscen c of 1960s 
soft-sculptural scale play-but even 
here, a thoughtful reexamination of 
function is often implicit. (The visi
ror can experience the funcrional in
regriry of contemporary Durch 
design firsthand in MoMA's refur
bished cafe.) Although some of the 
work may be derivative, this modesr 
show merits the journey, if only ro 
see Visser' s delicately transparem 
letter scale and Graumans's shim
mery chandelier.-Sarah Amelar 

Circ le 37 on in formation card 
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toeam ours 

Your standards are high. So we set ours 
even higher. Our goal is to build the 
best possible window for you and your 
customers. And we've reached it with 
a window that offers the ultimate in 
structural integrity, beauty and 
performance. 

With their modular design, EAGLE® 
windows give you the flexibility to 
create striking, coordinated window 
systems for any design concept. And 
EAGLE offers a comprehensive array 
of window styles and options - from 
Designer Colors 'M to Modern Divided 
Lights® to Decorelle'" g lass - to set 
every project you design apart from 
a II the rest. 

EAGLE. The best choice. w 
EAGLE" 
- ·DDDR!I 

1. Strength and energy efficiency are ensured 
with solid wood construction, with interiors 
that come prefinished or ready to paint 
or stain. 

2. Low-maintenance beauty and structural 
integrity are preserved with patented extruded 
aluminum exteriors that are several times 

stronger than thinner, roll-formed 
aluminum styles. 

3. Year-round energy savings and a 
clear, untinted view are provided 

~ with Low-E Maximiz.er ~/us™ glass. 
-~-.~~ Optional custom glazing 1s 

also available. 

4. Air and water infiltration are 
virtually eliminated with high
performance weatherstripping. 

Years of trouble-free performance and 
effortless operation are ensured with 
high-quality hardware. 

P.O. Box 1072 • 375 East 9th St. • Dubuque, IA 52004-1072 

1-800-453-3633 
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News 

OKLAHOMA CITY: Elliorc's prairie tower. 

That's Entertainment 

Move west, young architect! The en
tertainment industry in Los Angeles 
continues to be a source oflucrative 
commissions for the profession. E! 
Entertainment Television, for exam
ple, has rapped Santa Monica-based 
Hodgens+ Fung Design Associates 
to design a television production fa
cility in Orlando, Florida. The firm 
is also designing a 1.5 million
square-foot office and retail center 
for the film community in Glendale, 
California, in collaboration with 
Maguire Thomas Partners, Mack 
Architects, and landscape architect 
Laurie Olin. San Francisco-based 
Gensler has been commissioned to 
design a 50,000-square-foot enter
tainment facility, Shanghai Space 
City, incorporating a roller coaster 
on four floors of the Oriental Pearl 
TV Tower in Shanghai. Tetra De
sign of Los Angeles has been com
missioned by the city of Burbank, 
California, to design the facade of 
an electrical substation powering 
Disney Studios. 

On the East Coast, the famous 
1936 Orchard Beach bathing facil
ity in the Bronx, brainchild of New 
York C ity Parks Commissioner 
Robert Moses, is undergoing restor
ation by architect Katrin Adam, 
landscape architect Judith Heintz, 
and Gandhi Engineering. Chicago 
will soon boast three new theaters 
designed by the local firm VOA As
sociates: the Arie Crown Theater at 
McCormick Place and 1,000- and 
550-sear theaters at the Navy Pier 
designed by VOA. Sasaki Associates 
is designing a master plan for a 940-
acre resort complex outside Seoul, 
South Korea. 

Educational and 
Commercial Buildings 

East Coast educational institutions 
are also a steady source of significant 
commissions. Tai Soo Kim Partners 
of Hartford is designing a $4 million 
addition to Edward Larrabee Barnes's 
arcs and sciences building at Miss 
Porter's School in Farmington, Con
necticut. Shawmut Design and 
Construction and Ondras Associ
ates Architects are renovating the 
1920 Senior House dormitory at 
MIT. New Haven-based Svigals As
sociates and Ann Arbor, Michigan
based Johnson Johnson & Roy are 
developing a master plan for the 
University of Connecticut's $962 
million campus renewal program. 
Chicago-based Peter J. Exley Archi
tect is designing the children's 
learning facility at Louisville Sci
ence Center. 

On the commercial from, long
depressed Oklahoma City is show
ing signs of renewed economic 
vital ity with its first major office . 
building in 10 years. Elliott+ Asso
ciates is designing an 82,000-
square-foor, six-story office building 
for Aegis Corporation in the suburb 
of Edmond. The firm is also devel
oping the 10,000-square-foot Pio
neer Woman Museum in Ponca 
City, Oklahoma. Los Angeles-based 
Alcoon + Porter Architects has 
been commissioned to design a 
$125 million expansion ofWar
ringah Mall in Sidney, Australia. 

New Sports Arenas 

Will the sports arena boom never 
end? The Kansas City office of 
HNTB has been named lead architect 
for the $90 million, 19,200-seat 
Oakland Arena in Oakland, Califor
nia, future home of the NBA Golden 
State Warriors. Ellerbe Becket is 
designing a multipurpose arena in 
Sunrise, Florida, near Fort Lauder
dale for the NHL Florida Panthers. 
T he $172 million facility replaces 
the 8-year-old current home of the 
Panthers in Miami. Seattle-based 
Loschky Marquardt & Nesholrn 
has been selected ro design the $49 
million Grand Forks Events Center, 
with a 15,000-seat football arena, in 
Grand Forks, Washington. 

~ 
./" 

CUTTING 
ANEW 

LIFE FOR 
OLD 

GROWTII 
TIMBER 

Tl-IE C.R. PLUME 
COMPANY. 

We spec ialize in 
custom arc hitec tu ral 

limber miUwork 
fabricated from 

rec laimed Douglas F'ir 
limbers laken from 
turn-of-the-century 

bui ldings. Treated with 
deserved reverence, 

these limbers are 
cleaned, resawn, 

WCLIB graded and 
refini shed into trusses, 
arche , columns and 

beams. Finished 
limber packages are 

shipped direct lo 
the jobsile ready 

for erection. ~ 
We are cerlified by the ~\ 

Ameri can Plywood ~ . 
Associa ti on for 
veneering and 

composite members. 

We have over 20 years 
of experi ence 

understanding Lh e 
natu re of wood and are 
experts in joinery and 

intricate brackelry. 

F'or more information 
and a broc hure, 
please phone: 

360.676.5658 or 
F'ax: 360.738.1909 

11-IE 

GRPilME 
~ 

1301 Meador Ave. 
Suite B-11 & B-12 

Bellingham, WA 98226 
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Siedle Video -
New Concept - New Price 

For secured visitor and entry 
control. 
The new Siedle-Video 
includes: 
• 3 "black & white /mono
chrome monitor 
• exclusive full active matrix 
backlit 4" LCD color mo
nitor 

The applications include: 
• single family residences 
• multi-tenant housing 
• industrial, commercial & 
professional installations 
• multiple doors and gates 

The innovative video door 
station cameras and the 
new monitors with clear 
and brillant video pictures, 
including convenient re
mote adjustable cameras, 
offered at an outstanding 
quality price performance. 

Exclusive color 
& monochrome 
cameras with 
full 360° 
swivel range 
including 
+/- 20 degrees 

Vandal 
resistant 

Optional caller 
picture memory 
(16 pictures) 

Send this Coupon to: 
Siedle Communication Systems 
of America, Inc. 
750 Parkway, 
Broomall, PA 19008 
800 874 3353 
Fax: 610 353 9716 
Please send me further information 
on Siedle communication systems 

Name 

Address 

State/Zip code 

Phone 

Circle 77 on information card 
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News 

Finance Dominates Form 
At U.N. Conference 

The last major United Nations 
(U. .) conference of this cenrury 
cook place from May 29 co June 14 
in lscanbul, Turkey. Conference 

ecretary General Wally N'Dow 
defi ned the mission of Habitat ll in 
hi keynote address: 'This is nor 
just a conference; it is about the hu
man spirit, healing the urban soul, 
and human solidariry." 

In all, 17 1 of the 185 nations of 
the U.N., as well as 1,500 non
governmental organizations, were 
rep re ented. In an event dubbed the 
World Busi ne Forum, Habitat II 
included the international business 
community for the first time at a 
U.N. conference. More than 320 
corporate decision-makers discussed 
rhe role of enterprise and commerce 
in achieving sustainable develop
ment. A visit to a new satellite ciry 
for 60,000, currently under con
struction 30 miles outside Istanbu l, 
raised concerns char the e exclusive 
high-rises merely created enclaves 
for the wealthy, exacerbating exist
ing urban problems. Keynote 
peaker William McDonough, dean 

of rhe University of Virginia School 
of Architecture, calJed for a "design 
revolution" char favors biodegrad
able and sustainable materials. 

Unfortunately for that revolution, 
architects and planners-and their 
representative professional organiza
tions-were noticeably absent at 
H abitat II. The contrast to the last 
Habitat conference, in 1976, was 
striking: architects such as Buck
minster Fuller and Moshe Safdie 
held the Aoor ar the Vancouver 
event. At Habitat II , developers and 
bankers cook the leading role; one 
member of the audience at a forum 
for architects and planners an
nounced he was a "recovering" ar
chitect co a round of applause. Nat 

uno-Amarteifio, a Pratt-trained 
archi recr who is now mayor of 
Accra, Ghana, criticized the profes
sion's urbanise role: "Architects have 
a [,] e sense of importance from 
thei r schooling. They have no sense 
of the connective tissue of commu
nities. They are not important in 
shaping cities."-Noushin Ehsan 
and teven Hall 

NEW 
I 

V.EINv01ciNG .C.9mm UESlGN 

qT~r?T~e 
('REINFORCING CONCimTE DESIGNii 

CONnNUING AN INSIGHTFUL SERIES FOCUSING ON 
INNOVATIVE ARCHITECTURAL DESIG . 

CONTEMPORARY JUSTO RI CAL DESIGN. . . howcase a 
130,000 square foot addition at Syracu e University that is 
functionally and architecturally integrated into the historic 
fabric of tl1e campus' Georgian buildings. 

Find out how the design, structure and key de ign details 
created dynamic interior spaces and an exterior that conform to 
the scale and geometry of the adjacent Georgians ... constructed 

within a rigorous schedule under numerous de ign challenges. 
Call or fax for tllis architecn1ral success story featured in tlle 

latest issue of "REINFORCING CONCRETE DESIGN" from CRSI. It' yours 
FREE for tlle a king! 

Reinforced concrete ... providing creative solutions. 

13:1§0 Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute 
933 N. Plum Grove Road 
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173-4758 
847/517-1200 Fax: 847/51 -1206 
Web ite: hnp://www.cr i.org c 19')6 CR.51 
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Jury 

Sarah Graham 

Angelil/Graham Architecture 

Los Angeles 

Laurie Hawkinson 

Smith-Mil ler + Hawkinson Architects 
New York City 

Enrique Norten 

TEN Architects 
Mexico City 

Antoine Predock 

Antoine Predock Architect 
Albuquerque 

William Rawn 

William Rawn Associates 

Boston 

Deadline for Submissions: September 6, 1996 
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ARCHITECTURE 
p r 0 r e s s v e I 

44th Annual Awards 

ARCHITECTURE announces the continuation of the annual PI A Awards. 
The purpose of this awards competition is to encourage outstanding work in 
architecture and urban design before it has been executed. Awards and citations 

will be designated by a jury of distinguished, independent professionals, who will 

base their decisions on overall design excellence and innovative ideas. The jury 
will also consider response to program and context, management of the design 

and construction process, technical solutions and details, and social and eco
nomic contribu'tions. Potential entrants are urged to interpret the call for "out
standing work" as broadly as possible. Entries, however, are limited to specific 
unbuilt projects that have been commissioned by real clients for execution. 

Judging will take place in September 1996, and winners will be notified in late 
September. The winning entries will be featured in the January 1997 issue of 
ARCHITECTURE. 

Eligibility 

Who Can Enter 
Architects and other environ
mental design profess ionals 
practicing in che U.S., Canada, 
or Mexico may enter one or 
more submissions. Proposals 
may be for any location, but 
wo rk muse have been direcred 
and substantially executed in 
offi ces in those countries. 

2 Real Projects 
All entries muse have been com
missioned for compensa tion by 
clients with the authori ty and 
che intention co carry out the 
proposal submitted. In the case 
of design competitions, the pro
posals eligible are chose the 
client intends to execute. 

3 Architectural Design Entries 

Entries in Architectural Design 
may include only works of archi
tecture scl1eduled co be com
pleted after Jan uary I , 1997. 
Indicate the anticipated comple
tion dace on Project Faces page 
(see item 7 on next page). Pro to
typical designs are acceptable if 
commissioned by a client. 

4 Urban Design Entries 
Entries in U rban Design muse 
have been accepted by a cl ient 
who intends to base develop
ment on chem. Implementation 
plans and anticipated schedule 
muse be explai ned in submission. 

5 Verification of Client 
T he jury's decision co premiate 
any submission will be contin
gent upo n ARCHITECTURE's 
verification that it meets all eligi
bili ty requirements. To that end, 
ARCHITECTURE will contact 
the clients of projects selected by 
che jury for recognition. ARCHI
TECTURE reserves final decision 
on eligibility and accepts no lia
bi li ty in that regard. Please be 
certain your entry meets the 
above conditions. 

(Submission requirements and 

entry farm. on the fallowing page) 
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Entry Form: P/A Annual Awards 
Please complete and submit all pans intact with each entry (see 
paragraph 12 of instructions). Photocopies of this form may be used. 

ENTRANT: 

ADDRESS: 

CREDITISI FOR PUBLICATION (attach additional sheet if necessary): 

ENTRANT PHONE NUMBER: 

ENTRANT FAX NUMBER: 

PROJECT: 

LOCATION: 

CLIENT: 

CLIENT PHONE NUMBER: 

CATEGORY: 

ENTRANT: 

ADDRESS: 

PROJECT: 

I certify rhar the submitted project was executed by the parries credited and meets all eli
gibility requirements (1-5). 1 understand that any entry that fails to meet submission re
quirements (6-18) may be disqualified. Signer must be aurhorized to represent those 
credited. 

SIGNATURE: 

NAME (typed or printed): 

FEES: SUBSCRIBER $90 NONSUBSCRIBER $125 ENTRY PLUS ONF-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $125 

AWARDS EDITOR/ARCHITECTURE 

1130 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suire 625, Washington, D.C. 20036 
PROJECT: 

Your submission has been received and assigned number ____ _ 

(ARCHITECTURE will fill in this number and return this receipt. 
Please retain it for reference.) 

ENTRANT: 

ADDRESS: 

(RECEIPT) 

AWARDS EDITOR/ARCHITECTURE 

1130 Connecricur Avenue, N.W., Suite 625, Washington, D.C. 20036 

ENTRANT: 

ADDRESS: 

(RETURN LABEL) 

60 

Submission Requirements 

6 Binders 
Entries must consist of legibly repro-
duced graphic material accompanied 
by adequate explanarory text in Eng-
lish. All entry material must be firmly 
bound in binders no larger than 17 
inches in either dimension (9 by 12 
inches preferred). Avoid fragile bind-
ings. Supplementary documents, such 
as research reports or urban design ap-
pendices, may be bound separately to 
avoid unwieldiness, as part of the same 
entry. Slides should be submitted only 
as supplementary material. Unbound 
material in boxes, sleeves, etc., will not 
be considered. 

7 Project Facts Page 
To ensure clear communication to the 
jury, the first page in the entry binder 
must list Project Facts under the fol-
lowing explicit headings: Location, Site 
Characteristics, Surroundings, Zoning 
Constraints, Type of Client, Program, 
Construction Systems, Funding, and 
Schedule. Supply hard data (square 
footages, costs, specific materials) 
where possible. All project facts should 
fir on one page. Paragraphs amplifying 
this data, covering design philosophy, 
ere., should be on subsequent pages. 

8 Documenting the Process 
Entries should document the design 
process, as well as its result. Entrants 
are encouraged to include copies of 
preliminary sketches, alternative pre-
liminary schemes, information on con-
text and precedents for the design, and 
excerpts from working drawings. 

9 Research Behind Projects 
Although ARCHITECTURE is cospon-
soring a separate competition for archi-
tectural research, we encourage the 
inclusion of any research performed in 
support of an architecture or urban de-
sign project that is otherwise eligible. 

10 No Original Drawings 
Original drawings are not required; 
ARCHITECTURE will not accept liabil-
ity if they are submitted. No models or 
videotapes will be reviewed. 

11 Anonymity 

To maintain anonymity in judging, no 
names of entrants or collaborating par-
ties may appear on any part of the sub-
mission except on entry forms. Credits 
may be concealed by tape or other 
simple means. Do not conceal identity 
or location of projects. 

12 Entry Forms 
Each submission must be accompanied 
by a signed entry form (left). Repro-
ductions of the form are acceptable. 

Fill out the entire form and insert it 

intact into an unsealed envelope at-
tached to the binder's back cover. 

13 Entry Categories 
Identify each submission on its entry 
form as one of the following: Educa-
tional (including any campus build-
ings), House (single-family), Housing 
(multifamily), Commercial, Cultural, 
Governmental, Health-Related, Indus-
trial, Recreational, Religious, or Urban 
Design. Mixed facilities should be 
classified by the largest function. If un-
able to classify, enter Miscellaneous. 

14 Copies of Key Pages 
To provide the ARCHITECTt:RE jury 
with basic information about the en-
try, please include five photocopied 
sets of key pages of the submission (in-
eluding Project Facts page). These sets 
should be stapled separately and slipped 
inside the back cover of the binder. 

15 Entry Fees 
An entry fee must accompany each 
submission. The fee is $90 for ARCH!-
TEC:TURE subscribers; $125 for non-
subscribers. (N onsubscribers can 
choose to subscribe at a special rate of 
$35 per year and pay the $90 entry 
fee; see entry form.) Make check or 
money order payable to ARCHITEC-

TURE. Canadian and Mexican offices 
must send drafts in U.S. dollars. Fee 
must be inserted in unsealed envelope 
with entry form (see 12, above). 

16 Entry Receipts 
ARCHITECTURE will send a receipt by 
October 1 indicating an entry number 
to save for the entrant's reference. 

17 Return of Entries 
ARCHITECTURE intends to return all 
entries by U.S. mail. ARCHITECTURE 
assumes no liability for loss or damage. 

18 Entry Deadline 
Deadline for sending entries is Sep-
tember 6, 1996. All entries must show 
a postage date as evidence of being in 
the carrier's hands by September 6. 
Hand-delivered entries must arrive at 
ARCHITECTURE's editorial office 
(address below) by 5 p.m., September 6. 
To ensure ti1nely receipt, ARCHlTEC-

TURE recommends using a carrier that 
guarantees delivery within a frw days. 

Address entries to: 
Awards Editor 
ARCHITECTURE 
I 130 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 625 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

DEADLINE: September 6 
Strictly Enforced 



On the Boards 

. I 

GROUND-LEVEL PLAN 

Church of the Year 2000 
Rome, Italy 
Richard Meier & Partners 

Richard Meier has won the design 
competition for the Roman Catholic 
"Church of the Year 2000" compe
tition over shortl isted arch itects 
Tadao Ando, Gunther Behnisch, 
Santiago Calatrava, Peter Eisenman, 
and Frank Gehry. Meier's scheme 
will be built amidst modern apart
ment buildings on the eastern pe
riphe1y of the Eternal City in d1e Tor 
T re Teste district. 

The 14,000-square-foot commu
nity center of d1e chu rch is typical 
Meier-an elegant L-shaped build
ing embracing a rectilinear court-

yard-but the 8,000-square-foot 
sculptural sanctuary marks a surpris
ing departure for the New York 
architect. Curving concrete shells 
define the northern and southern 
boundaries of the church; skylights 
and windows span the interstices 
between forms. On the south, the 
concentric, plaster-coated walls en
close a chapel, confessionals, and a 
baptistry. Cubic volumes at oppo
site ends of the nave house an organ 
l o~ and sacrisry. 

Meier's church is the design high
light of an extensive parish church 
construction campaign in Rome. 
The building is scheduled for com
pletion in time for the Roman Cath
olic Jubilee in the year 2000.-N C. 
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Protest 

The competition for a new 
architecture school goes sour. 

.. 
WINNING SCHEME: Barton Myers's academic cloisrer. UNLV CAMPUS: Trailers now house architecrure school. 

A Bad Lesson from the 
University of Nevada 

Since 1990, the University of Ne
vada ar Las Vegas (UNLV) School of 
Architecture has called a caravan of 
construction trailers home. The Na
tional Architecrure Accrediting 
Board, unimpressed by this motley 
assembly, informed the upstart 
school that accredirarion depended 
on securing bener facilities by 1997. 
Fast-growing UNLV responded to 
rhe threat by announcing a design 
co mpetirion for a new architecture 
building in the fall of 1991. 

Local parmership JMNLucchesi
Galati won the competition over 
second-place Swisher & Hall (with 
Barron M yers as design consultant) 
in a conrroversial jury decision chat 
followed heated discussion, several 
voting sessions, and the departure of 
one jury member. The troubled jury 
should have been an omen. From 
that point onward, rhe process de-

volved into a melodrama of charges, 
countercharges, ethics investigacions, 
and court bartles that consumed 
three years, tens of thousands of 
dollars, and the professional reputa
tions of the players involved. 

The shore version of the story 
locked JMNLucchesi-Galati and 
Swisher & Hall/Barton Myers in a 
legal battle over whether it was ap
propriare for architects on UNLV's 
faculty to enter the competition, and 
who should be awarded the contract 
for the project. Ulrimately, Swisher 
& Hall/Barron Myers prevailed. 

By the time the projecr went out 
to bid in April 1995, however, the 
63 ,000-square-foor school came in 
25 per cent over its $8 million bud
get. Substantial revisions yielded lir
tle in tl1e way of savings. Facing a 
complete redesign without additional 
fees, executive architects Swisher & 
Hall terminated their increasingly 
strained relationship with Barron 
Myers, and submitted a new scheme 

that substirutes efficiency for archi
tectural character. 

"Flexibili ty and a timely construc
tion schedule drove the redesign, 
which is now out to bid," explains 
Michael Alcorn, assistant dean of 
UNLV's architecture school. Con
struction is set to begin this sum
mer: "We may even gee to add some 
square footage to the building," en
rhuses Eric Raecke, manager of the 
Nevada Public Works Board. 

Unfortunately, more of Swisher & 
H all 's pedestrian warehouse will not 
improve irs lackluster design. Nor 
will it compensate for the loss of rhe 
eleganr cloisrer Myers envisioned, 
which wrapped studios and labora
tories around an arcaded courtyard 
containing a library pavilion and an 
ad minisrration building. The com
promised UNLV architecrure school 
is testimony ro a design process gone 
rerribly awry and a mediocre model 
of design fo r the school's 300 sru
dents.-Reed Kroloff 
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1996 Wood Design Award Program 

Invited 
The American Wood Council invites 

entries in its sixteenth annual 

Wood Design Award Program honoring 

design excellence with wood. 

Honor Award Winner 1994 

Award-winning projects 
will be publicized in local 
and national media, and 
featured in the 1996 Wood 
Design Award Program 
summary book. Award 
certificates will be provided 
for architects, owners, struc
tural engineers and general 
contractors. 

For more specific program 
requirements and entry 
materials, contact Ron Ingram 
at the American Wood Council. 
Telephone 202-463-2769, 
FAX 202-463-2791, or E-Mail 
Ronald_lngram@afandpa.ccmail. 
compuserve. com. 

There is no program entry fee. 
Materials must be submitted by 
October 77, 1996 and ;udging 
will take place in November 

The Winchester
Thurston School, 

/99.l 

For a copy 
of the 7995 
Wood Design 

Award Program summary book, 
send five dollars to the 
American Wood Council 
7 7 7 7 7 9th Street, NW, Suite 800 
Washington, DC 20036. 

Forest&. Paper Association • 1111 19th Street, NW, Suite 800 • Washington, DC 20036 
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Opinion 

Reform the 
Design Studio 
One architecture student 
argues for a more collaborative, 
interdisciplinary education. 

The design studio has the potential to 
develop a thoughtful, competent, re
sponsible architect who is well inte

grated into society. It is also the place where 
a young mind can become insecure, egotisti
cal, self-absorbed, easily intimidated, and 
eternally frustrated. From my experience af
ter the first four years of an architectural edu
cation and two years of visiting more than 60 
schools during my term as president of the 
American Institute of Architecture Students 
(AIAS) and student representative to the Na
tional Architectural Accrediting Board 
(NAAB), I believe today's architecture studio 
is heading dangerously coward the latter. 

To begin with, archi tectural education 
tends co breed excess ive competition, ego in
flation, poor physical and emotional mainte
nance, insecurity, and procrastination. These 
problems-present co some degree in all 
U.S . architecture schools-result from the 
nostalgic notion of"en charette," the perpet
uation of the Lone Ranger master architect, 
and rhe destructive critique focused in nega
tivity, all of which are rooted in tradition. 

They are as relevant and useful to today's 
architecture student as fat, expensive foun
tain pens and bow ties, yet we seem to be un
able co release ourselves from their grasps. 
Through these traditions, we come to judge 
each other, as well as ourselves, based on how 
many back-co-back all-nighters we can pull 
and the size of the crowd that gathers as we 
presenr our projecrs. 

Many studios teach students that, co be 
truly creative, they must design in a vacuum. 
It seems the ideal design project lacks a 
client, site, and budget, and has a program 
that can be repeatedly redefined by the de
signer. Academia must acknowledge that the 
built environment lives within a certain set 
of constraints: gravity exists, buildings cost 
money, and the building's inhabitants have 
inherent needs. T hese are the foundations 
upon which architecture is built. To dis
count them throughout the educational 
process can jeopardize a student's ability to 

ever realize their ideas in built form. More 
importantly, it confuses and disheartens 
graduates, who expect that what is taught in 
school will resemble practice. 

Similarly, a host of other subjects essential 
co the creation of architecture are routinely 
separated from the studio environment. Aca
demics often claim that studio is the place 
where students synthesize what they have 
learned in other classes-history, structures, 
theory, and construction-into their design 
solutions, though the connection between 
these issues and what we design is seldom 
clear. The marginalization of nondesign sub
jects in architecture schools is the beginning 
of the devaluation of elements vital co the ex
istence and realization of architecture. 

All is not lost in the current state of the 
academic design studio, however. The studio 
fosters a social as well as a professional com
munity, by allocating a dedicated workplace 
to each individual. The studio promotes feel
ings of ownership of space, unlike a tradi
tional classroom setting. Students determine 
their own schedule and work without the 
presence of an authority figure, developing 
self-discipline and learning from each other. 

The method of learning in the studio can 
also be its strength. The student is given a 
problem that has no finite set of solutions 
but instead calls for a series of thoughtful de
cisions, some more quantifiable than others, 
leading up to individual resolution. The path 
each srudent rakes from the same problem co 
their proposal differs and each, if well con
sidered, can be as valid as the next. Along the 
way, students try and fail , question and dis
cover, ponder, decide, and learn, regardless 
of the subject of their investigation. 

The ability co learn deeply about any sub
ject while simulcaneously developing a pro
ductive thought process is an achievement to 
be cherished. UnForrunacely, chere are fac
tors in the studio that keep this from being 
as effective and broadly experienced as possi
ble. While serving as a design teaching assis
tant at the City College of New York and 
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Opinion 

guest critic on review panels at over a dozen 
schools, I observed students so consumed 
with the competitiveness of presentations 
that they sometimes knew lircle about what 
they were designing. 

How do we ensure a more effective design 
studio? Imagine a studio that reaches a stu
dent clearly to value the work of others, one 
taught by more than one person, possibly a 
practicing architect paired with a seasoned 
academic or even a team of specialists in 
structure, theory, and construction, setting 
an example of collaboration and illustrating 
the importance of multiple perspectives. 
Both within and outside of the studio, I have 
found that a solution generated by several 
people has greater strength than one devel
oped by an individual. 

Yet students in studio seldom work in 
teams, and are even less often team-taught. 
By encouraging collaboration, the design stu
dio can also reach students how to participate 
effectively in decision-making processes. Un
derstanding how to reach group decisions and 
articulate ideas effectively is a step toward 
strengthening the position of an architect as a 
key player in buiJdjng construction, city plan
ning, and society. There are also ample op
portunities to ground the design studio in the 
realities of practice without compromising 
our ability to understand architecture as the 
documentation and expression of culture. 

Some schools, such as Ball State Univer
siry, the Universiry of Oregon, and the Uni
versity of Washington, have found value in 
integrating design/build projects into the stu
dio. The Rural Studio at Auburn University 
is also a model to look toward. Under the 
guide of Auburn professor Samuel Mockbee, 
students design and build structures, re
adaptations, and renovations for clients iden
tified by the stare as in need of assistance. In 
this context, students are learning to under
stand budgets, structure, construction, and 
culture firsthand withour at all compromis
ing the quality or integrity of their designs. 

Architects are charged with a profound 

set of responsibilities to better the human 
condition. Through broadening the content 
of the studio to embrace the realities of prac
tice, while at the same time maintaining our 
investigations into the past, present, and fu
ture of humanity, we can create a more 
thoughtful, responsible architect. 

Of course, improving the design studio is 
not a panacea for all of architecture educa
tion. A successful and effective professional 
education system is one that simultaneously 
maintains a critical distance from-yet re
sponds to, understands, and holds true-the 
mission and ideals of the profession it serves. 
This approach is difficult when that educa
tional system serves a field unable to define 
itself or even agree on the extent of irs profes
sionalism. And one might argue that archi
tecture's higher purpose requires that 
architecture education teach students to serve 
humanity first and the profession of architec
ture second. Regardless, the practice and 
education of architecture are equally frag
mented, contradictory, and confusing, and 
which mirrors the other remains unclear. 

As we sift through the debate over archi
tecture education, the design studio contin
ues to surface as a place where we can easi ly 
begin to move toward collaborative learning. 
The traditional notion of design as some
thing done by a masterful individual in a 
moment of brilliance may be romantic, bur 
ir is unrealistic and archaic. 

Today's sociery is made up of individuals 
with vast cultural, social, and intellectual dif
ferences , each with something unique and 
important to bring to the table. We must 
rake bold steps in challenging tradition and 
make changes to the design studio to truly 
realize its potential. Otherwise, education 
and practice will only remain in a stare of de
cline, as the role of cl1e architect continues to 
lose its relevance.-Dee Christy Briggs 

Former A!AS president Dee Christy Briggs cur
rently attends the City College of N ew York, 
from which she will graduate in 1997. 
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IF YOU'RE WONDERIN 
THE ANSWER, 



Architecture education must be 
transformed to improve students ' 
preparation for practice and the 
professions status in society. 

ARCHITECTURE August 1996 

U 
niversity schools of architecture are an American invention. In Europe, 
architecture schools were sponsored by architectural clubs, such as the 
Architectural Association in London, or were located in arts and crafts schools 

and academies of the fine arts, as was true of many architecture programs in 
Germany or the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in France. In this country, formal architecture 
education began at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the University of 
Illinois, and Cornell University just after the Civil War. 

A major purpose behind this American movement was to upgrade the social rank 
and intellectual eminence of architects. It was believed that university schools 
would advance knowledge of design and building science beyond the capability of 
architects who came from a background in the building trades, as well as gentlemen 

ROBERT GUTMAN 

REDESIGNING 
ARCHITECTURE SCHOOLS 

architects. The schools were also intended to democratize access to the profession for 
the rising middle classes. Perhaps most importantly, it was assumed that providing 
architects with a liberal education would enable architecture to acquire a status and 
compensation comparable with the most respected professions, law and medicine. 

Broadly speaking, over the last 130 years, the university schools of architecture 
have accomplished the goals set for them. There are now almost 100 accredi red 
university schools, plus a handful of independent bur also accredited schools that 
are tied more loosely to colleges and universities. In the academic year 1994-1995, 
approximately 24,000 full-time and part-time students were enrolled in the 
accredited schools, and about 4,800 professional degrees were conferred. 

Architects in this country enjoy very high prestige with the general public, as is 
demonstrated in surveys of the status rankings of different occupations. The 
architectural profession as a whole obviously exhibits a more comprehensive 
understanding of the full range of component skills required for building fabrication 
than any other group in the building industry. The schools also play a central role 
currently in generating new approaches to design. Since the end of World War II, 
innovative design ideas in American architecture have been overwhelmingly the 
product of architects who have university appointments, or teach pan-time. But 
criticism of the schools has escalated almost in direct proportion to their 
achievement. What is responsible for this curious outcome? 

Architectural practice remains a troubled and beleaguered endeavor, even though 
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some architects are now celebrities and even though there is 
more attention by a mass audience to architecture and design 
than in any previous period of American history. Some critics 
would argue that architecture focuses too much energy on 
winning commissions for monumental buildings and on 
esthetic or stylistic issues, while ignoring many environmental, 
housing, and urban design questions that are more closely 
related to the needs of the average user. 

A more fundamental factor is that the architect's cultural 
importance does not translate into power in the economic 

vices in this country often has been depressed. In this pro
fession, as in law and other fields, high enrollments have been 
sustained by the great increase in women students. Indeed, 
there is some reason to think that some of the schools actually 
fare better when there are fewer jobs for architects. During the 
recession of the early 1990s, for example, because of the 
availability of tuition loans, scholarships, and grants, many 
architects with first professional degrees discovered it was more 
advantageous to study for an advanced degree than to keep 
looking for jobs that didn't exist. 

The schools are also resented be-
cause their curricula focus on training 

The current school curriculum actually conveys a 
smaller fraction of the total knowledge and skill re
quired for practice than in any period during the 130 

in design skills and on the fields of 
architectural history and architectural 
theory. In part, this trend has de
veloped to secure the position of the 
architecture schools within the uni-
versity system. It is to their advantage 
to concentrate on realms of learning 
that connect the schools more actively 

years since professional programs were established. 

and political realms. Architects are poorly paid compared to 

lawyers, physicians, surgeons, and even unionized teachers. 
Architects are not policy-makers. Their advice is not soughr 
by politicians as much as architects would like, or perhaps as 
much as it should be, even on questions about which they 
have interest and expertise. This division between the cultural 
and political roles of architects has been true throughout most 
of the profession's history. 

Many clients display a personal fascination with archi
tecture, and some are transfixed by buildings which display the 
artistry of the architect. But when it comes to hiring archi
tectural services, these same clients often rhink about buildings 
in different terms. They discover that it is possible to hire 
services at lower cost from interior designers, engineers, 
contractors, and now construction managers. To the degree 
that architects were able to acquire a certain modicum of 
political and economic power, they did so as the client's 
representative in the building process. Corporate, government, 
and institutional clients have concluded, however, that the 
building process often goes more smoothly by circumventing 
the architect and dealing directly with contractors and con
struction managers. Not surprisingly, sociologists sometimes 
refer to architecture as a "weak" profession. 

Architecture schools have contributed astonishingly little to 

the relief of this divided fate, although they are the most 
robust constituency within an otherwise vulnerable profession. 
Architecture schools clearly are less buffeted by market forces 
and are much more secure than is the typical practice. Their 
enrollments, budgets, and faculty jobs have remained stable 
over the last 10 years, when the demand for architectural ser-
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to the humanistic disciplines. Archi
tecture schools generally are unable to garner the funds that 
support research in the science- and engineering-based 
subjects that practitioners often believe are more essential for 
the building task. Design and theory, by contrast, are fields 
that can be investigated with the modest resources provided 
by architecture school budgets. 

As a result of the emphasis on design, students graduate 
with considerable mastery of this area, but often without much 
know-how in building technology and construction. The 
curricu lum of many of the early university schools, for 
example, dealt with construction during the first two years and 
did not teach design until the last year (in the three-year 
program that was then standard), but the current situation is 
the reverse of this pattern. New graduates covet design roles in 
practice and assume that "designing" is what practice will 
enable them to do. In many ways, their preoccupation with 
design is laudable and surely has been a factor in the improved 
design quality of American buildings. But there is a growing 
complaint from practitioners about the technical incom
petence of school graduates. More disturbing is that this con
centration on design skill leads to immense frustration among 
young architects. There are just not that many opportunities 
to do design work in the average firm. Several studies have 
shown that only 10 percent of an architecture firm's time is 
spent on this function in the building process. 

The schools carry tremendous prestige, and with this 
prestige, the expectation has developed that they constitute the 
principal source through which the knowledge necessary for 
practice will be transmitted to students. This certainly was nor 
the supposition when the university schools were inaugurated. 



On rh e contrary, it was generally assumed that formal 

education would elevate rhe position and enlarge the com
petence of the profession, bur that a great deal of the learning 
would still require on-the-job training, as was also evident in 

rhe professions architecture was attempting to emulate. What 
was certain a century ago continues to be true today, even 

more so. And for several reasons. 
With most architecrure programs specializing in the 

reachi ng of design skills, and with all schools-some more 
than others-emphasizing the historical and theoretical 

underpinnings of design ideas, the current curriculum actually 
conveys a smaller fraction of the totality of knowledge and skill 
required for practice than in any period since professional pro
grams were es tablished. Ar the same rime the schoo ls are 
dealing with a reduced number of traditional subjects, the 

scope of architecture as a discipline is expanding. The number 
of fields in which practitioners must be informed grows con
srancly. Given the pressures to respond to the demands of the 
university system, it is often difficult 

schools of architecture, and instead received more of their 

formal education under the aegis of firms. Something more 
radical than the present arrangement-in which a period of 
three years of practical work after the professional degree is 

required in order to become licensed-may be required to 

redress the shortcomings of the schools, such as placing 
students in firms to work for sustained periods before they 
receive their degrees. 

A few programs approach this arrangement now, bur they 

are the exception in this country. A major obstacle to adopting 
such a system more widely is that firms lack the resources to 
really conduct the mentoring and training programs that 

aspiring architects want. Complaints lodged by interns suggest 
that educational requirements often take a back sear to the 
needs of firms for billable hours. 

One solution to this problem is to introduce a modern 
version of the pupilage system that was available in 19th
cenrury England and the United States, in w hich students 

for the schools to keep up-to-dare with 
the changing requirements of practice. 

Perhaps the most importan t fact 
about contemporary practice is that 
architectural firms are now majo r 
generators of architectural knowledge. 
The most dramatic examples of the 
innovative role of practice have been 
in the development of software and 
information technology, innovations 
often generated in the large firms 

Young men and women aspiring to become architects 
probably could be educated and trained more appropri· 
ately if they spent fewer years enrolled in university 
schools of architecture and instead received more of 
their formal education under the aegis of firms. 

before they are developed in the schools. In devising new 
st ructures for practice, in designing new building types, and 
in conceiving new combinations of professional roles , the 
firms ' expertise is far ahead of the thinking in the schools. 

Firms often have an advantage in developing ideas because 

they are compelled to serve clients and keep ahead of the 
competition. Architecture schools are shielded against the 
pressures of the marketplace, which has sometimes been 
beneficial, but in other respects, detrimental. Important re
search first emerges in firms also because firms-especially 
large, corporate ones-have more resources than do schools. 
Clients underwrite research as a project cost, and they expect 
a usable product to be delivered more quickly than if they 
were to finance research ar a university. 

The expansion in the scope of architectural services and the 
resourcefulness of successful practices should make us consider 
the possibility that the current system of architectura l 
education is unsuitable to the requirements of architectural 
practice today. Young men and women aspiring to become 
architects probably co uld be educated and trained more 
appropriately if they spent fewer years enrolled in university 

will pay their ru1t10n fee s to offices rather than to the 
university schools. This arrangement will create difficulties for 
schools because their operations depend on tuition income. 
On the other hand, as the history of schools now operating 
co-op programs indicates, skillful administrative planning can 
deal with the budget problem. One of the benefits of this ap
proach to education and training is that students who have had 
practical experience early seem to get more from their studios, 
courses, and seminars as a result. 

We are on the brink of a fundamental transformation of 
the basic structure of architectural education, as meaningful 
in its way as rhe inauguration of university schools of archi
tecture 130 years ago. Nothing less will rescue the profession 
from its present vulnerability and allow architects to achieve a 
level of economic profitability and politi cal influence that 
begins to march their cultural importance. 

Robert Gutman is a lecturer in architecture at Princeton University and 
a consultant to architectural design firms on issues of growth and 
development. He is the author of Archi tectural Practice: A Critical 
View (Princeton Architectural Press, 1988). 
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PRACTITIONERS GRADE THE SCHOOLS 

JULIE EIZENBERG 
Koning Eizenberg Architecture 

We're still teaching architecture 
as if all students are going to be 
design architects, and thereby 
frustrating more students than we 
help. Somewhat less than 50 per
cent of today's architecture stu
dents end up in the profession. 
Architecture programs need to be 
reframed more as an education 
than a vocation, with less precon
ception of how knowledge gained 
must be used. 

HAROLD ADAMS 
RTKL Associates 

Architecture education is too de
tached from the world of practice, 
too focused on design. Students 
need a better understanding of 
what's really required to succeed as 
architects and be leaders in today's 
global economy. We need to in
clude courses in business and fi. 
nance, science and technology, and 
foreign languages. We need to bring 
architecture education, practice, 
and regulation into a single focus. 
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ROBERT A.M. STERN 
Robert A.M. Stern Architects 

A lot of architecture school talk is 
more of art chat and literary the
ory than architecture. In either 
case, students are deflected from 
the true nature of architecture: the 
elevation, through education, of 
pragmatics to the level of poetics. 
I love architecture schools, but I 
frequently hate what they do to 
students. 

ANDREA LEERS 
Leers Weinzapfel Associates 

The emphasis in schools seems to 
be shifting from engaging the 
architectural endeavor-esthetic, 
technical, and human concerns-to 
a broader set of issues. Architec
ture school is beginning to parallel 
law school-a broad education 
structured to prepare people for a 
variety of careers. However, we 
must not abandon our core re
sponsibility of educating people for 
physical design. 

ROB WELLINGTON QUIGLEY 
Rob Wellington Quigley, Architect 

Education needs to distinguish be
tween foreground and background 
architecture. Too often, students 
graduate without understanding the 
difference. Because the educational 
system does not value the skills re
quired to design an artful back
ground, the built environment has 
become an anarchic assemblage of 
ego-driven foreground structures 
against a background left to less
skilled architects. 

TOM BEEBY 
Hammond Beeby and Babka 

The schools must once more re
state the position of the architect 
as a generalist. In order to accom
plish this, the curricula and facili
ties must reflect interest and 
mastery of new technological inno
vations, planning based on social 
evolution, and the nature of prac
tice at this moment-all without 
losing sight of current critical and 
artistic developments. 

BOONE POWELL 
Ford, Powell & Carson 

The gradual but persistent erosion 
of the field has left architects with 
limited knowledge of building sys
tems. Most architecture schools 
don't have the resources to provide 
the labs and workshops that could 
teach these skills. One engineer 
recommends starting a unified 
school of "building," because our 
architecture and engineering 
schools don't relate to each other 

and are too narrow and inflexible. 

RAND ELLIOTI 
Elliott + Associates 

It's hard for students to believe 
that professionals haven't sold out, 
because students believe good 
work can't be done. Sadly, too 
many architects seem to think so 
too. To see that the message of 
good design gets across, profession
als need to be more involved in the 
schools as lecturers, tutors, and 
counselors giving students a taste 
of the real world. 



ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK 
Duany Plater-Zyberk Architects 

If we truly believe we can educate 
anybody, not an elite, to be an ar
chitect, then we need to respond to 
demographics-the parallel rise in 
poorer and older students. The 
structure of an education is going 
to have to become more flexible. 
This may mean more night and 
weekend classes and accelerated 
course offerings through summer, 
like the business schools have been 
doing for some time. 

MICHAELE. WILLIS 
Michael Willis and Associates 

We should get the student to know 
what Palladio knew: all our es
thetic and engineering training is in 
aid of solving practical problems. 
Architects should get themselves 
involved in the development of ar
chitecture school curricula. Mentor 
a series of students so that they can 
get the exposure you feel is lacking 
in the schools. 

JAMES STEWART POLSHEK 
Polshek and Partners 

The greatest challenge facing archi
tecture education is recognizing 
the increasing banality of practice. 
We need to develop educational 
strategies that will cultivate a pas
sion for design and provide the 
tools for applying it effectively. The 
nascent practitioner must find so
cially and technologically useful 
ways to transcend that banality. 

ROBERT FRASCA 
Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Partnership 

Disagreement between academics 
and the profession is healthy. The 
schools should focus on what 
makes architecture art and how 
this is accomplished in varying 
ways, times, and places. Students 
should learn how to think and gain 
sufficient verbal and graphic skills 
to explain this thinking to their 
clients. If more academics would 
build and more professionals would 
teach, everyone would benefit. 

MERRILL ELAM 
Scogin Elam & Bray 

In this age of bites, flashes, snip
pets, and techno-overload, the 
most important challenge for archi
tecture education, as well as the 
discipline in general, is focus. We 
all need to focus on architecture as 
a powerful cultural force, an emi
nently difficult art form, and a 
never-satisfied intellectual search. 
Distraction is a constant flirtation, 
and time is elusive and dear. 

ADELENAUDESANTOS 
Adele N. Santos and Associates 

One of the Achilles' heels of archi
tecture education continues to be 
the lack of integration of technical 
subjects with design studios, de
spite the fact that this fusion is es
sential to architectural thinking. 
Today we are building with a so
phisticated palette of materials, yet 
this integration is beyond the scope 
of most curricula, in which tradi
tional materials and methods are 
taught in abstracted ways. 

MAX BOND 
Davis, Brody & Associates 

We give students the sense that 
good architecture results when the 
architect completely controls the 
project, rather than working in a 
team. It's the myth of the star sys
tem, that the only way to be a good 
architect is to be a good formalist. 
The profession fails the schools by 
not promoting the range of things 
that architects actually do. 

STANLEY TIGERMAN 
Tigerman McCurry 

The academy and practice are 
discerned as increasingly distinct, 
with each diminishing the other 
by name calling. The people who 
make things look down on those 
who think-and, of course, those 
who think look down on those who 
make. While some land-grant col
leges view practice as casework, 
generally the academy is antag
onistic toward practice. 
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Almost since their founding, the nation's architecture 

schools have come under constant criticism for failing 
to produce graduates ideally suited to practice. From a 

1932 study by the Association of Collegiate Schools of Archi
tecture that fretted over design studios producing only paper 
architecture, to a thin, brittle screed from Progressive Architec
ture in 1995, the schools have been accused time and again of 
failing the profession. But the real culprit in this battle over 

the information economy, all of that began to change. In an 
era of declining fees, rampant subspecialization, international 
competition, and technological revolution-without-end, prac
titioners became increasingly unwilling or unable to shoulder 
the burden of internship. And rather than invent a new para
digm, architects lashed out at the schools. 

What an easy target. In the la.re 1980s and early 1990s, 
academia was chasing the holy grail of theory. Graduates of 

REED KROLOFF 
the leading schools became much more fluent in the 
literary theories of Jacques Derrida than in the per
spective theories of Francis Ching. This elevation of 

HOW THE PROFESSION the intellectual over the practical infuriated many 

IS FAILING THE SCHOOLS 
practitioners , who wanted graduates prepared to 

draw and detail , something far too few students 
were able to do. At the same rime, the tidal wave of 

the incorrect nurturing of our architectural young is the pro
fession itself. No other group has failed so fundamentally in 
discharging its responsibilities toward the perpetuation of ar
chitecture as a culturally meaningful endeavor, a rewarding ed
ucation, and a desirable way to earn a living. 

Most of the arguments boil down to one issue: technical 
proficiency. New graduates may be design savvy and computer 
literate, but if they can't size a beam, whip through a complex 
set of working drawings, or spec the latest derail, many practi
tioners feel they are worthless-certainly not entitled to the 
$10 per hour they are are typically paid. (Those with a master's 
degree, that is; bachelor's candidates, subtract $1.25 per hour.) 

The profession, it seems, has long been confused about the 
difference between education and training. When the decision 
was made almost 130 years ago to vest responsibility for archi
tecture education with universities instead of technical and 
trade schools, the profession also tacitly accepted the mission 
of the universities as their own: to develop in young people the 
skills necessary to function effectively in society and the econ
omy. Nowhere was there a clause demanding full, or even par
tial, technical proficiency from architecture graduates. In fact, 
the profession was wise enough to draw on its rich tradition of 
apprenticeship to set up one of the first and most innovative 
systems of internship: a three-year sojourn during which archi
tecrs-i n-tra i ning prepare for licensure by learning the m any 

technical particularities in which the field is rooted. The sys
tem was codified in 1978 as the Intern Development Program. 

Architects thus understood from the start that their education 
had at least two parts: college, followed by internship, each stage 
with its own character, responsibilities, and expected outcomes. 
School and internship were not intended to be redundant. For 
many years, particularly those in which the American economy 
moved at a slower pace and rewarded architects more richly, 
this system functioned relatively well. But with the advent of 
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early 1990s layoffs left pools of middle- level talent 
willing to take almost any job. For interns, that tal

ent was direct, unbeatable competition. That's when the re
strictions began to appear in the job ads: three years of 
experience necessary. Thar's when the internship system be
gan to fall apart. Thar 's when the profession failed the 
schools, again. 

This cycle has occurred before. Notes Alan Chimacoff, Hil
lier Group principal and Princeton professor, "Every genera
tion of architects has had it said about them: the kids coming 
out of school today are not of much use to the profession." 
Chimacoff s comments imply the critical difference between 
someone who is well educated and someone who is well 
trained. Well-trained people are immediately useful for spe
cific, limited tasks. And when chose tasks change-for in
stance, when offices shift from hand-drafting to CAD-that 
person's training becomes obsolete and they must begin again . 

Someone who is well educated, by contrast, can adapt to 
new circumstances. Observes Peter Rowe, dean of Harvard's 
Graduate School of Design, "We're no longer building a fixed 
set of particular skills and then living off them the rest of our 
lives. In a period of rapid social, economic, and cultural 
change, professions need flexibility and adaptabiliry-the abi l
ity to remake oneself." That means architecture education can
not be predicated on a specific set of task-oriented skills. It must 
instead concentrate on developing a rigorous intellectual foun
dation. The profession, for its part, must return to its earlier, 

broader view of architecture education and enlist the aid of its 
moribund professional organizations to develop a new intern
ship system that will enhance tl1e process. 

Ultimately, architects fail the schools (and themselves) by 
forgetting that theirs is at heart a profession of lifelong learning. 
Even the AIA has recognized the revivifying effects of continu
ing education, mandating it for sustained membership-no 
matter that architects can achieve these education credits simply 
by reading a magazine or listening to a manufacturer's sales 



talk. One may question the AIA's methodology, but the spirit of 
its decision is beyond reproach. Nearly every expert agrees that 
for all professions, and for architecture in particular, the schools 
are the beginning of an educational process-not the end. 

Internship and the role of education are only parts of a larger 
problem, however. Over the last several decades, architecture 
has slipped from an authoritative, well-compensated profession 
to a highly competitive business that has lost the ability to com
mand the respect and fees it once did. Undermined by eco
nomic forces beyond its control and seemingly unable to stem 
the slide, architecture is going through a profound identity cri
sis-a trauma not lost on those in school. 

Taunting students about their future is a professional 
school tradition. In architecture, however, this mild hazing 
has taken an unhealthy turn. Students aren't warned about 
how difficult school is or how long it will take to make part
ner. Instead, they are admonished 

Gutman notes (pages 87-89, this issue) that architecture is 
considered a "weak" profession because of its inability to pro
ject its power into the economic and political circles that make 
decisions about building. But this assessment is not uniformly 
true. Architect Peter Calthorpe is a dose adviser on urban pol
icy to HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros. Architect Harvey Gantt, 
the former mayor of Charlotte, North Carolina, is once again 
the Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate in that state. Ar
chitect Edward Feiner heads the General Services Administra
tion 's Public Buildings Service, the agency responsible for 
oversight of the $10 billion-plus governmental building boom 
going on right now. As advocates and potential future clients, 
architecture graduates who go on to other careers are just as 
important as those who stay with the field: they take their ar
chitectural knowledge and sensitivity with them. 

And as Gutman and others point out, the public is fasci-

that architecture is no place to earn a 
living, that it is held in low esteem, 
and that they'd be better off in con
struction or even interiors. This de
moralizing dirge is often reinforced 
by faculty who have experienced the 
vicissitudes of professional life first
hand. Add to this the plangent bleat-

Architecture can no longer command the fees and re
spect it once did, and as a result is undergoing a profound 
identity crisis-a trauma not lost on those in school. 

ing of the profession, and it is no wonder graduates face the 
world expecting the worst from their careers, not the best. 
Without remedial action, student trepidation threatens to be
come a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

Sadly, much of the wailing is simply untrue. For instance, 
architects routinely complain that the schools put out too 
many graduates for the field to absorb. But in fact, only about 
4,500 architecture students graduate each year, according to 
the National Architectural Accrediting Board: approximately 4 
percent of the profession's current population of 130,000. Fur
ther, most deans estimate that only one-half to two-thirds of 
those graduates will enter conventional practice-about the 
right balance to churn the profession once every 40 years or so. 

Finally, government statistics show that after a severe con
traction between 1988 and 1992, architectural employment 
has rebounded. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis
tics (BLS) Establishment Survey, architectural employment 
has gained steadily for the last four years, climbing from 
112,600 in 1992 i:o 129,000 in 1995, and BLS projects con
tinued moderate growth for the next decade. Further, most 
architects enjoy what they do. Instead of perpetuating the 
myth of the profession as a visit to a Dickensian Bleak House, 
architects need to demonstrate to students that their careers 
have meaning, are satisfying, and have a future. 

As long as the profession exudes the sense that it is in de
cline, decline will prevail-in the schools and out . Robert 

nated with architecture, revering its beauty and visual power. 
Even Hollywood has taken notice, casting stars ranging from 
Tom Hanks to Richard Gere as architects in recent films. In 
order to survive, the profession must learn how to elevate the 
level of its clout to that of its glamor. Rather than continue to 
wring their hands about the decline of the profession, archi
tects must identify strategies for resuscitating it. 

Ironically, some of the most intriguing ideas about how to 
do exactly that are coming out of the schools. University re
search into computer-aided design has led to the creation of 
such innovative market-ready software as form•Z (developed 
initially at Ohio State) and Design Workshop (begun at the 
University of Oregon). At Arizona State University, Professor 
Rye Loope teaches classes that encourage students to think of 
architects as developers. And for the last five years, the Univer
sity of Houston's Sasakawa International Center for Space Ar
chitecture has trained architects to design living spaces " to 

boldly go where no one has gone before." The profession must 
learn to recognize the creative strengths of the schools and 
draw on them to help redefine itself. If it can' t, we'll again be 
blaming the schools for how they failed the profession, because 
they'll be the only ones left to blame. 

Associate Editor Reed Krolojf is the former assistant dean of the 
College of Architecture and Environmental Design at Arizona 
State University. 
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The existing practice [of education] is perplexing. No one 
knows on what principle we should proceed-should 
what is useful in life, or should excellence, or should 

higher knowledge be the aim of our training?" These words 
could have come from "Building Community: A New Future 
for Architectural Education and Practice," a report released 
recently by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching. But instead, Aristotle wrote them in the 4th cen-

firms, I classify them as architects' work. Thus, at one level, 

architects are practicing in a broader arena than ever before. 
At another level, architectural projects are growing increas

ingly complex. They are more fragmented in terms of the ex
pertise needed. They require higher integrative capacities of 
all the requisite collaborators, and they rely heavily on digital 
representation and telecommunication. It is obvious that any 
single image of the architect will be crushed under such heavy 

DANA CUFF 
multiple demands. 

CELEBRATE THE GAP BETWEEN 
EDUCATION AND PRACTICE 

The students' plight, in light of 
current conditions of practice, leads 
me to question which image of the 
architect or which architectural 
work the school should serve. Even 
if it were so inclined, the academy 

tury, B.C., in The Politics. In the Carnegie report, authors 
Ernest Boyer and Lee Mitgang recommend a professional edu
cation that is inclusive, collaborative, unified, and enriched, in 
order to bridge the gap between schools and practice. I believe 
the proverbial rift between academia and the office, extant 
since Aristotle's era, should not be bridged, but defended. 

A "useful" education has always been a bone of contention 
between academics and practitioners. It is difficult to argue 
with Boyer and Mitgang's call for partnership between practi
tioners and educators-an agenda that is valid if uninspiring. 
While I agree that the disjunction between practice and edu
cation is significant, I believe it serves a fundamental purpose 
we have overlooked. The University of Chicago's famous so
ciologist of work, Everett C. Hughes, said the chasm between 
expectation and realization was endemic to professions. This 
dichotomy between school and practice is structural to archi
tecture, and even a valuable resource. 

Over the past few years, some of my students have taken 
good jobs designing virtual environments. Even the most tal
ented in computation, however, express disappointment in 
their remove from "architecture." They profess a willingness 
to sacrifice much in order to join mainstream architectural 
practice, but their most useful skills have been acquired in 
computer courses. Practitioners, on the other side, are always 
strained financially and need a cheap, skilled labor pool will

ing to work on necessary low-level tasks. They complain that 
firms are required to do too much of the training that schools 
have abdicated in favor of esoteric concerns. 

As the market for traditional architectural work grows 
more competitive, jobs are flourishing at the profession 's 
edges (for example, design/build and facilities management) 
and among architecturally informed occupations external to 
the profession (exhibition design and virtual environments). 
While such jobs are generally located outside architecture 
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could not model the multivalent 
impulses of practices facing future 

generations of architects. Moreover, when schools effectively 
teach skills like CAD or lighting, as utility advocates demand, 
they lead students away from architecture into more special
ized occupations-not necessarily a bad outcome, but unex
pected on the part of students. I contend that these conditions 
render the gap shapeless and thus impossible to bridge. 

Although the general breach between the office and the 
academy cannot be spanned, neither can specific types of ar
chitectural work be emulated in the university. Since the very 
definition of the practice side of the dichotomy has to do 
with its realness, all attempts to emulate an office will not 
only fall short in some quantitative sense, but in a funda
mental qualitative way. 

If school projects will always be distinct from those in prac
tice, the iconoclast might wonder if we need architecture 
schools at all. Rem Koolhaas, recollecting his own experiences 
as a student at the Architectural Association, writes, "If there 
is a plot in any school, it is an eternal one-simple Darwinian 
imperative, maybe-of each generation trying to incapacitate 
the next under the guise of educational process." Rather than 
eating our young, we could eliminate the academics, and 
novices could instead pay offices for their professional train
ing. Architecture could follow a system akin to crafts-based 
industries (such as cabinetmaking) or occupations with varied 
training paths (for example, real estate development). Ulti
mately, such strategies would weaken architecture, since uni
versity-based training defines modern professions, legitimizing 
higher knowledge to serve sociopolitical and psychological 
ends. Sociologist Eliot Freidson, author of Professional Powers: 
A Study of the Institutionalization of Formal Knowledge, illumi
nates a paradox embedded here. To have power-that is, to 
be able to act in a way that will give them some influence over 
the world-professions must have as a base formal knowl
edge, which is in and of itself relatively useless. By transform-



ing that knowledge into useful material for action, practition
ers and offices gain their power. The various forms of archi
tectural practice, including firms, are the agents connecting 
formal knowledge to the political economy. The professional 
school's salvation is its circuitous but crucial link to practi

tioners' ability to effect change. 
J use as practice is not one thing but an amorphous and mul

tiple collection of phenomena, so too are the schools not inter
nally homogeneous. Evident within the academy is the very 
same Aristotelian split between practice courses, studio, and 
theory seminars. This schism typically results in a curriculum 
of autonomous universes, prioritized with the studio and ex
cellence at the fore, theory and higher knowledge thereafter, 
and practice and utility at the low end. Individual students, it 
is hoped, construct the missing connections between studios 
and courses. Alternatively,_ I believe the ideal curriculum estab
lishes a creative tension between these differing perspectives in 

which the students find the discourse 
of architecture shaped and reshaped. 

domains, like construction, program, politics, history, and de
sign. Novices were to investigate critically how the excellent, 
the erudite, and the useful might each feed the other. It held a 
potential both for the academy to respond to the context of 
practice (if not the needs), as well as for the profession to 
think about current issues in new ways. But a year after open
ing the gates, the school was "disestablished" according to the 
university's bureaucratic euphemism. 

The closing of UCSD's School of Architecture is a compli
cated tale that might be summarized by the moral of this 
story: the gap in focus blinds us from seeing the chasm be
yond. As we invented ingenious ways to grapple with contra
dictions within the profession, the sands had shifted beneath 
our feet . In a budget-cutting era within the university, archi
tecture was a tiny new school with few allies. Other faculty 
saw that eliminating architecture might spare their own 
necks. Unlike philosophy or mathematics, architecture was 

Would we achieve this ideal if we 
successfully reversed the priorities 
to place the "useful" above higher 
knowledge and excellence? The no
tion of raising our priorities about 
pragmatic matters seems a misguided 
objective. In the extreme, we produce 
a generation devoid of utopian think
ing, unclear about quality, and with-

The goal of architecture education should be to provoke 

confrontation among typically separated orientations. 

In such a program, studio, theory, and practice learning 

would be connected, not isolated in unrelated courses. 

out opportunities to develop aspirations to act upon. Even 
novices who had a chance to exercise these faculties without 
risk can be inundated by the exigencies of practice. Rather 
than shuffle priorities, the goal should be to provoke con
frontation among typically separated orientations. In such a 
program, studio, theory, and practice learning would not be 
isolated into unrelated courses, but connected in a way that 
sparks would begin to fly. This thinking promotes creative 
tension rather than the resolution of a more practical educa
tion, and by such means, the gap becomes potent. 

I was part of an experiment in architecture education re
form along the lines enumerated above, at the University of 
California, San Diego (UCSD). With a few dozen graduate stu
dents, three fellow faculty members (William Curtis, Craig 
Hodgetts, and Susan Ubbelohde), and Dean Adele Santos, we 
struck off in what would have proved a promising new direc
tion. Courses were integrated with studios around topics such 
as affordable housing and related issues (the Third World con
text, politics in the U.S., and building technology). We broke 
up the term so seminars would consist of two-week sessions that 
could be taught by visiting experts, leaving concentrated time 
for studios. Symposia took up the topics of the term at hand. 

This model forced the confrontation of generally isolated 

not seen as fundamental to the education of the student body. 
Moreover, there was only the kernel of an architecture cul

ture in the San Diego community when the school was initi
ated. The area had been recently blanketed by careless 
residential development that overshadowed its precious tradi
tion from Irving Gill to Louis Kahn. The architects in the 
area considered themselves pioneers, and remarked that the 
region held few clients willing to take any kind of risk. Thus, 
as we rallied supporters in our defense, we had at our side 
many architects but few powerful players in either the public 
arena or in the university. It was not hard to break the limb 
that we were not even aware we were resting upon. 

I have upheld the potency of what has been characterized 
previously as a debilitating discontinuity between education 
and practice, but I am also acutely aware of the limits of our 
professional power. If we can draw new intensity from our 
own internal conditions, then we-practitioner and educa
tor-must simultaneously turn our attention to the gap be
tween our profession and the public at large. 

Dana Cu.If is an associate professor of architecture and urban de
sign at University of California, Los Angeles. She is the author of 
Architecture: The Story of Practice (MIT Press, 1991). 
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the Midwestern prairie. The central univer
sity campus is composed of an assortment of 
overscaled, overproporrioned, Georgian-style 
academic and residential structures rhar gen
erally sir just a bit too far apart to adequately 
define discrete spaces. Interim Dean of rhe 
School of Fine and Applied Arts Alan For
rester captures the original impression of 
these buildings when he explains, "They were 
like ocean liners on the prairie." 

A broad north-south yard passes through 
rhe three main quadrangles and forms the 
primary axis of the campus. The Central 
Quad was completed with a collection of rel
atively distinguished buildings during the 
early decades of this century, while the 
North Quad, where the Beckman Institute 
for Advanced Science and Technology is lo
cated, has only recently been finished with a 
complex of Postmodern structures. Temple 
Hoyne Buell Hall completes the enclosure of 
the South Quad, which boasts an eclectic 
mixture of buildings, including Helmut Jahn's 
agricultural engineering building direcrly to 
the east. The building is sired near the inter
section of the primary campus axis and the 
"military axis," a still rather undefined cross
axis first suggested by architect Charles Platt 
during the 1920s. The scale of the quadran
gles varies, with rhe most modestly sized 
structures adjoining the new building. 

Johnson developed his basic parti with 
four simple elements. Two four-story red 
brick blocks, symparheric in material to the 
surrounding Georgian-style architecture, are 
deployed in the form of an L. These present 
a conservative face to both the South Quad 
and rhe military axis, while subrly shifting to 
a more Modern expression in derailing. The 
auditorium, main gallery, and departmental 
offices are accommodated on the lower lev
els of these blocks; the studio and cri tique 
rooms are located above. 

Set within rhe Land completing the com
position are what Johnson refers to as two 
"lyrical Modern buildings"-a curvilinear 
bar of glass, housing faculty offices, and a 
skewed metal media wall, placed agai nst the 
north brick volume, that penetrates rhe glass 
bar. The media wall is a four-story steel cage 
structure supporting a plane of perforated 
metal panels onto which images can be pro
jected. Ir is a self-conscious rhetorical device 
rhar begins to resolve the colliding geome
tries and languages within the disparate parts 
of rhe overall design. 

The space within the L reveals Johnson's 
more interesting investigations. Excavated ro 
rhe level of rhe building's basement, ir pro-



FACING PAGE, TOP: Curving stair cower 
anchors south end of office block. 
FACING PAGE. BOTTOM: Glass currain wall 
defines sloped outdoor searing area. 
PLAN: Temple Hoyne Buell Hall is lo
cated in Sourh Quad. 
BELOW: Easr elevation's resuained ma
sonry harmonizes with universiry's tra
ditional Georgian archirecrure (righr). 
BOTTOM LEFT: Intersection of two ma
sonry volumes forms main entrance. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Skewed metal media 
wall floats above exterior courr. 
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ABOVE: Atrium doubles as lounge and 
assembly area for special evenrs. 
AXONOMETRIC: East wing (top right), 
containing offices and studios, and 
north wing (top left), housing audito
rium and studios, frame curved atrium. 
FACING PAGE, TOP: Atrium's upper level 
is lit by skylight; bridges lead to fac
ulty offices (left) and studios (right). 
SECTION: Glazed office block interrupts 
media wall; skylit atriwn spanned by 
bridges divides offices from studios. 
PLAN: Architecture studios in east wing 
overlook South Quad and atrium; 
landscape studios in north wing align 
with military axis. 
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vides a raked seating area for the media wall 
both inside and outside the building. The 
curved bar of offices begins at the second 
floor and floats above the more open area of 
the lower levels. At the upper levels, the area 
between the curved bar and the orthogonal 
block of the studios is tight and confined; a 
glazed curtain wall with views to the exterior 
courtyard broadens and opens the atrium on 
the lower levels. 

Johnson has crafted an intriguing com
plex of both interior and exterior areas that 
combines both traditional and Modern ist 
space-making principles with landscaping el
ements. But the awkward pie-shaped atrium 
seems less than deliberate, more a leftover af
ter the four building blocks were set in place. 

In fact, the atrium was required in the 
building's program to "establish community 
and encourage both the chance and formal 
associations that need to occur," according 
to Hub White, acting director of the School 
of Architecture. As an alumnus of the school, 
Johnson quickly realized the potential for 
such an element. "There really are no inte
rior spaces of note on campus," he says. Ac
cording to White, there are many requests 
from other university groups to use the 
atrium: "It's provided us with a place for 
special events," he notes. 

The heart of any architecture school is the 
studio. "We didn' t fundamentally look at a 
new studio organization, " says Forrester. 
'The smaller studios are the most popular in 
the old building-we used them as the 
model for the new." Critique rooms divide 
the studios from each other and help define 
the entrances to studios, which have glass 
walls on the interior and windows and bal
conies overlooking the South Quad. "There 
was a conscious decision to make the cri
tique areas into public display spaces that 
would act as punctuation to other activities 
in the building," says Forrester. While these 
rooms have a crisp character and a clear rela
tionship to the studios, they don ' t offer 
much in the way of pin-up space. They sug
gest that presentations are exceedingly for
mal, yet intimate. 

One crit area, cantilevering over the atrium 
and piercing the plane of the media wall, is 
different. Occupants of this top-floor room 
can be seen from four stories below, seeming 
to inhabit an aquarium in the sky. The glass
enclosed space is lit by a large, round sky
light. It's easy to imagine that a particularly 
brilliant student might someday ascend di
rectly from their presentation through the 
skylight and into the heavens, bypassing the 
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DEAN'S REPORT 

Alan Forrester and Hub White make a 
convincing tag team at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. For
rester is presently the Interim Dean of 
the College of Fine and Applied Arts 
and White serves as the Acting Direc
tor of the School of Architecture. 

The two administrators, who occupy 
a pleasant suite of offices immediately 
adjacent to Temple Hoyne Buell Hall's 
main entrance, collaborated on the 
building's program and were key play
ers in the architect selection process. 
Their skilled lobbying helped produce 
almost half the building's budget from 
two primary benefactors. The deans 
also worked closely with Perkins & 
Will's Ralph Johnson during the five
year design and construction of the 
new building: "We've been very in
volved in this process, more so than 
at many schools," confirms Forrester. 

The college comprises the School of 
Architecture, departments of land· 
scape architecture and urban and re
gional planning, as well as art and 
music schools and theater and dance 
departments. With 710 students and 
50 faculty members, the School of Ar· 
chitecture offers a four-year bachelor's 
of science in architectural studies and 
a master's of architecture. The school 
has also devised dual degree programs 
combining a master's in architecture 
with a master's in urban planning, 
civil engineering, business administra
tion, computer science, or finance. 

Temple Hoyne Buell Hall's design 
builds on familiar kit-of-parts compo
sitional strategies and Dutch Modern
inspired esthetics that Johnson has 
exploited for the last decade. While 
the School of Architecture and Roland 
Kehe, the campus architect, supported 
Johnson's approach from the begin
ning, "the trustees wanted a Georgian 
building similar to other buildings on 
campus--sloped roofs, dormers, chim
neys," Johnson recalls. "Our challenge 
was how to avoid a literal interpreta· 
tion of the historical context without 
offending the trustees." Ultimately, 
Johnson's design prevailed by a thin 
margin of four to three. 
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ABOVE: Dramatically overscaled circular 
skylight lends monumentality to mod
est scale of presentation room. 
FACING PAGE: Interior version of media 
wall dominates atrium. Perforated 
metal panels expose supporring struc
ture and stairs beyond; glazed volume 
of skylir presentation room pierces 
wall at uppermost level. 
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profession entirely. 
The school's faculty offices occupy the 

glazed curvilinear bar and form the principal 
exterior face of the building on the west ele
vation. Forrester describes them as a collec
tion of cells "like La Tourette, " the 1963 
monastery by Le Corbusier. The offices are 
reached from a corridor open to the atrium 
that is also the students' principal path to 

their studios. It's an intriguing inversion of 
the monastic cloister that the faculty actually 
turn their backs on the shared community of 
the school to inhabit cells that look outward 
toward the larger world. 

White and Forrester specified in the pro
gram that the new building "should express 
the craft of architecture through its technol
ogy and construction. " Johnson responded 
by exploiting exposed construction wherever 
possible. Both the west and south elevations, 
for example, sport large expanses of glass that 
reveal ductwork ascending from the base
ment and servicing each floor. On the inte
rior, electrical, plumbing, and fire protection 
elements are often in plain view. "The build
ing offers things you can reflect on," explains 
White. "We expose ourselves to others." 

Unfortunately, the building is still only a 
work in progress. The exterior courtyard, 
while promising, remains poorly defined. Its 
western edge is bounded by a parking lo t 
that leaves the building in a state similar to 
the older structures on campus-an ocean 
liner steaming along in search of a port. An 
infill structure on this western edge is essen
tial if the University of Illinois is to success
fully unite architecture and its kindred 
disciplines. Although most architecture, plan
ning, and landscape graduate students do in
habit Temple Hoyne Buell Hall, the College 
of Fine and Applied Arts remains divided 
among three buildings.-Edward Keegan 

TEMPLE HOYNE BUELL HALL 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 

ARCHITECT: Perkins & Will, Chicago-John E. 
Nunemaker (managing principal); Ralph John
son (design principal); Joseph Chronister (proj
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Scott Reed, Steve Turckes, Tom Vecchio (proj
ect team) 
ENGINEERS: Perkins & Will (structural, electrical , 
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Ron Parsley, Randy Takahashi, Bill Wong (proj
ect ream); Terra Engineering (civil) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: English Brothers Company 
COST: $11.2 million 
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For years, the School of Architecture and 
Planning at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) resembled a gypsy 

camp, with offices and classrooms scattered 
among a dozen buildings and many studios 
located in a renovated warehouse blocks 
away. Instead of the rigor and clarity associated 
with engineering, the architecture school dis
played the idiosyncratic sp irit of an academic 
counterculture. "Our fragmented condition 
was a disaster," explains Dean William Mit
chell, who arrived in 1992. "I wanted more 
cohesion among the departments, a real 
sense of belonging co a whole." 

Cohesion became Mitchell's goal, and 
renovating the school's 1910 building be
came his principal means of attaining it. This 
monumental Beaux-Arcs structure, designed 
by Welles Bosworth with a dramatic dome 
and entab lacure, is the symbolic heart of 
MIT. Rigorous in plan yet remarkably flexi
ble in operation, it had been dismembered 
by decades of careless alterations chat had 
created a warren of cramped, dark studios 
only accidentally connected co classrooms, 
review areas, and offices. The aerie around the 
dome, once the hub of the school's design 
activity, had been virtually abandoned as 
faculty members created their own lofts; 

lounges, and other quirky spaces. 
In 1993, Leers Weinzapfel Associates of 

Boston began transforming this hodgepodge 
back into a school with a coherent image and 
a clear message. They trekked back and forth 
across the Charles River innumerable times 
co hear the views of tenured and nontenured 
faculty, of virtually everyone with a stake in 
the outcome. Four phases of their $5.24 mil
lion renovation have been completed, and a 
fifth is in the planning stage. 

The departments of architecture, plan
ning, and building technology now occupy 
most of the third and fo urth floors of the 
original building, together with a library, ex
hibition gallery, and conference room embla
zoned with a Frank Stella mural. Scudios and 
review spaces once again wrap the rotunda, 
supplemented by a cafe and a small audito
rium. Offices have been consolidated and 
corridors moved to create large, bright stu
dios, with roll-up glass doors replacing solid 
walls. Dozens of windows and skylights, 
many blocked since World War II, have 
been uncovered co flood the core of the 
building with natural light. 

No fan of remote computer labs, Dean 
Mitchell insisted that the latest CAD technol
ogy be available in the studios alongside the 
more traditional cools of architecture. The 

443 graduate and undergraduate students in 
these "studios of the future" have access co a 
visualization theater for presenting projects, 
advanced CAD/CAM facilities for fabricating 
models, and video conferencing for desk crits 
and juries involving visiting faculty. 

Leers Weinzapfel's renovation combines 
masonry with. steel, glass, aluminum, and 
ocher modern industrial materials. Massive 
concrete columns and beams, exposed and 
expressed, play against light steel frames 
around doors and windows. This industrial 
feel, in cum, is softened by wood desks and 
chairs. Light penetrates the building through 
layers of clear and translucent glass that de
lineate public, private, and communal spaces. 
To recapture the spirit of the original build
ing, the architects also preserved the original 
terrazzo floors and steel windows. This dia
logue between past and present is central co 
Leers Weinzapfel's recent work, and precisely 
what the architecture school needed. 

In 1995, Elliot K. Wolk, an MIT alum
nus, donated the monumental Frank Stella 
mural called Loohooloo, which has become 
the centerpiece of the new conference room 
on the third floor. Ninety-seven linear feet of 
swirling acrylic on molded fiberglass, it makes 
a better parry sec than a backdrop for a semi
nar. Too much art, and too much voltage, in 
coo small a space. 

Bur that is one of the few slip-ups in this 
otherwise shrewd project. Leers Weinzapfel's 
renovation has reestablished architecture and 
planning at the center of che MIT campus. 
The spaces also provide a visual metaphor for 
the new openness that Dean Mitchell is try
ing co encourage. Wichour being polemical 
or trendy, Leers Weinzapfel's renovation has 
begun co change the culture of the school as 
well as its appearance.-David Dillon 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 
MASTER PLAN AND RENOVATION 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 

ARCHITECT: Leers Weinzapfel Associates, Boscon
Jane Weinzapfel (principal-in-charge); Andrea P. 
Leers (consulring principal); Karen Moore (asso
ciate); Mark Armstrong, Alex Adkins, Karen 
Swett (senior architects); Cathy Lassen , Mee Lee, 
Lauren Dunn Rockarr (project ream) 
ENGINEERS: Lim Consultants (structural); TMP 
Consulting Engineers (mechanical); Lonero and 
Mason (electrical) 
CONSULTANTS: Daedalus Projects (cost estimating); 
Jack DeBarcolo & Tim Johnson (presentation) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Kennedy and Rossi 
cosT: $5.24 million (excluding final phase) 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Chuck Choi 



FACING PAGE, TOP: Roll -up glass doors 
replace solid walls in new studios. 
FACING PAGE, CENTER: Acrylic-and-fiber
glass mural by Frank Stella domi nates 
conference room. 
FACING PAGE, PLAN: Faculty offices have 
been consolidated into rwo wings (top 
and bottom right). 
ABOVE: Typical faculty office on fourth
floor mezzanine is lit by uncovered sky
light. Dome covers engineering library. 
AXONOMETRIC: Al l renovations had co 
remain within shell of historic Beaux
Arts building designed by Welles 
Bosworth in 1910. 

DEAN'S REPORT 

William Mitchell faced two daunting 
challenges as the new dean of architec
ture and planning at MIT: pulling a dis
persed, fragmented school together, 
and persuading a restive 65-member 
faculty to go along with his recommen
dations. "It was like an urban design 
project," he explains. "Every piece of 
turf was occupied by someone, so you 
couldn't just walk in and start chang
ing things. You had to negotiate." 

To succeed, Mitchell realized, he 
needed an architect who could sit 
through dozens of long, dull faculty 
meetings and then synthesize the di· 
vergent views into a compelling design. 
Patience was as important as talent. 
Having followed the work of Leers 
Weinzapfel Associates for a decade, he 
was convinced they were the right firm 
for the job. "They are architects who 
listen very carefully but also have a 
clear sense of themselves and their vi
sion," Mitchell says. "We knew they 
wouldn't impose a design that in a few 
years would scream 'late 1990s."' 

"There was a lot of intense discussion 
because of who the client was," recalls 
Principal Jane Weinzapfel. "The faculty 
challenged us continually. Our job was 
to balance individual desires with what 
was best for the entire school." 

Leers Weinzapfel's design turned out 
to be crisp, logical, and transparent
qualities the old School of Architecture 
and Planning lacked-with enough 
structural expression and industrial de
tailing to affirm its connection to the 
larger institute. Consolidating the more 
than a dozen graduate and undergrad
uate programs in architecture, plan· 
ning, and related disciplines into one 
building has given the school new 
visibility and more political clout, man
ifested in everything from the popular
ity of its splashy conference room to 
the new propinquity of its dean and 
MIT's provost-both housed on the 
second floor, directly across the ro
tunda from one another. "An architec
ture faculty is the most difficult client 
imaginable," asserts Mitchell. "A foot· 
stomping, prima donna firm wouldn't 
have lasted five minutes." 
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ABOVE: Glassy cencral courtyard floods 
school 's interiors with daylight. 
BELOW: Five-story stairwell connects 
upper-level cla rooms and offices to 
basement model-making hop. 
FACING PAGE: Partially glazed four-story 
fire stair bridge campus path on south 
side of architecrure school. 

sire to proclaim the institution's rising impor
tance in the academic community or the city. 

Inside, the design rakes a much more stim
ulating turn. Modernist to the max, the 
142,000-square-foot interior is a luminous 
exercise in exposed structure and functional 
derails. Built on a right budget for $89 per 
square foot, the school vividly tells the sroty 
of its own making. By design, it encourages 
students ro consider how buildings are assem
bled from different parts and materials. 

The L-shaped building frames an interior 
courtyard with four-srory window walls set 
within a concrete structural grid. The crisp 
courtyard facades recall the early 20th-cen
tury warehouses and offices that originally 
made Chicago firms like Holabird & Root 
famous. The window walls also flood rhe 
school's interiors with natural light-a big 
plus in a northern climate where winter days 
can be short and cloudy. 

The showpiece of the new building is a 
glassy circulation spine that slices through 
the structure on a north-south axis, with a 
bold, five-srory stairwell open ro the school's 
basement workshop areas. It's a statement in 
lean, clean industrial chic, with light fixtures, 
pipes, hearing units, and open-riser stairwells 
set within the exposed concrete structural 
grid like elegant bits of sculpture. Eyecatch
ing derails include wire-and-turnbuckle rail
ings and translucent floor tiles of glass block 
set in precast concrete. Every surface cries for 
attention, but the overall effect is surprisingly 
calm and orderly. 

Design is a very public affair for the 750 
students and 45 faculty members. Student 
drawings can be tacked ro walls anywhere in 
the building, and jury spaces are located in 
large hallway alcoves-not inside classrooms. 
Dean Robert Greenstreet explains that the 
jury areas are meant to show students "that 
you're going ro have to get used ro present
ing in a public forum. You can't stand there 
mumbling and pointing." 

The layout of offices and classrooms is 
aimed at guaranteeing that students and fac
ulty bump into one another constantly. The 
principal mixing area, located jusr off rhe cir
culation spine, is the rwo-srory main space, 
where students can view exhibitions in rhe 
school's gallery or shop for books and supplies 
in the store. The main space also hosts Friday 
afternoon gatherings for tea and cookies, orga
nized by Dean Greenstreet. 

Faculty and students exrol the building's 
functionality and flexibility. But the general 
effect isn' t as stirring as it could have been. 
The dull elevation facing North Maryland 
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PLANS: L-shaped building wraps around 
central courtyard; circulation spine 
slices through longer wing. 
FACING PAGE, TOP: Main corridor juxta
poses glass-block floor riles wirh struc
tural concrete. 
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM: TWO-story main 
space, facing north, encourages min
gling of students and faculry. 
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Avenue, a major corridor that bisects the 
campus and connects the university to sur
rounding neighborhoods, bespeaks a profes
sion sealed off from the world. The dramatic 
structural display and dazzling glasswork of 
the school's inward-looking core, on the 
other hand, are reserved for the enjoyment of 
a select professional community. 

Moreover, the school's main urban ges
ture is a monumental, four-story, open fire 

escape and stairwell that bursts from the 
building's south facade and bridges an im
portant campus walkway. The stairwell is a 
literal and symbolic extension of the school's 
interior circulation spine. It makes explicit 
the contrast between the openness of the in
terior and the closed-off look of the North 
Maryland Avenue facade. But as an attempt 
to engage the surrounding campus, it looks 
forced and hollow. Rather than bring the life 
of the school into the open, it simply serves 

as a bird roost and a cigarette-smoking zone . 
Students say the school is a good place to 

work and wax rhapsodic about its appearance 
at night, when views around the glassy inner 
courtyard make the place look like a glowing 
hive of activity. But they also use words like 
"stark," "antiseptic," and "sterile" to describe 
how it feels. "You could walk in the front door 
and it could be any corporate center in the 
Midwest," maintains a 1994 graduate. The 
design of UWM's School of Architecture and 
Urban Planning is workable, coolly elegant, 
and above all, pragmatic. But it is not likely 
to inspire much affection.-Steven Litt 

Cleveland-based Steven Litt is the architecture 
critic of The Plain Dealer. 

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

ARCHITECT: Holabird & Root LLP, Chicago-Ger
ald Horn (partner-in-charge); James Baird (proj
ect designer); Joe Heinowski, John Coyne 
(project team) 
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Eppstein-Uhen Architects, 
Milwaukee-Arthur Chadek (project manager); 
David Dell' Agnese (project architect); R.G. 
Keller, Michael Torine, Barb Jones, Gregory 
Zastrow (project team) 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: The Sandborn Group 
ENGINEERS: Graef Anhalt Schloemer and Associates 
(structural); PSJ Engineering (mechanical); Dolan 
and Dustin (electrical) 
CONSULTANTS: CM Assoc. (cost estimating); Patrick 
Monahan and Assoc. (telecommunications); FWI 
Engineering Assoc. (subsurface testing) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: J .H. Findorff & Son 
COST: $12.6 million 
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Edward J. Purcell 



DEAN'S REPORT 

Robert Greenstreet, dean of the 
School of Architecture and Urban Plan
ning at the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, loves his school's new 
building-with a few caveats. "It's a 
little harsh on the street edge," he 
admits, referring to the main facade, 
which faces North Maryland Avenue, a 
major campus corridor. He even says 
the facade earned the school the nick· 
name "Cabrini Greenstreet," a take-off 
on Cabrini Green, the notorious public 
housing complex in Chicago. 

But as Greenstreet explains, "when 
you come in, your expectations are so 
low" that the school's light-filled and 
dramatically stripped-down interior 
comes as a pleasant shock. "It's an in
ward-looking building," he notes, "but 
it's fabulous when you're in it." 

The building's exposed structure and 
utilities work hand in hand with the 
educational philosophy of the school, 
which offers bachelor's, master's, and 
doctoral degrees in architecture, a 
combined master's in architecture and 
urban planning, and a certificate in 
historic preservation. "We stress con
struction. We stress realism and ma
teriality," the dean asserts, adding, 
"You see that if you put in a sprinkler 
system, it's got to be bolted to a 
concrete slab. All the expansion joints 
are visible." 

The dean played a role on the cam
pus committee that selected Holabird 
& Root from a shortlist that included 
Michael Graves, Sasaki & Associates, 
and Gwathmey Siegel & Associates. 
Greenstreet says the decisive factor in 
the school's selection of Holabird & 
Root was the high quality of the Chi
cago firm's recent buildings at other 
universities. Holabird & Root also 
drew praise for excellent consensus
building during the design process, in 
which faculty members assisted with 
programming. 

Greenstreet maintains the functional 
design of the building ensures it will 
have a long and useful life. "We have 
no idea what architectural education 
will be like in 30 years, but this build· 
ing will allow for renovation." 
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Though such aspirations drove the design, 
what actually came first when Eisenman de
signed the building in 1989 was the parti. 
Like any other architect, he first set out to 
solve the problem, and the brilliant complexity 
of the Cincinnati design masks a basic organi
zation: a waved line of studios, auditoriums, 
and offices curves around the back of three 
existing buildings, catching and containing 
them like a mitt. On the north side, the back 
of the glove settles unobtrusively into the 
contours of a wooded landscape. 

The combined complex, old and new, 
centers on a public space activated by a new 
bookstore, cafeteria, library, gallery, and cor
ridors used for design reviews that are open 
to passersby. The program of the 146,000-
square-foot addition essentially called for 
turning a central atrium into a main street 
for the 130 faculty and 2,000 students. 

The purpose of the addition was to con
solidate under a single roof a college with de
partments dispersed around the campus. The 
school's physical unification was informed by 
the pedagogical principle of mixing disci
plines-a goal to be achieved by urbanizing the 
interior and juxtaposing studios from differ
ent departments. Hybridization breeds vigor. 

After establishing the basic diagram, Eisen
man elaborated it almost beyond recognition. 
The sinusoidal line-~~tually a long, narrow 
volume dimensioned for studio and offices 
stacked several times-is not a regular curve 
with a fixed radius but an asymptotic curve 
without a center. Composed of equal-size 
boxes, the resulting volume is cellular, buc 
each cell is different from all others. Eisen
man differentiates each box within the volume 
by torquing, phase-shifting, and stepping the 
volume; each tile and gap is formally and di
mensionally different from all others. 

Eisenman also duplicated the curved vol
ume and displaced one from the other; in the 
space between the two, he created an atrium 
with shifting stairs that step down the hillside 
in che company of walls and ceilings char 
seem to stutter into place. The volume nearer 
the school's original structures intersects out
lines of chose buildings, which themselves 
racchec toward the atrium; the blurred edge of 
che existing building blurs inco the already 
blurred edges of the new building. 

TOP AND FACING PAGE. TOP: Scrucrural sysrems of 
columns emerge in "burcresses" on norch facade. 
RIGHT: Norcheasc corner, wich trapezoidal windows of 
studios, defines edge of campus. 
FACING PAGE, BOTTOM: Low profile is achieved by hold
ing roofline as landscape rises along building's north 
edge, in contrast to Crosley Tower (background) . 
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This wide interstitial space between old 
and new-a wilderness of columns, angling 
flights of stairs, and canting walls-is an in
between space that obscures distinctions be
tween the existing building and the addition. 
Eisenman breaks down the apparent duality 
with figures and boxes that interfere with 
each other like waves passing through waves, 
creating patterns of virtual encounter. A 
circulation system in the form of a chevron, 
abstracted from the perimeter outline and 
corridors of the original structures, crosses 
from the old to the new structure, finally 
landing at doors opening to the surrounding 
campus. The processes generate deep spatial 
imprints that modulate the whole building's 
space and form, much like the irregular, 
uncontrolled crackling on Oriental ceram
ics-though in the case of Eisenman's build
ing, the crackling replaces the vase itself and 
constitutes the very structuration of the 
building. Working drawings were not dimen
sioned: instead, 8,000 defining construction 
points were given x, y, and z coordinates, 
then located on site by an engineer using a 
laser transit (page 184, this issue). 

Eisenman says that architects traditionally 
theorized form but not the void, that form 
contained space or occupied space. In Cin
cinnati, "the formal container is so fractured 
that the space is no longer contained by 
form-it's rattled loose," the architect asserts. 
Space here is the fortuitous fallout of active, 
transitive forms that seem to vibrate space to 
plasticity: the figure of the space starts to 
equal the figure of the form. 

We have grown to expect complexity in 
Eisenman's buildings, but the complexity of 
the University of Cincinnati addition is 
much more three-dimensional than, say, his 
Wexner Center for the Arts at Ohio State. 
Spatial richness is sustained throughout the 
fabric of the building, not limited to the fa
cades. The Aronoff Center of Design and 
Art's fuller spatiality occurs in large part be
cause Eisenman did not simply extrude up 

from the plan: the computer did not take as 
the base of Eisenman' s operations a line or a 
plan, but a curvilinear volume. All the opera
tions, then, are volumetric, and volume as 
the generator three-dimensionalizes his design. 

The structure is surprisingly regular-a 
poured-in-place concrete frame (15 feet, 6 
inches slab to slab) with a top floor struc
tured in steel: it is their linearity that makes 
this large building, which cost approximately 
$195 per square foot, buildable. Eisenman 

EAST ELEVATION 

A-A SECTION 

also pays for his delirious complexity by 
specifying conventional materials-sheet- SITE PLAN 

FACING PAGE, DIAGRAMS: Complex wire 
frames were generated on computer 
with solid modeling programs. Eisen
man began with string of 40-by-70-
foot studio and office modules (top 
left). Overlapping, twisting, and 
torquing bays yielded curved northern 
volume. Stair towers and bridges were 
derived from zigzag chevron pattern es
tablished by northern and western faces 
and corridors of existing buildings. 
FACING PAGE, PLANS: Addition adjoins 
1976 Wolfson Building at east en-

trance. Original facade of 1958 DAA 
building forms south face of interior 
atrium; 1952 Alms Building creates 
south boundary of exterior court on 
addition's west end. 
ELEVATION: 1976 building and addition 
bracket main entrance. 
SECTION: Original buildings and addi
tion share central atrium. 
SITE PLAN: Addition is located to west 
of Crosley Tower and parking garage 
and north of science buildings. 
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1 OLD CHEMISTRY 
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3 ZIMMER HALL 
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5 RIEVESCHL HALL 
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rock, simple fluorescent lighting, standard 
hardware, vinyl tile floors, hollow metal mul
lions, and suspended tile ceilings. 

By any measure, Eisenman's building is 
extraordinary. Its unexpected success is its 
ability to act as a social condenser-to use a 
Russian Avant-Garde term. Eisenman feeds 
all floors and parts of the combined building 
into a stepped promenade that centers on an 
atrium lined with activities. 

But the building itself will be company 
enough for a single motivated student with a 
curious eye and mind. The design offers an 
encyclopedia of everything from pattern to 
morphogenesis, as well as a clear, provocative, 
and valid architectural position. Eisenman 
believes that a building that houses an archi
tecture school should explore and embody 
rhe discourse of rhe school itself, and take 
risks, pushing inro rhe unknown: "To me it's 
an example of what students are supposed to 
be learning-to understand how a building 
challenges typologies and conventions." 

Conceptually, Eisenman has shown that 
existing structures can be appropriated and 
positively transformed with an addition that 
makes the original active rather than passive. 
He further shows how ro develop a simple 
parti beyond the diagram and, in rhis case, 
how a cellular organization can be trans
formed into a field of endless differences. No 
two spaces in rhis building are the same, and 
the building emerges as a field of discovery 
that transforms the promenade architecturale 
into a polyvalent space without center or 
dominant direction. The space neither sub
mits to a viewer's controlling cone of vision 
nor behaves according to perspectival rules of 
order, bur reconfigures itself anamorphically 
during promenades that consranrly reframe 
building and viewer in a reflexive relation
ship. "We intended to create a Piranesian 
space. The viewing eye does not have holistic 
control of the space," explains Eisenman of 
this interpretive environment. "There is no 
preferred place for the viewer to understand." 

The architect's operations trigger a great 
commotion of space and form. Whether the 
building registers rhrough the mind, eyes, or 
body, ir is surprisingly physical and experien
tial. The reflexive relationship between the 
user and building desrrucrures the classical 

TOP LEFT AND LEFT: Cenual sraircase leads easc-wesc 
through changing floor and ceiling ropography. ln
rerior landscape is programmed with cafe, library, 
booksrore, and pin-up areas for jurors. 
FACING PAGE. TOP AND BOTTOM: Ac easrern entrance, 
elaborate color-coded Braille of archirecrural projec
tions and recesses rraces design process . 
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opposition between the two elements. 
There are disappointments. By covering 

the existing buildings with the mitt, Eisen
man has created a building mass too large for 
its perimeter: too few windows look directly 
to the outside, and too many (including the 
original windows on the long side of the 
three existing buildings) look into the atrium, 
a closed space. The building gives the im
pression of being hermetically sealed: in its 
concern for activity in the center, it neglects 
the perimeter and fails to develop an attitude 
to the outside. Only at the west end, where 
the original curvilinear line separates from 
the existing buildings, does the composite 
building gain breathing room in the form of 
an open court. Interioricy, rather than exteri
oricy, has been factored into the genesis of 
tl1 e design and-as in a hospital that has be
come overgrown with too many additions
the building loses intelligibility. 

Because the forms are open rather than 
closed, it is easy to make the assumption that 
the design process as a system is open. But 
the operations in the end fall short of carry
ing this field of discovery to edges that open 
up the outside "other. " Perhaps, to open the 
process of struccuration, Eisenman might 
have operated on volume and outside void 
together rather than object and interior vol
ume alone. At the level of the pani , he also 
co uld have simply separated the line from 
the existing structures, pulling one away 
from the other to mix outside and inside. 

For all its supposed self-liberation from 
convention-"there are no rules," says Eisen
man-the project stays strictly true to its 
self- imposed operations, which become a 
binding system. The exterior, though graphi
cally complex and textual, feels much like a 
sealed office building in an office park. 

Asked if his books demanded too much of 
his readers, James Joyce replied that he only 
expected them to devote their lives to his 
work. Does Peter Eisenman perhaps expect 
too much of the people who open the door 
and step into his text? The University of Cin
cinnati's new Aronoff Center is not a building 
that looks back, but very far forward, while 
delivering everyday pleasures of the sensory 
present. Fortunate is the star-gazing student 
who finds himself alone in its company late at 
night during a charette. This is a rare vision 
made real. -Joseph Giovannini 

FACING PAGE: Arrium berween old and new strucrures 
provides socializing area for college. 
TOP RIGHT: Facade of existing building forms interior 
southern face of atrium outside gal lery. 
RIGHT: Gallery is entered through gridded opening. 
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ARONOFF CENTER OF DESIGN AND ART 

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 

ARCHITECT: Eisenman Architects, New Yo rk C iry
Peter Eisenman (principal- in-charge); George 
Kewin, Richard Rosson (associate principals- in
charge); D o nna Barry, G reg Lyn n, M ichael 
Md nrurf, Joseph Walrer (projecr archirecrs); 
Lawrence Blo ugh, Kelly H opkin , G reg Luran, 
M aureen Murphy-O chsner, Edward M ircheU, 
Astrid Perlbinder, Jerome Scorr, Brad W inkel
john (project ream) 
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Lorenz+ W ill iams, Dayron
Richard Roediger (principal- in-charge); Ji m H ar
rel l, Jerome Flynn; Michael D owning, B.H . Jon, 
Joseph Mitlo, Shari Rotella, James Schriefer, 
Michael Schuyler, Les Picker (project ream) 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: H argreaves Associates 
ENGINEERS: Progress ive Engineering (structural/ 
mechanical /elecrrical); United Consultants (civi l) 
CONSULTANTS: Dugan & Meyers (cos t es timating); 
Jaffe Acousrics (acoustics); Fisher Marantz Ren
fro Srone (l ighting) ; Boyce Nemec D esigns (au
diovisual); D o nald Kaufman Color (color) 
CONTRACTORS: Dugan & Meyers (consrrucrion man
ager); C leveland Consrrucrion Co. (exterio r enclo
sure and interio r construction); D anis Building 
Construction Co. (structural); Ayer Electric (elec
trical); C incy M echanicals (plumbing); D almatian 
Fire Protection (fire pro tection); T.J . Dyer Co. 
(HVAC); Woolperr (surveying/ fi eld engineering) 
COST: $28 .5 mi ll ion 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Jeff Goldberg/Esto 

LEFT: Corridor leading past studios and offices is ar
ticulated by ceiling shi fts and recessed lighting. 
BELOW: Studios are outfitted wirh standard Auorescem 
fi xtures, dropped ceilings, and vinyl-tile floors. 
FACING PAGE, TOP AND BOTIOM: Addi tion includes 350-
sear auditorium wirh balcony and projecrion booth. 



DEAN'S REPORT 

"We definitely made a decision that 
we did not want a neutral building," 
explains Dr. Jay Chatterjee, dean of the 
College of Design, Architecture, Art, 
and Planning at the University of 
Cincinnati. "We wanted a building 
pointing to the future of architec· 
tu re .. . a living example of what is 
possible. And for that you have to 
take a risk." 

Almost a third of the college was 
located outside the main building, 
which comprises three intercon· 
nected volumes built in 1952, 1958, 
and 1976, when Chatterjee was ap
pointed dean in 1982. The school, 
which offers a bachelor's in archi
tecture, a master's of science in 
architecture, and a bachelor's of 
science in design, numbered 2,000 
students and 130 faculty this year. 

Among the internationally known 
architects who were approached by 
the dean, only Peter Eisenman was 
willing to develop a program for an 
independent RFP with Chatterjee, 
who convinced the university and 
state to hold an invited competition 
that would involve out-of-state ar· 
chitects teaming with local firms. 
Chatterjee invited Eisenman to be 
on the competition list, and Eisen· 
man won in association with Lorenz 
+ Williams of Dayton, Ohio. 

"Walls had been built around 
disciplines," says Chatterjee. "We 
wanted Peter to create a living 
room for the college." About a 
dozen studios for different disci
plines were interspersed among 
each other and the 40 offices; jury 
spaces were designed along open 
corridors. Common facilities were 
centralized to create a sense of 
community, and the library, gallery, 
auditorium, and cafe were deployed 
around the new atrium. 

"From anywhere you look at the 
building, it answers your gaze with a 
question," says Associate Professor 
Daniel Friedman. "It's an intensely 
complicated building-demanding 
on the user, but demanding in a 
productive way." 
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ABOVE: Streetside cafe enlivens corner 
of Sanguinet and Ste. Catherine. 
Fourth-floor office balcony offers views 
ro Old Monrreal, Hanganu's City 
Hall , and Buckminster Fuller's dome. 
RIGHT: "Canyon" down center of S[U
dio and office volume is animated by 
stairs and balcony. 
FACING PAGE, SECTIONS: Flanking court
yard, main volume of design school is 
arranged as offices (left) and s[Udios 
(right) staggered on soud1 and nord1 
sides of open canyon. Monumenral 
stair leads ro main studio and office 
wing. Two basement levels incorpo
rate [Linne! ro main campus and in
dustrial design workshops. 
FACING PAGE, PLAN: L-shaped building 
wraps courtyard; curve at northeast 
end accommodates first-year design 
studio. Four display cases mark main 
entrance with monumental stair. 
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In the 1970s, the new universiry operated 
our of historic buildings throughout the ciry, 
but a main campus gradually formed in the 
gritty heart of Montreal, where the prime 
commercial streets of Sr. Denis and Sre. 
Catherine intersect. Even though rhe envi
ronmental design program functioned in a 
warehouse with unheated studios, its faculry 
of dynamic Quebecois design professionals 
attracted a following, and the department 
grew to nearly 300 students by rhe early 
1990s. When a site that wrapped the corner 
of Sanguinet and Ste. Catherine was pur
chased, Dan Hanganu, a Romanian-born 
architect known for rhe Point a Calliere ar
chaeology museum in Old Montreal, was se
lected from among five Montreal architects 
invited to present their ideas for the building. 

The rough, 55,000-square-foot building 
of concrete, steel, and glass houses the envi
ronmental and graphic design departments 
and the Center for Design, a publicly funded 
exhibition program. In plan, rhe L-shaped 
building embraces a still-unrealized court
yard, currently a gravel alley at rhe back of 
several shops. The skinny norrh-south base of 
the L houses a cafe at the corner of Sanguinet 
and Ste. Catherine, a lively spot that fills a 
tiny entrance plaza wirh outdoor tables; on 
three floors above it are faculry offices that 
look east toward UQAM's main campus or 
south to Buckminster Fuller's dome, recently 
revived as an ecological museum. 

The entrance to rhe school lies north of 
the cafe and courryard, in the wider, longer, 
east-west leg of the "L," on axis with the main 
campus plaza across Sanguinet. Students are 
greeted by a four-story-high daylit lobby that 
leads to the Center for Design's exhibition 
hall on the ground floor, flanked by a monu
mental stair to the design studios and offices 
on levels two through six. The steep concrete 
stair narrows ar rhe top, a Hanganu trade
mark that recalls Paul Rudolph's massive stair 
for the art and architecture building at Yale. 

The school's rectangular volume is orga
nized along corridors on rwo sides of an open 
"canyon," a device char brings sunlight from 
the east-facing glass facade and skylight into 
the depths of rhe building. The canyon is 
aligned to rake in views of the steeple of the 
Church of St. Jacques, a poignant 19th-cen
tury remnant incorporated into UQAM's ad
ministration building in 1976. The canyon's 
southern side contains offices with windows 
on the courryard; the north and west sides 
house large, flexible design studios. 

The building's strengths are its durabiliry, 
flexibiliry, and light, all of which contribute 
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DIRECTOR'S REPORT 

Director Fran~ois Giraldeau and Pro
fessor Jean-Luis Robillard, founder of 
the program, concur that architect 
Dan Hanganu was selected because he 
is "the best architect in Montreal," 
and add that the design faculty over
whelmingly endorsed the selection. 

The building houses 225 graphic de
sign students, 275 to 300 environmen· 
tal design students ( 60 percent of 
whom ultimately specialize in archi
tecture in their third year), and the 
Center for Design, a state-funded pro
gram of public design exhibitions. The 
environmental design program is 
loosely modeled on the interdiscipli· 
nary approach to design education es
tablished at Parsons School of Design: 
students adopt the city, the univer
sity, and even their own building as 
the subject of their research. 

The department eschews traditional 
academic hierarchy; there are no 
deans, but a rotating directorship. 
Giraldeau, who himself graduated from 
the program with a baccalaureate in 
environmental design (Robillard was 
his professor), went on to receive a 
master's degree in architecture at Co
lumbia. He now directs 16 faculty 
members (I 0 architects, five industrial 
designers, and one urban designer) 
who teach the three-year program of 
environmental design, a populist al
ternative to the professional degree 
programs offered by McGill University 
and the University of Montreal. The 
school has a reputation for enticing 
more interesting faculty than the ac
credited schools in the province. 

Giraldeau praises Hanganu's studio 
spaces, which have huge north
oriented windows and movable walls 
or garage doors that allow students to 
overflow into the public corridor. He 
also considers the building a perfect 
laboratory for student research. "This 
is a richly layered building, a study in 
big volumes versus small volumes, col
lective space versus the individual," 
relates Giraldeau. "Students see all 
those tensions taking place, and the 
building itself becomes a black box for 
their experimentation." 
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ABOVE: Third-floor cafereria spi lls inro 
corridor. 
RIGHT: Perforared meral and wire-mesh 
rai lings provide overlooks. 
FACING PAGE: School of Design reveals 
glazed fire srair (lefr) , cenrral corridor 
(cenrer), and main enrrance (righr). 

SCHOOL OF DESIGN 

UNIVERSITY OF QUEBEC, MONTREAL 

MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA 

ARCHITECT: Dan S. Hanganu, Archi
tecrs, Montreal-Dan S. Hanganu 
(principal-in-charge); Gilles 
Prud'homme, Guillaume de Lorim
ier (projecr architecrs); Earl Murphy, 
Rose-Marie Tariant, Franyois Poi
rier, Andrew Zygal (project team) 
ENGINEERS: Boulva, Kadanoff, Safa, 
Deslauriers (structural); Pellemon 
(mechanical and electrical) 
CONSULTANTS: Hanscomb (cost esti
mating) 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Pisapia Ltee 
COST: $14 million (Canadian) 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Michel Brunelle 
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to its success as a pedagogical tool. Hanganu 
arranges a no-nonsense collection of cheap 
materials-checkerboard galvanized alumi
num, perforated steel, unfinished concrete, 
and chipboard-into spaces that promise to 
withstand hundreds of design students for 
years to come. Studios, the heart of any de
sign program, can change their size: garage 
doors roll up and walls slide open to allow 
students to spill out into the canyon for 
well-attended crits by visiting scholars such 
as Kenneth Frampton. On floors three and 
four, pin-ups take place on the corkboard
clad canyon walls. And seven massive HVAC 

ducts drop down the canyon wall, a lesson in 
exposing a building's guts. 

Hanganu has a special talent for punctur
ing a wall. For example, a design studio for 
first-year students overlooks a panorama of 
Montreal that is itself a lesson in urban de
sign history: 1950s public housing, church 
steeples, tall offices, and Mount Royale, with 
a park designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, 
rising in the distance. A second-floor cafete
ria, the school's prime collective area, reaches 
out over the courtyard with a wall of win
dows so that occupants are in the trees. 

After only one academic year of occu
pancy, the school receives high marks from 
professors and the nearly 500 students who 
use the building. (Along with the 300 stu
dents in the environmental design program, 
225 graphic designers occupy top-floor 
computer rooms.) However, the school's 
ability to draw visitors from the campus and 
the city may prove more challenging. Que
bec province's 1 percent for art program sub
sidized an art piece above the entrance: the 
elaborate glass-and-steel screen was designed 
by artist Pierre Leclerc to display enticing 
video images-but now the province has no 
money to project the pictures. 

If visitors do enter, they are likely to pro
ceed no farther than the Center for Design's 
rotating exhibitions in the first-floor hallway; 
crits by out-of-town architects may be hard 
to find, as the second- and third-year stu
dents' studios are in the building's rear, 
western end, up a spiral stair. The school af
fords UQAM vigorous and lively environmen
tal design offerings and is one of the largest 
North American buildings devoted to this in
terdisciplinary approach to design teaching, 
yet it doesn ' t advertise its presence graphi
cally on the street. Admits Franc;:ois Gi
raldeau, director of the environmental design 
program, "How we inflect the building with 
a representation of what we are will be our 
biggest challenge." -Heidi Landecker 
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ACADEMIC AL TERNA 

ABOVE RIGHT: New freesranding com purer 
lab at rhe Universiry of Derroir Mercy, 
designed by Ronir Eisenbach and Monica 
Wyatr, symbolizes new prominence of 
electronic media in archirecrure schools. 

Technology 
& Practice 

A rchitecture education is enriched by unconventional teaching, as this 
month's Technology & Practice section reveals in our survey of four alter

natives to traditional university-based programs, ranging from the well
known, 106-year-old Boston Architectural Center, which requires professional 

experience in a firm before graduation, to two-year-old Archeworks in Chicago, 
which emphasizes hands-on education through student-built community projects. 

And traditional architecture schools are in turn embracing design/build proj
ects as part of their curricula. Construction-based programs are flourishing at 
Yale, the universities of Washington and Kansas, and the Catholic University of 
America, where students are learning to adapt their designs to real-world bud
getary restrictions, client demands, and site constraints. 

Schools are also pushing the boundaries of the electronic world, as university 
researchers successfully develop sophisticated rendering and energy-analysis soft
ware. Our Computers feature details how four innovative software programs
form• Z, Design Workshop, Ener-Win, and Solar 5-evolved in schools to meet 
practical needs and are now being marketed to firms nationwide. 
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Education P ractitioners hiring recent architecture 
school graduates commonly bemoan 
students' low exposure to construction 

principles and project delivery methods. As a 
result, a small handful of schools are focusing 
on integrating construction experience 
alongside studio training, and consensus is 
gradually mounting among architecture 
schools that students should learn to build. 

So fa r, the movement is under way in 
only about a dozen accredited schools-from 
Yale, where fo rmer dean C harles Moore pio
neered the concept in 1965, to the much 
smaller Southern College of Technology in 
Marietta, Georgia, accredited just las t year. 
Such emphasis on co nstruction "is still 
treated as an oddi ty," remarks William Car-

LEARNING FROM CONSTRUCTION 

Practical hands-on p rograms 
teach students about sites, 
structures, and materials. 

ABOVE RIGHT: G raduare srudem Bryan 
Gumbs prepares models of Cassius Street 
House for 1995 Yale Build ing Projecr. 

penrer, coordinator of Sou them T ech' s de
sign/build progran1. "Ir's mainly renegades in 
the schools pushing the ubject," he adds, 
citing the case of Samuel Mockbee at Auburn 
University. "There are some facul ty who re
ally don't want to do this." 

Nonetheless, construction-focused pro
grams are fl ourishing ar Ball State U ni versity, 
Carnegie Mellon University, University of 
Arizona, University of W as hington, U niver
sity of Kansas, Catholic University of Amer
ica, and U niversity of Oregon. Carpenter, 
whose book on the topic will be published 
this year, predicts that within a decade, 30 to 
40 des ign/build programs will be running 
within schools nationwide. 

T he term "des ign/build" is a slight mis
nomer fo r these courses, which are intended 
less as surveys of the popular alternative de
livery method than as hands-on clinics to 
reach students about sires, structures, mareri-

als, and joinery. Academic designlbuild pro
grams remove design projects from the studio 
vacuum and push students to reconcile their 
drawings with real structures they can build, 
weld, wire, and plumb. They encourage stu
dents to work as part of collaborative teams, 
resolving conflicts, managing finances, and 
communicating with clients. 

Design/build courses, however, are nor 
intended to confront all of the practical 
problems architects face. Practitioners ex
pecting to hire graduates well versed in the 
politics of design/build will be disappointed , 
bur educators remain unapologetic. In some 
instances, "srudenrs are engaged in 'design/ 
permit' rather rhan des ign/build," jokes Steve 
Badanes, a des igner/builder with the itiner-

ant firm Jersey Devil, who directs a design/ 
build studio at the U niversity of W ashington. 

As the fo llowing case studies of fo ur uni
versity des ign/build programs show, the scale 
of constructed projects is generally small, 
constrained by obvious limits on rime and 
resources. Yer the range of inqui ry is infinitely 
broad, allowing students to assess critically 
their roles as designers and builders firsthand. 
Contends University of W ashington gradu
ate student and reaching assistant Penelope 
W est, "I wanted to relate how we design in 
the studio to the phys ical presence of a build
ing." Along with the personal satisfaction 
students gain from such endeavors, the bene
fits ro the profession are innumerable. Berrer 
architects are bound ro result fro m students 
who learn to build earlier. - j oseph Bilello 

Joseph Bilello is associate professor of architec
ture at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. 
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University of Washington 
Seattle, Washington 

RIGHT: Design/build studio began 
Danny Woo Gardens project in Seat
tle by conscrucring gateways, sheds, 
and garden follies. 
BELOW: Five-year-long design/build 
project in San Lucas, Mexico, involves 
constructing communi ty kiosks from 
spiral masonry columns supporting 
vaulted roof of t:hin tile. 
BOTTOM: Working wit:h physical and 
occupational cl1erapists, students pro
grammed and built play structure at 
UW's Experimental Education Unit. 

The Department of Architecture in tl1e 
University of Washington (UW) School 

of Architecmre and Urban Planning is inte
grating design/build education with com
munity service by working for nonprofit 
organizations on tight budgets in Seattle and 
abroad. Adjunct Professor Steve Badanes and 
fel low faculty members Andrew Vanags, Barry 
Onouye, and Sergio Palleroni establish the 
programs for projects, obtaining funding from 
the Kellogg Foundation and the Howard 
Wright Foundation, and matching gram s 
from the ciry of Seattle. "We take on small
scale projects that would not happen if we 
didn't do them," Badanes explains. 

Near Cuernavaca, Mexico, for example, 
Badanes's and Palleroni's winter semester 
classes are designing and building a school, a 
clinic, and a community center over a five
year period for tl1 e village of San Lucas. The 
semester before traveling to M exico, students 
are steeped not only in Mexican architecture, 
but archaeology, cultural smdies, and the 
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Spanish language. Once in Mexico, students 
work wi th local residents in squatter settle
ments, where title to land is acquired by oc
cupying and working on it. "Our projects are 
directly linked to the culture, as they involve 
lots of manual labor, materials that are directly 
available, and responding to the local con
text," observes Penelope West, a second-year 
UW graduate student and teaching assistant. 

Students arriving in Mexico to work on 
the San Lucas project must engage in give
and-take with local residents, exploring exist
ing communi ty spaces and learning how 
residents obtain water and materials. Then 
they begin analyzing the site and sketching 
the structure. "In the beginning, some stu
dents were saying we should do a steel struc
ture," recalls W est. "After an intensive week 
or two, it was clear that we wanted to stay 
within local masonry traditions." 

Projects undertaken in Seattle and on the 
UW campus prove only slightly more con
ventional. Last year, the des ign/build stu-

dents completed a labyrinthine play structure 
for the Experimental Education Unit at 
UW's Health Sciences Center. In developing 
the design, the students worked closely with 
teaching staff as well as physical and occupa
tional therapists. Scaling the project to a 
child's size proved the most difficult concep
tual barrier, as the students were accustomed 
to designing for adults. 

Typically, local projects involve designing 
and building park or garden fixtures, such as 
those for Seattle's Danny Woo Gardens, a 
100-plot rract tended by elderly and low
income residents mostly from Asia and the 
Pacific. Since 1989, UW students have built 
a toolshed, an entry gateway, kiosks, and pic
nic areas in the garden. This year's project 
focuses on developing the upper portion of 
the sloping site for better access by elderly 
gardeners. "Most of us here agree," West as
serts, "that it has to be good for an architect 
to understand building-and to reconnect it 
to cultural, political , and social ideas." 



University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 

Each year, Dan Rockhill , a dedicated de
signer/builder and associate professor at 

University of Kansas (known as KU), shows 
eight graduate students how design can be 
informed by construction savvy. Graduate 
students work with Rockhill on design/build 
projects twice-once in their first semester, 
and again in one of their final studios. 

KU students execute small-scale design/ 
build projects, such as houses, schools, out
buildings, derails-arches, vaults, wall sec
tions-and furniture. "We work at a scale 
that allows students to interact with the mate
rials," Rockhill explains. Last year, for example, 
Rockhill's students designed and built a roof 
for the 125-year-old Barber Schoolhouse in 
rural Douglas County; previous classes had 
rebuilt the degraded stone walls. Students 
drew sketches and built small models, and 
then constructed full-scale, steel-and-wood 
mock-ups of specific roof connections. 

After completing the relevant calculations 
for wind and snow loads, rhe students de-

signed crow' s-foor-shaped ridge connections 
for steel pipe truss members, and clad the 
roof with corrugated metal panels. Ar rimes, 
the students found themselves revising their 
designs backward to meet their level of con
struction knowledge. ''Truthfully," graduate 
student Joseph Nocella recalls, "we could 
barely pour a trench foundation." 

This year, Rockhill's students spent 35 ro 
60 hours per week building a 1,000-square
foor artist's studio for KU art professor] u
dith McRae on a $16,000 budget. In 
observing the budget, the students initially 
suggested nontraditional building methods 
such as rammed earth and straw-bale con
struction; soil from the sire was even gath
ered to test prototype pressed bricks, but 
they involved too much extra labor. 

Design continued from February through 
March; in April, the student building team 
moved to the remote rural sire. The site pre
sented several problems to resolve: a steep 
slope, proximity to a federal natural grass 

LEFT: KU design/build students install 
roof framing for artist's studio. 
BELOW LEFT: Wall sections are erected 
by students after fow1dation is poured. 
BELOW RIGHT: Extruded foundation 
takes advantage of sloping site. 
AXONOMETRIC: Students prepared ex
ploded axonometric drawings to ex
plore studio's structural elements. 

preserve, a low-water crossing ro the site, 
stringent sewer and septic requirements, and 
building codes that stipulated installation of 
utilities in structures of more than 800 
square feet. Once on sire, students quickly 
realized the project's difficulty when they had 
to order and prepare the concrete truck, esti
mate the cost of lumber, and determine the 
Bashing profile for the windows. "Ir is an up
hill struggle," wrote one srudenr in a project 
log. "Every day we learn something we rook 
for granted the day before." 

The students had ro forgo specifying 
brand-new corner windows, which would cost 
$3,000, instead searching salvage heaps for 
four $30 casement windows and about $200 
worth of glass. The team members also had 
to rebuild an entire wall once they confronted 
early errors char came back to haunt them. 
"If you don't double-check initially," Nocella 
warns, "I/32- inch errors accumulate. We 
have to be exacting. We've learned the hard 
way what it means to be level and square." 
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Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

All Yale University students seeking the 
three-year master of architecture degree 

are required to take the Yale Building Project 
the summer after their first year. Charles 
Moore, chairman of Yale's School of Archi
tecture from 1965 to 1970, founded the pro
gram in 1965. Moore conceived it as a way 
for students to commit to productive social 
action by building for the disadvantaged. 
Early projects included housing, recreation 
centers, and meeting halls in Appalachia. 

From 1990 to 1995, Yale students de
signed and built affordable single-family 
housing in New Haven with Habitat for Hu
manity under Paul Brouard, the Building 
Project's director since 1970. This year, how
ever, Habitat's policy favors renovating exist
ing housing stock rather than building new, 
so the school is collaborating with the non
profit N eighborhood Housing Services. 

Each 1 ,200- to 1,400-square-foor three
bedroom house costs $50,000 to $60,000 to 
construct-about 60 percent of market rate. 
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RIGHT: Cassius Street H ouse, sporting 
raised porch, was constructed by sru
denrs as part of Yale Building Project 
and completed in Augusr 1995. 
BELOW LEFT: Srudenrs prepared presen
tation drawings of Cassius Srreet 
House in New Haven, Connecticut, 
for the projecr's clienr, Habitat fo r 
Hwnaniry. 
BELOW RIGHT: Srudenrs erect fo rmwork 
for foundarion. 

Funds for the project are typically furnished 
by Yale and New Haven community groups. 
Starting in 1997, a three-year grant from the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development will fund the building project's 
construction of community centers. 

About 40 students start the 14-week build
ing program in spring with a five-week studio 
design competition involving presentations 
to faculty, building inspectors, project spon
sors, and the prospective homeowners. Four 
teams of students complete construction doc
uments. This year, construction began May 1, 
and Brouard expects ir to end in mid-August. 
Six to 10 students spend their summer com
pleting the house, working alongs ide the 
family who will occupy it. 

Five reaching ass istants serving as project 
managers introduce the students to the client's 
programmatic goals and technical details of 
structure, budget, and schedule. Facul ty mem
bers typically negotiate contracts and resolve 
differences between students and clients. In 

the past, disagreements arose between H abi
tat and students over the des ign response to 

the neighborhood context. In l 994, Brouard 
added thorough analyses of neighborhoods 
to the students' agenda to help troubleshoot 
contextual and communi ty issues . 

Once a design is selected, construction be
gins immediately. Students split in to teams 
and assume roles such as technical manager 
or field ream captain. They perform most of 
the fieldwork, including masonry and car
pentry, except where licensing laws require 
trade contractors, and contribute about 360 
worker-days in addition to the 280 worker
days fo r which they are paid. Final ream pre
sentations at the end of rhe course include 
working drawings and a derailed budget. 

'Tm getting hands-on experience," re
marks graduate student Mark Roehrle, who 
completed rhe Building Project this year. 
"Ir's always hard to rel! if what you' re going 
to create is what you will realize, because of
ten the numbers on the drawings are wrong." 



Catholic University of America 
Washington, D.C. 

The Catholic University of America's 
(CUA's) semester-long design/build stu

dio for fourth-year undergraduates and third
year graduate students tries to bridge 
academic and professional life. "This is not 
the real world, and it's nor trying to be," re
marks Ann Cederna, codirector of CUA's 
five-year-old design/build studio. Like other 
instructors, Cederna places priority on the 
lea rning process rath er than on the produce: 

the chief goal is to develop a sense of design 
grounded in knowledge of how buildings are 
actually realized. 

CUA's course is not required, and is in fact 
hard to enter because it's so popular. Under 
directors Cederna and Douglas Frederick 
and former director Vyt Gureckas, CUA's de
sign/build studio has evolved from a focus on 
furniture to full-scale habitable projects. CUA's 
most recent endeavor, a portable, modular 
steel house-equipped with four pick points 
to allow lifting by crane-allowed students 
to work directly with outside consultants, a 

client, and an actual budget. The steel house 
also suffered real-life setbacks in funding 
and procuring materials: the project re
quired two years to complete instead of the 
single term intended. 

Each student begins the course by sketch
ing out ideas, which are then reviewed by the 
entire group of students in the studio. The 
design evolves collectively by combining the 
compelling features of each sche m e as stu

dents double up into teams of two, then four, 
eight, and so on. By the rime the working 
scheme is completed after the first half of the 
semester, each student in the studio ideally 
gains a sense of propriety over the project. 

In design development, students perform 
their own code searches and compliance 
checks for a full set of contract documents, 
moving from pen and paper to the computer 
as they complete working drawings and pre
sentation materials in AutoCAD. "We did 
everything from structural and mechanical 
drawings to all the welding in the field," re-

ABOVE LEFT: Student design/build team 
specified low-e glass co increase energy 
efficiency of Nomadic Transit Mod
ule, to be completed next year. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Students completed com
puter models of modular structure be
fore construction began. 
FAR LEFT: Steel house and adjacent Bat
tery Barn are located outside CUA ar
chitecture school. 
LEFT: Steel frame was Lifted by crane 
and transported by truck. 

counts graduate studenc Macke Bentley. 
The most recent house, which required 

$300,000 worth of materials-raised in part 
by the students-plus deliveries and labor, 
was launched in 1995 with $ 10,000 in pro
ceeds from auctioning the house built by 
previous students. The design concept for 
this steel-framed "Nomadic Transit Module" 
combines the spatial simplicity and harmony 
of a J apanese tea h o use with energy-efficienc 

features such as solar panels, a wind generator, 
rainwater collectors, and insulated screens. A 
small auxiliary building, called the "Battery 
Barn," contains storage systems for wind
and solar-generated power, alongside a re
mote chiller and storage space. 

The day the class selected the project they 
would build, however, the client lost his job, 
and the sruden rs Josr funding. But the stu
dents and faculty were able to rustle the 
money together, and they themselves then 
became the clients for the house, which 
turned into a speculative venture. 
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Computers M any in the profession decry the dis
mal lack of architectural research at 
the university level and the poor 

transfer of information from the academic 
institutions to practice. In the burgeoning 
field of computer software, however, architec
ture schools lead the way in developing pro
grams that target some of practice's problems. 
Frequently from necessity, facul ty and stu
dents have developed sophisticated software 
to solve design challenges overlooked by com
mercial vendors. And a few of d1ese have 
found their way in to the marketplace. 

Two types of software have been particu
larly well nurtured within academia: duee
dimensional modelers and energy-analysis 
tools. T he fo rmer were motivated by d1e 

SOFTWARE FROM THE SCHOOLS 

Leading modeling and energy
analysis p rograms now on the 
market started out on campus. 

RIGHT: Elevarion was creared by U niversiry 
of O regon undergraduare Jesse Emory us
ing rh ree-dimensional model ing sofrware 
Design Workshop. 
FAR RIGHT: Kevin Marthews (righr), De
sign Workshop developer ar Universiry of 
O regon, cririques designs by undergradu
are L1rry Marrin (lefr). 

schools' own pedagogical needs: production
driven proprietary software could not provide 
students with the d1ree-dimensional capabil
ity to advance design. The latter was encour
aged by outside funding fro m the U.S . 
Department of Energy (D OE) and its prede
cessors to promote energy savings in d1e con
struction industry. But the true motivating 
fo rces behind all of these programs are dedi
cated facul ty members willing to find the re
sources to improve d1e tools of d1e profess ion. 

Schools of architecture offer a unique set 
of conditions for d1e initial development of 
new software fo r the pro fess ion. Facul ty and 
students are keenly aware of the design 
process, and are therefore well pos itioned to 
identi fy innovative techniques appropriate to 
the specialized field . Unhampered by busi
ness deacllines or concerns about the bottom 
line, academic creato rs are free to explore 
original ideas at their own pace. O nce a pro-

totype has been developed, the srudent body 
represents a captive audience of beta testers, 
eager to cri ticize and cajole software develop
ers into application refinements. 

H owever, the schools are poo rly equipped 
to bring a prototype to marker. Facul ty often 
cannot justi fy as research the additional rime 
and money requi red to convert a demo 
model into a stable, bug-free package. And 
no funds or staffing are available to sell the 
product, let alone offer technical ass istance to 
users. Faced with this d ilemma, facul ty 
members have taken di ffe rent paths. Some, 
such as Murray M ilne of the U nive rsity of 
Cali fo rnia, Los Angeles, and Larry Degelman 
of Texas A&M U niversity, continue to im
prove their respective energy oftware bit by 

bit within d1e academic setting, relying on 
word of mourn to interest practitioners in 
their tools. O chers, such as Kevin Mard1ews 
of the U niversity of O regon and Chris 
Yess ios, formerly of O hio State U niversity, 
have fo rmed separate companies to develop 
and market products quickly, independently 
of their universities. 

No matter which path is taken , these aca
demicians are setti ng pos itive exam ples for 
furd1er studies. Matthews, for example, be
came d1e first facul ty member at the U niver
sity of Oregon to receive university seed 
money fo r research, paving d1e way for oth
ers to obtain similar funding. "It created a 
new precedent," observes Matmews, "rein
fo rcing d1e idea that research in architecture 
deserves some of the same support as that in 
the sciences. " T he archi tecture profession as 
a whole has m uch to gain fro m th ese pro mis
ing steps.-Nancy B. Solomon 
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form •Z 

Ohio State University 

The proprietary three-dimensional modeling 
software from auto•des•sys in Columbus, 

Ohio, cal led form •Z, was first released in 1991 , 
but its roots in academia reach back as far as the 
early 1970s. It was conceived by Chris Yessios, a 
registered architect with a Ph.D. in computer
aided design. In 1973, Yessios was hired by the 
K.nowlron School of Architecture at Ohio State 
University in Columbus ro teach design. He sub
sequently developed a special graduate program 
in compurer-aided arch itectural design, which he 
directed until his retirement last year. 

Yessios began teaching in the days when, if stu
dents were ro get any computer experience, archi
tecture schools had ro build their own systems. 
The firsr commercially available CAD packages 
were very expensive, focused on two-dimensional 
drafting, and mostly addressed the needs of engi
neers. Yessios recognized that drafting was not 
central ro the design process or ro the needs of 
students, and began developing a rool for resting 
design alternatives in three dimensions. 
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IBM visited Ohio State in the early 1980s ro 
identify innovative computer research. Impressed 
with the software development at the architecture 
school, the company offered Yessios's program 
$1 million in fund ing over eight years ro create a 
design and drafting system. Gradual ly, a three
dimensional modeling program running on a 
mainframe computer emerged . IBM commended 
the team bur never distributed the software, 
called Archimodos, because it was considered roo 
advanced for the market. 

The impetus for form •Z came in the late 1980s, 
when the school replaced its ant iquated mainframe 
with new Macin rosh computers. Unfortunately, 
Archimodos could not run on the upgraded hard
ware, and Yessios couldn 't justify convert ing the 
software ro a new platform as research. In any case, 
he felt the project would have to be undertaken as 
a commercial venture ro be done properly. 

The professor formed auro•des•sys in 1990 with 
former graduate student David Kropp ro produce 
three-dimensional modeling software for the 
Macinrosh. The company was financed privately 
by Yessios, and the code for the commercial ap
plication was written from scratch. That first 
year, Yessios and Kropp demonstrated a prelimi-

nary version of form•Z at the NE/C Systems con
ference, and have since exhibited regularly at this 
and other trade shows. Later, rhey began ro ad
vertise in print media tO reach not only architects 
bur professionals in multimedia and product de
sign. And in 1992, auro•des•sys began an annual 
joint study program in which the company pro
vides software tO universities at cost for inclusion 
in the curricu lum. Version 2.8 of form •Z, now 
available for both the Macintosh and Windows 
environments, can be purchased for $1,495. For 
more information, call auro•des•sys at (614) 488-
9777, or access its home page on the World 
W ide Web ar http://www.formz.com. 

TOP LEFT: New York-based Eisenman Architects uses 
form •Z to model physical phenomenon known as 
soli ton wave for design inspiration . 
TOP RIGHT: Analysis of waves led to rwisred form of 
Eisenman's Haus lmmendorff, proposed for Dus
seldorf, Germany. 
ABOVE LEFT: Form•Z's informarion boxes in render
ing of Le Corbusier's church ar Ronchamp indicate 
surface texture, light sources, and CAD layers. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Different versions of model can be dis
played in same screen. 



DesignWorkshop 
Universit y of Oregon 

Design Workshop, a three-dimensional model
ing software, is the brainchild of Kevin 

Matthews, director of the University of Oregon's 
Design Integration Laboratory and president of 
Artifice, a local independent software company. 
Matthews has explored the possibilities of model
ing for many years, first as an architecture stu
dent at the University of California, Berkeley, 
and later as the CAD system architect for the de
sign ream of the superconducting super collider 
once planned for Dallas. 

Matthews left the super-collider job for the 
University of Oregon in 1989, where he quickly 
sought funding and interested students to form 
the Design Integration Laboratory. A research 
team under his guidance developed a CAD user 
interface based on a three-dimensional crosshair 
technique, which allows architects to sketch 
freely on an electronic pad. The team also inves
tigated the advantages of feature-based solid 
modeling, originally pioneered for mechanical 
engineering, in which parts of an object can be 

recognized as elements in themselves. For exam
ple, a window opening can be resized or relocated 
without disturbing the wall itself. 

These two elements became the basis for a 
three-dimensional modeling prototype called De
sign-Oriented CAD (DOC), which Matthews in
troduced to his computer graphics class in 1992. 
To avoid conflicts with the university over own
ership, in case the software developed into a prof
itable enterprise, Matthews secured all funding 
for DOC from external sources. 

Once the prototype was developed, Matthews 
began negotiating with the university to trans
form the software into a viable commercial prod
uct. The universiry offered support for the 
project, but at a level offund ing Matthews felt 
was inadequate. Instead, he recruited private in
vestors and founded Artifice. 

Eventually, the two organizations established a 
cooperative research-and-development agreement: 
Artifice would fund research for two years within 
the university setting, and the university would 
receive royalcies on the commercialized software. 
The private company moved its research division 
inro rhe campus lab, where professional and stu
dent researchers worked on the three-dimensional 

modeling software, which was renamed Design
Workshop and first released in 1993. Design
Workshop PPC for the Power Macintosh came 
out in 1994. Artifice consolidated its research de
partment with its business operations off campus 
last year, and released Design Workshop J.5 in 
1996 for $595. For more information, call Arti
fice at (800) 203-8324, or look up the company's 
home page on the World Wide Web at http: 
l/www.artifice.com. 

TOP LEFT: In Design Workshop's program analysis of 
art cenrer by University of Oregon srudenr Jesse 
Emory, basic functions such as retail, gallery, and 
cinema are color-coded. Application calculates floor 
area of individual spaces to assist in planning. 
TOP RIGHT: Once size and location of program ele
ments are determined, massing model is developed. 
Form can be adjusted in real time by clicking and 
dragging objects with software's crosshair tool. 
ABOVE LEFT: Preliminary facades are sketched with 
pencil cool directly over massing model. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Elevation ideas studied in two dimen
sions are drawn in three dimensions for further re
finemenr; derailed model can be rotated to examine 
all sight lines and views. 
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So lar-5 

Universit y of California, Los Angeles 

The development of Solar-5, a whole-building 
energy-analysis program railored ro pracri

tioners, stemmed from a workshop of design pro
fessionals organized by rhe AlA for rhe Energy 
Research and Development Adminisrrarion, a 
predecessor of rhe U.S. Deparrment of Energy 
(DOE), in Santa Monica, California, in che mid-
1970s. The group evaluared how much energy 
could be saved if selecred buildings were re
designed using srare-of-che-arr technology. 

William Mirchell , rhen a faculty member of rhe 
Deparrmenr of Architecture and Urban Design 
ar University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), 
and now dean of rhe School of Archirecrure and 
Planning ar rhe Massachusens Insrirure of Tech
nology (Mil} , was invired ro discuss che role of 
rhe co mpurer in chis enterprise. In prepararion, 
Mitchell asked fellow faculty member Murray 
Milne ro develop a rudimentary program illus
trating energy performance in a graphic form eas
ily comprehended by archiceccs. 

Milne, who was trained as borh an archirecr 
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and an engineer and had already developed a se
ries of energy-relared programs ar UCLA, under
rook rhe projecr wirh the help of graduate srudents 
Shin Yoshikawa and Jeff H amer. The demo was 
well received ar rhe meering, and Yosh ikawa con
rinued rhe projecr as his rhesis under Milne's di
recrion. The program, which became known as 
Solar-5, ran on a mainframe compurer. 

By 1984, wirh funding from DOE, Milne and 
his srudents had prepared rhe firsr public release 
ofSolar-5. The research ream mailed our dozens 
of magneric rapes conraining rhe program ro in
reresred universiries. A few years lacer, new code 
for a microcompurer vers ion was wrirren, again 
wich a granr from DOE. Abour 300 copies of this 
version were disrribured ar minimal cosr rhrough 
rhe Designers Software Exchange, a DOE-funded 
projecr ar MIT. The rhird generation of Solar-5 
was developed between 1989 and 1991 wich a 
grant from whar is now known as the University 
of Californ ia Energy lnsrirure. Ir incorporated 
typical meteorological-year climare data and a de
railed model for calculating elecrricity coses based 
on the more rhan 170 types of rares offered by 
California's eighr major electric uriliries. 

Lase spring, recognizing rhe profession 's increas-

ing awareness of environmental issues, Milne and 
his srudents made available yer another version 
char rakes inro considerarion rhe air polluranrs 
associared with different design decisions. New 
graphic rechn iques for comparing rhe perfor
mance of building schemes have also been added. 
The Energy Insrirure funded this release as well. 

Solar-5 is designed ro run on a microcompurer 
with DOS 3. l or more advanced sysrem. Ir is 
available ar cost ($35). This, and seven ocher en
ergy-related software packages from rhe archirec
rure school, can be freely downloaded from rhe 
World Wide Web ar http:llwww.aud.ucla.edu/ 
energy-design.-tools. For more informarion , contacr 
Mi lne via e-mai l: mi!ne@ucla.edu. 

TOP LEFT: Plor of HY AC ourpur, indicari ve of energy
analysis rool Solar-5 's colorful graphic ourpur, shows 
how much air conditioning and furnace energy is 
consumed by inefficienr building scheme. 
TOP RIGHT: Bar charr compares schemes (gray) accord
ing ro various crireria (red, whire, green, and orange). 
ABOVE LEFT: Numerical resulrs of olar-5 's calcula
tions are also depicred in tabular form. 
ABOVE P.\GHT·. Twelve-day snapshor of air changes per 
hour includes Augusr 3 1, honest day of year. 
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Ener-Win 

Texas A&M University 

In 1979, six years afrer c:he Arab oil embargo, che 
Woodlands Development Corporarion soughr 

ro minimize energy consumprion by furure com
mercial srrucrures in a rown north of Housron. 
Afrer successfully applying ro DOE for a gram ro 
fond an energy oprimizarion srudy, the develop
ment company rurned ro c:he CoUege of Archit
ecrure ar Texas A&M University in College 
Sration, Texas, ro underrake r.he analysis. 

The developer had come ro rhe righr place: 
Texas A&M Professor Larry Degelman had been 
involved in energy analysis for years. Trained in 
archirecrural engineering ar Pennsylvania Srare 
University, Degelman had already developed a 
wearher imularion model under a Narional ci
ence Foundarion grant and written an energy 
sofrware program as an assistant professor. 

With his model in hand, Degelman was free ro 
wrire his own program for Woodlands, which 
proved more efficient r.han using exisring energy
simularion models. Degelman underrook the 
srudy as parr of his research duries within rhe 
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university. He and his srudenr assistanrs used rhe 
new sofrware, cal led Enercalc, to examine the en
ergy implications of various design features of220 
prototypical buil di ngs, recommending rhose rhar 
reduced consumption by 20 to 30 percenr. 

Degelman subsequenrly developed a graduate 
course on energy oprimizarion, in which srudenrs 
analyzed their own srudio projecrs wirh Enercalc. 
He rransferred r.he program from a mainframe to a 
PC platform, and began reaching a sofrware de
velopmenr course thar allowed graduare srudenrs 
ro wrire new and improved inrerfaces for rhe en
ergy rool. In 1985, afrer developing a more user
friendly program, Degelman began running annual 
seminars to inrroduce rbe sofrware ro pracritioners. 

Tn 1994, Ph .D. research fe llow Veronica Soe
barto, supporred by a Wi ll iam Wayne Caudill 
Research Fellowship, convened Enercalc from a 
DOS ro a Windows environmenr. The program 
was r.hen renamed Ener-Win . The laresr version, 
available in September, includes a drawing inrer
face by Ph.D. research fellow Scorr Arvin. And, 
thanks ro Soebarro, the upcoming release can also 
be calibrared ro exisring utility records for rerrofir 
projecrs. Both of rhese improvemenrs were made 
possible by Funding from the Center of Energy 

Window Window Lights/ People People lnlV 
Trans. Solar Equip. Sens. latent Vent. 
33.82 151.14 256.29 153.44 122.75 184.57 

..... 
£fleet 

·136.68 
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and Mineral Resources, a campus insrirure thar 
receives money from c:he stare. 

Ener-Win, which is copyrighred by rhe univer
sity, should soon ger a big boost in name recog
nition. This summer, ir has been distribured ro 
every archirecture department in North America 
as part of Vital Signs, a projecr managed by r.he 
University of California, Berkeley, and funded by 
r.he San Francisco-based Energy Foundation. 

The current sofrwa re runs in a Windows envi
ronment on a PC-386 or more advanced sysrem, 
and cosrs $250. Ener-Win and other Texas A&M 
energy programs are described in derail on rhe 
World Wide Web ar http:llarchone.tamu.edul 
-energy. For more informarion , co nracr Degel
man via e-mail: larry@archone.tamu.edu. 

TOP LEFT: Projects can be sketched within Ener-Win, 
unlike in many whole-building energy-analysis rools. 
TOP RIGHT: Project information screen prompts de
signer ro enter basic darn. 
ABOVE LEFT: Archicecr can cuscomize lighling use and 
olher building schedules for every day of year. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Ener-Win software produces series of 
colorful analytical graphs, including bar chart show
ing annual cooling load by building component. 
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Education U niversity-based architecture programs 
at MIT and the U niversity of Illinois 
served as "alternative" models of archi

tectural education when they were established 
some 130 years ago. At that time, architec
tural training was provided through appren
ticeship . O ver the years, the relationship 
reversed as architecture education firmly em
bedded itself in the university system and ap
prenticeship all but vanished (surviving in 
spi rit as today's post-university internship). 

However, not all architecture education 
moved to the universities. A parallel but dis
tinct cohort of institutions has always offered 
educational al ternatives to the more main
stream programs. T hese have ranged from art 
schools like the Cran brook Academy to the 

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS 

. . </! 

Four maverick institutions . · :j J 
offer altern~tives to university-~ .. ~ 
based architecture programs. - -.. 

ABOVE: Desert house designed by San 
Francisco lnstirure of Archirecrure (S FIA) 
srudenr C harles Sholren reveals school's 
organic influences. 
ABOVE RIGHT: Srudenr T im Scharff works 
in SFIA's worry-free environment. 
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teaching office of the Frank Lloyd Wright 
School-which might more appropriately be 
viewed as a latter-day reformulation of the 
apprenticeship model. 

More than once, these mavericks have pi
oneered new educational ventures. T he 
Southern Califo rnia Institute of Architecture 
(SCIARC) was fo unded only 25 years ago by 
noted architect Raymond Kappe and others 
when they became disenchanted with the in
stitutional rigidity of university-based schools 
in the Los Angeles area. Today, SCIARC is 
routinely cited as one of the nation's leading 
centers of architectural thought. 

"Alternative" education is increas ingly dif
ficult to define. SCIARC, for instance, now 
ranks as a National Architectural Accrediting 
Board (NAAB)-accredited member of the As
sociation of Collegiate Schools of Architec
ture (ACSA). O n the other hand, Notre 
Dame's venerable School of Architecture, 

under the direction of Chairman T homas 
Gordon Smith, has instituted a largely Clas
sical curriculum-certainly an al ternative to 
most every other school in this country. As 
architecture schools continue to grow more 
numerous and competitive, achieving an "al
ternative" identi ty will likely be an essential 
institu tional strategy for attracting students 
and financial support. 

At present, there are two general charac
teristics of alternative programs: most are 
neither accr~dited by NAAB nor full members 
of ACSA. Some of the alternative schools are 
working toward those affiliations; others are 
not. Yestermorrow, reviewed in the fo llowing 
pages, is not. It offers a series of workshop
style courses that bring archi tects and others 

directly into the building process. T he 
Boston Architectural Center, by contras t, has 
had NAAB accreditation and ACSA member
ship for 25 years. Its program differs widely 
from other schools, however, in that a signif
icant amount of the student's education is 
completed through full-time employment in 
professional offi ces . 

T he San Francisco Institute of Architec
ture eschews many traditional notions of ar
ch itecture education, including long hours 
with studio instructors and critical reviews, 
yet aspires to accreditation. Archeworks, 
which was fo unded in 1994 by Eva Maddox 
and Stanley Tigerman, embraces a crossdisci
plinary approach that harkens back ro the 
Bauhaus yet looks forward to a time when 
design is viewed in an integrative fashion. In 
today's climate of disciplinary chauvinism, 
this holistic approach offers a fresh alterna
tive indeed.-Reed Krolojf 
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Archeworks 
Chicago, Illinois 

This is nor a jury; this is nor an architec
ture school; this is nor a school," says 

Stanley Tigerman as he begins the final pre
sentations ar the recent conclusion of 
Archeworks' second year of operation. Co
founders Tigerman and Eva Maddox freely 
admit that it is difficult to describe Arche
works in conventional terms. Andreason La 
Salle Brown, the institution's administrator, 
repeats "Arcneworks is an alternative educa
tional design laboratory" as his mantra. But 
even Brown acknowledges he's not always 
sure how to define the program he's runn ing. 

Although Archeworks' catalog implies a 
full-rime educational experience, an average 
afternoon finds its studios empry. "This is a 
night school," admits Tigerman. With few 
exceptions, most interns work full-rime while 
attending Archeworks, which costs $7,000 
per year. Maddox thinks this sorr of experi
ence will become more common for all de
sign professionals in t11e years ahead: "As our 
profess ion and how we work changes dra-
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RIGHT: Plastic shopping cart designed 
by 1995 graduates Lawrence Kasimov 
and Rebecca Krengel was conceived 
for homeless population. 
BELOW: Archeworks is housed in ware
house in Chicago's developing New 
Arts Disuict. 
BELOW RIGHT: Zebra Project draws in
spiration from street crosswalk mark
ings as safety zones in urban West 
Humboldt Park neighborhood. 

marically, we' ll find rhat we are continuing 
to be students throughout our careers." 

Founded in 1994, rhe school occupies rhe 
basement of a warehouse loft a dozen blocks 
south of Chicago's Loop. Its facilities include 
a presentation room, a lecture hall, three stu
dios, a com purer center, a wood and welding 
shop, and a bar. The bar and lecture hall open 
to the building's atrium, where Archeworks 
nolds irs public events. The ensemble is fur
nished like an upscale design office wirh gifts 
from corporate sponsors, Chicago architec
tural offices, and local bui lders. 

Archeworks' 1995-1996 enrollment was 
made up of 12 students: seven men and five 
women, ranging in age from 22 to 55 and 
hailing from five countries. Half the group 
entered the program with a rradjrional archi
tecture education. The ocl1ers came from es
tablished careers in diverse fields-nursing, 
industrial design, and government, to name a 
few. Students are referred to as "interns," and 
faculry describe themselves as "facilitators." 

This year's staff included Chicago architect 
Douglas Garofalo, theorists Robert Somo! 
and Benjamin Nicholson, and Merritt Sey
mour, the director of product design and de
velopment at USG Interiors. 

A certificate of residency is conferred upon 
successful completion of a year's coursework 
at Archeworks, and rhe rime spent meets 
both National Council of Architectural Reg
istration Boards and internship requirements 
legislated for architects and designers. 

At first glance, Archeworks' projects 
would not be out of place amo ng the socially 
conscious thesis projects commonly found at 
many universities today. Bur no project at 
Archeworks is the product of an individual 
designer, and most have real clients who par
ticipate in t11e process. 

This past year's group of interns was di
vided into reams in September and organized 
according to three areas of investigation. 
Team One worked on an Archeworks-iniri
ared project to develop strategies for dealing 



RIGHT: Urban occupancy matrix of 
photographs, models, and conceptual 
designs for combatting homelessness. 
BELOW AND BOTTOM : Archeworks stu
dents used carbon fiber, kevlar, alumi
num tubing, and graphite composites 
co produce headpointer weighing half 
as much as previous prototypes; head
poinrer enables individuals with cere
bral palsy to operate keyboard for 
speech synthes izing and data entry. 

with homelessness in Chicago. Its final prod
uct was a proposed amendment to the Chi
cago building code to establish "The Urban 
Occupancy System," a legislative document 
that outlines strategies for rehabilitating 
abandoned structures into residences and 
businesses where homeless people might 
work and live. Supporting design drawings 
for three specific si tes demonstrate the practi
caJ potential of the proposed legislation . 

Team Two worked with West Humboldt 
Park community groups and a sixth-grade 
class at the local school to develop an iden
tity for the predominantly African-American 
neighborhood. The Zebra Project, as it is 
called, incorporated a striped motif into a se
ries of proposed srreetscape improvements 
near a local school. Striped window placards 
and brightly painted plywood zebras in pub
lic spaces became neighborhood icons by the 
end of the year, and the stripe motif was ap
plied across vacant urban lots to symbolize 
the need for neighborhood development. 

Team Three, in conjunction with the Re
habilitation Institute of Chicago and private 
clients, focused on des ign solutions for the 
disabled. Its most successful project involved 
a new design for the headpointers used by 
cerebral palsy patients. Exjsting devices tend 
to be clumsy and uncomfortable-not un
usual characteristics for a prosthetic device. 
The team tested various mock-ups before fi
nalizing the design. By redefining the pointer 
as a piece of functional fashion, the interns 
produced an elegant new headpiece that con
siders the wearer's self-esteem as part of the 
solution. The headpointer will soon be mass
produced and marketed through a major 
medical equipment supplier. 

Tigerman and Maddox's presence perme
ates everything at Archeworks, and it is their 
active solicitation of projects and clients that 
sets the tone for all the work that follows. "We 
need clients to provide a base of knowledge," 
says Maddox. "They provide us with the in
formation to allow us to springboard to solu-

tions via design." Once a project is begun, 
Maddox and Tigerman allow students to in
teract rurectly witl1 the clients. 

What the founders, facilitators, and interns 
have accomplished during Archeworks' two 
years of operation remains true to Maddox's 
credo that "Ideas are a product." Working 
with real clients on real problems "is crucial 
to Archeworks' approach," she claims. "To
day, most design practices don ' t aJ low the re
search and development that create fresh , 
multirusciplinary solutions." The team mem
bers ' varied backgrounds illustrate this multi
disciplinary approach: the group working 
with the disabled included an architect, a 
graphic designer, a registered nurse, and an 
industrial designer. 

Through this collaborative approach, in 
two short years Archeworks has improved 
the physical environment for at least a few of 
its clients. As intern Caryl Anselmini sums 
up her experience, "You're not in a classroom; 
you' re out there doing ir."-EdwardKeegan 
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Steelstudbrickwallaphobia* 
* (An affliction affecting building professionals manifested 

by abnormal anxiety about steel stud/brick veneer wall systems.) 

The symptoms of the affliction are obvious. Curing the Confusion 
Irrational, fearful thinking that creates painful 
doubts. Doubts, for example, about the thermal 
efficiency of steel. Or about the system's resis
tance to moisture. Or its ability to prevent 
flexural cracking of the veneer. 

It causes anxiety and confusion about the use 
of rigid foam insulation. About the adequacy 
of commercial brick ties to transfer lateral 
loads. About... well, whatever your fevered 
brain can imagine. 

I 1990 UAP 

Fortunately steelstudbrickwallaphobia is highly curable. First, it takes 
a dose of old-fashioned clear thinking as you calmly consider the many 
advantages a commercial steel stud sheathing system has to offer: 

• The Durability of Brick 
• The Structural Superiority of Steel 
• Reduced Weight 
• Better Uniformity and Dimensional Stability Than Lumber 
• The Ability to Get to "The Dry" Quickly 
• A Greater Variety of Aesthetic Options 

Immediate, Lasting Relief 
Now you're ready for the final remedy. It'.s in the form of a 12-page technical 
brochure from Owens Corning, makers of FOAMULAR® extruded 
polystyrene insulation. 

It goes right to the root of your problem 
with ingredients that include: 

• Improved System Specification 
• Industry Research and Recommendations 
• Technical Data and Drawings 
• Maximizing Them1al Performance 
• Bracing and Deflection Criteria 
• Product and Application 

No Prescription Needed 
The brochure is FREE. Simply fax our coupon 
or circle the reader service number below. We 
think you'll find it's serious medicine for design 
professionals who want a remedy for steelwallbr ... 
uh, studsteelwa ... uh .. . who just want to get well. 

• c;"" 129 00 ;,ro,mat;oo ca'd 

: We Make The Difference™ 

The color PINK is a trademark of Owens Corning. r--------------------, 
I 
I 
I 

0 I'm ready for the cure... send me the Owens Corning 
FOAMULAR® Commercial Steel Stud System technical 
brochure today! 

FAX THIS COUPON TO: 201-605-2231 

I Nruue ________ ________________ ~ 
I Company _______________________ ~ 
I Address ______________________ __ _ 

I City/State/Zip ______________________ _ 

I Phone Fax _____ _ ____ _ 

L----------------- -

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 



The futu1·f' of EJFS i n ' L ahout St'alin g oul 

wal r r. lL ·s about letting iL t• seape if i t ever 

pt·1wt1·a Les a sys lem 's 1• x L1·1·ior. Wate1·-mana irt'd 

L) pc ELF and DEF ys tems are design ed lo 

d o ju s l that - makin g th e m mo r e prac ti ca l to 

in s tall and mo1·e n·liabl e in pe rfo r man ce than 

n·gular " ba1Tie1-'' type EIFS . 

Fa cl i ·, batTier ElF Sys tems we1·e 

dt' s igned Lo seal wate r oul. And th ey wo1·k. 

T ha l is . until water ." t't:'ps bt'hind th e sys te m 

throu gh and around windows, roof fl a shin gs 

a nd oth f' r µe ne tration points. That 's wht'n 

th e limitati o ns of " ha1Ti e r " E IF b eco me 

Pv idl'nl: the y can al so seal wate r 111 , cau s

in g p t' t"llH11lt'llt dama ge not vi sible from a 

ho nw 's t• x lt' rior . 

With o ut satTifil'in g th e s lu cco-look a ppea l, 

o r in sulati o n be nefit -, WaLt' r-Ma 11aged 

Exte ri or Fi11i ·h Sy ·tp111 · perfonn like an E JF 

Sys L<' m with orw tTut'ial diffrre nc ·e . Th ey 

giv f' watc1· the Ltlt'an s to t•s«apt> if it should 

t' Vf' t· pt'n ett·ate the sys te m's t'J1.lt'1·iot". 

Thi s " wale r in , waler out" vrc mi se is 11 ' L 

1ww Lo the co nstt·uc ti o n indu ·try. It 's th e 

ha sir con cept be hind con vl'nlional ex te1·io1· 

cladding s ur h a s aluminum a nd vi11 yl sidin g, 

a 11cl ev<'n tlw pn·d t•1·esso1· Lo ha1Ti e1· E IFS , 

pol'Lland ce me nt s lu ee o . 
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The fa c t i , windows are no t waterproo f. 

And indep end e nt tes ts r eveal that even pe r 

ft>!'ll y in s tall ed windows can eventually leak. 

Fac lo1· in in e ffec ti ve seala nt and poo r 

d e tailin g and it 's onl y a matter of time b efore 

waler ge ts in . 

By in coqJO ra tin g wate r-durabl e ·ub

·t1·ate , vapo r pe r11wahle eompone nts, fla s h

in g a nd draina ge planes, Water-Managed E IF 

Sys tems mak e s ure wale 1· ge ls out. afely. 

S u1·el y. And with out damagin g a home's 

water-se ns itive framin g and sheathin g. 

For compl1·te detail !i and sp er ifi ea tions on 

WatH-Mana ged Ex terior Finish Sys tems, o r 

a tec hni cal p ap er outlinin g the r es ults of o u 1· 

ex le1·io1· sys te ms r esca1·ch , call l-800-USG-

4YO , or vis it hup ://www.usgco rp .com . IL ' 

th e kind of information that can put yo ur 

mind at ease. 


